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Abstract
High level demagnetization isolates a single syntectonic
magnetization in ten stable sites from the upper Cretaceous Winthrop and
Midnight Peak Formations in the Methow-Pasayten belt of north central
Washington. The mean direction of D=11.4o, 1=62.6o, Alphag5=4.70 is
discordant with the expected in-situ direction. This discordance is
interpreted as resulting from 1,370 km of northward transport between 93
and 45 Ma.
Correcting the contemporaneous Mount Stuart direction from within the
Cascade terrane for approximately 16o of southward tilt brings it into
accord with the new Methow direction. Further, if northward translation
of these terranes were initiated by a southward Kula-FaralIon ridge jump,
the North America-Kula-Faral Ion triple junction had to be located north of
350 N. by 80-94 Ma.
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Introduction
The Methow-Pasayten belt is located now within a collage of
dissimilar geologic terranes ^Figure 1) that have been accreted to or
displaced along the western continental margin of North America since the
mid-Triassic ^Coney and others, 1980). These terranes are defined by
their distinct geologic histories and their usually sharp tectonic
boundaries with adjacent terranes iJones and others, 1982). The Methow-
Pasayten Terrane is distinct from the Cascade Terrane, adjacent to the
west, but geologically tied to the Eastern Metamorphic Belt iMisch, 1966)
of the Cascade Terrane at least since the 1 ate-Cretaceous by the Black
Peak batholith. The Black Peak batholith was emplaced along the suture of
these two terranes and intrudes them both. Some uncoupling may have
occurred to the west of the Black Peak batholith (Hoppe, 1982).
Most of the terranes surrounding Cascadia and the Methow-Pasayten
belt show pal eomagnetic evidence for significant tectonic rotation and
translation (Irving and others, 1985). The paleomagnetic results from
these terranes have been summarized by Strickler (1982) and Irving et al.
(1985). Inboard of Cascadia and separated from it by the dextral Yalokum
fault system (Gabrielse, 1985), Triassic rocks of the Stikine Terrane
(Symons, 1983b) appear to have been displaced northward about 600 km,
relative to the North American Craton (Gordon and others, 1984).
Cretaceous rocks from the adjacent Cache Creek Terrane show northward
displacement of about 1500 km. The paleomagnetism of the Wrangell
Terrane, of which there are fragments scattered from northeastern Oregon
to southern Alaska, supports similar northward movement of three to five
thousand kilometers since the late Triassic (Yole and Irving, 1980;
Hi 11 house and Gromme, 1981; Hi 11 house and others, 1982; Hi 11 house, 1984).
1
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Figure 1. Generalized geologic map of the Methow-Pasayten belt ^fromTrexler and Bourgeois, 1985).
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without significant northward translation. This rotation without
translation may be, in part, because of their younger ages of accretion
(Beck, 1980). The Republic Graben of Washington has experienced 25 degrees
of clockwise rotation since the Eocene (Fox and Beck, 1985). Tertiary
volcanics of the Cascade Range, south of Cascadia, has similarly been
rotated (Magi 11 and Cox, 1981; Magi 11 and others, 1981; Beck, 1984).
Many Mesozoic plutons throughout the length of the western Cordillera
preserve remanent magnetic directions consistent with large amounts of
northward displacement and clockwise rotation (Beck and others, 1982a).
Close to Cascadia, the Cretaceous Coast Plutonic Complex of British
Columbia yields paleomagnetic directions suggesting either southwestward
tilt or post-Cretaceous clockwise rotation and northward translation
(Symons, 1973a, 1977a, 1977b; Irving and others, 1985). Results from the
Cretaceous Spuzzum batholith of the Bridge River Terrane (Irving and
others, 1985) are similarly interpreted. Triassic plutonic rocks in the
Quesnel 1 Terrane of Monger and others (1982) have been rotated nearly 40
degrees clockwise with about 15 degrees of northward translation (Symons,
1971, 1973b, 1983a; Symons and Litalien, 1984).
Stratigraphic, structural and paleontologic evidence supporting the
major tectonic displacements inferred from the paleomagnetic data have
been summarized by J. W. H. Monger (1984) and Jones and others (1982).
Most of the evidence for displacement of the Cascade Terrane, of
which the Methow block is now a part, comes from paleomagnetic
investigation of the late Cretaceous Mount Stuart batholith in the North
Cascades (Beck and Noson, 1972; Beck and others, 1981). The Mount Stuart
direction is anomalously shallow and easterly, suggesting either
significant late- or post-Cretaceous clockwise rotation and northward
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translation, or tilting down to the south. Magnetic homogeneity through­
out these plutons rules out regional tilt by more than a few tens of
degrees ^Beck, 1980). All batholiths, however, lack paleohorizontal
controls critical to tectonic reconstruction, so in-situ block tilting
cannot be totally ruled out.
In an attempt to test the hypothesis of northward translation of the
Cascade terrane, Strickler (1982) investigated the paleomagnetism of the
Mt. Cheval, Dirty Face, and Black Peak batholiths, and Harrison (1984)
studied the paleomagnetism of the Hidden Lake, Sulfur Mountain, Ten Peak
and Oval Peak plutons. All are within the Cascade Terrane. Had these
intrusions yielded directions similar to Mount Stuart, they would have
supported a regional northward translation. However, poor magnetic
stability of these intrusions has hindered tectonic interpretation.
Unlike the crystalline rocks of the North Cascades, the sedimentary
and volcanic rocks in the Methow-Pasayten belt preserve a stable
magnetization and are layered, allowing determination of paleohorizontal
and application of the fold test. That makes them unique Mesozoic
targets for paleomagnetic studies of "collage" tectonics in the region.
Schwarz's (1984) paleomagnetic reconnaissance of the Methow found a single
stable magnetization in three sites in the Midnight Peak Formation
collected from one limb of a fold. These sites alone were not sufficient
for application of the fold test, so his conclusions were uncertian.
However, corrected to their paleohorizontal, these sites yielded a
direction somewhat steeper than the Mount Stuart direction but still
anomalously shallow. The purpose of my research was to test for northward
migration of the Methow block, and by extension the Cascade terrane,
through more intensive paleomagnetic investigation of the Midnight Peak
Formation and other Cretaceous strata in the Methow-Pasayten belt.
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Regional Setting
The Methow-Pasayten belt is an elongate, northwest trending
structural depression in north-central Washington and southern British
Columbia (Figure 2). It is over 275 km long and up to 40 km wide.
Contained within it is a thick sequence of Mesozoic-Cenozoic clastic
sediments and vol canics on a Paleozoic (?) met amorphic and crystal 1 ine
basement (Figure 3). Unconformably overlying the crystalline basement
rocks is the Jurassic volcanidastic Newby Group, which records two
deformational episodes (Barksdale, 1975). In the study area the Newby
Group is unconformably overlain (Barksdale, 1975), or simply overlain, by
the less deformed (Vicki Todd, oral communication, 1985) Cretaceous
section, which has been deformed by the most recent folding episode. These
rocks are intruded by numerous small Cretaceous and Tertiary plutons
(Barksdale, 1975; Tabor and others, 1968). The belt is bounded on the
west by the Ross Lake fault zone (Misch, 1966) and on the east by the high
angle Chewack-Pasayten fault (Lawrence, 1968). The belt terminates to the
north where these two boundary faults join in the Frasier River Canyon of
British Columbia (Barksdale, 1975). The southern extent of the belt is
obscured by overlapping basalts of the Columbia River plateau (Figure 1).
The Methow-Pasayten belt is flanked on either side by highly deformed
igneous and metamorphic complexes. East of the Chewack-Pasayten fault is
the Okanogan gneiss complex (Hawkins, 1968; Hibbard, 1971; Fox and others,
1976; Tabor and others, 1982), a dissected magmatic arc terrane composed
of Paleozoic(?) and lower Mesozoic sediments that have been regionally
metamorphosed and intruded by middle and late Mesozoic plutons (Hawkins,
1968). To the west, the Ross Lake fault zone, including the Hozameen,
Jack Mountain, Twisp and Foggy Dew faults, separates the Methow-Pasayten
5
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Figure 2. Major tectonic terranes and sutures associated with the Methow-
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Pasayten belt ^from Trexler and Bourgeois, 1985).
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belt from the eastern metamorphic and igneous belts of the Cascade
magmatic arc terrane iMisch, 1966).
The Ross Lake fault zone and the Chewack-Pasayten fault are believed
to have been active in the middle and late Cretaceous iTennyson, 1974).
The exact timing and sense of motion along these faults remain imperfectly
understood. Strike-slip motion may have placed the Methow-Pasayten belt
between the Okanogan and the North Cascades. Strike-slip motion has been
inferred for segments of the Ross Lake fault zone ^Misch, 1966; Barksdale,
1975; Trexler and Bourgeois, 1985) prior to the intrusion of the Black
Peak bathol ith about 85 Ma ^Strickler, 1982), but the amount of si ip is
unknown. Petrofabric analysis of the Chewack-Pasayten fault zone suggests
Late Cretaceous right-lateral displacement there as well iLawrence, 1968).
However, lack of geologic marker units across either of these boundary
faults leaves the amount of offset unknown. Between the Ross Lake and
Chewack-Pasayten fault systems, the Methow block has been down-faulted by
Early Cenozoic normal faulting. This down-faulting is the primary reason
for preservation of the Mesozoic section in the Methow iLawrence, 1978).
Until Cenomanian (1) time, Jura-Cretaceous sediments of the Methow-
Pasayten belt accumulated in part of a forearc basin, fragments of which
are now scattered from California wel1 into Canada ^Kleinspehn, 1985).
Based on comparable geologic histories and lithologies ^Tennyson, 1974),
this forarc may once have included what is now the Tyaughton trough in
southern British Columbia, the Queen Charlotte Group on the Queen
Charlotte Islands, the Bowser basin in northern British Columbia, and the
Great Valley Sequence in California ^Dickinson, 1976). This forarc belt
flanked an eastern magmatic source terrane in the late Jurassic and early
Cretaceous. At about 100 Ma, arc magmatism, deformation and metamorphism
adjacent to the Methow portion shifted westward to the site of the present
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North Cascades, which may have been accreted to the North American
continent at about that time iTennyson and Cole, 1978). The Methow-
Pasayten basin, which had been a forearc, henceforth collected sediments
in a backarc or interarc position ^Tennyson, 1974).
Internal Structure in the Methow-Pasayten Belt
The Methow-Pasayten belt has been subjected to at least four major
deformational episodes ^Barksdale, 1975). The Cretaceous section, with
which this study is concerned, has been affected by only the most recent
episode. This episode created a synclinorium of several broad, generally
gently dipping, en echelon synclines that are separated by high angle
faults. Two of these, the Goat Peak and Midnight Peak synclines, were
sampled in this study. The limbs of these folds are steeply dipping in
places and even locally overturned. Generally the steepest dips and
overturned beds occur adjacent to faults at or near the periphery of the
folds. Fold axes are subhorizontal and oriented approximately NNW, nearly
parallel with the boundaries of the belt. Analysis of bedding attitudes
mapped by Barksdale U975) and Tennyson U974) indicates a southward
plunge of fold axes, by at most a few degrees.
Major folds are truncated by two main sets of en echelon high angle
faults. The first set trends slightly more westerly than the fold axis
iTennyson, 1974). Faults in this set separate the major syncl ines with
predominantly left lateral strike-slip. The second major set of faults
truncates the folds and the earlier faults. Faults in the younger set
strike approximately 45 degrees east of north, perpendicular to the fold
axes. These are mostly right lateral strike-slip in displacement.
The geometry of the large scale structural features suggests that
they may have resulted from dextral shear with a component of compression
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acting on the entire Methow-Pasayten region. This style of deformation is
common across transform basins iDickinson, 1976).
Description of Units Sampled.
Virginian Ridge Formation: The oldest formation sampled in this study
is the Cretaceous Virginian Ridge Formation, a 1365 m thick assemblage of
black siltstone, volcanic and chert-grained sandstones and chert pebble
conglomerates iTrexler and Bourgeois, 1985) ^Figure 4). The following
description is compiled from Cole U973). The siltstones are thin-bedded;
most beds are less than 5 cm in thickness. Sandstone and conglomerate
beds are much thicker, to a maximum of about 100 m. Many of the
si 1 tstones are graded; a few displ ay smal 1 - scale, ripp 1 e-drift cross- 
laminations near their tops. The sandstone beds are of two types. One
type has graded beds 5 to 30 cm thick. The second, less abundant type
consists of single sets of foreset cross-beds. Both have scoured bases
and planar tops. There are also graded conglomerates found in lenticular
channel fills. Elongate clasts are oriented parallel to the axes of
paleochannels. Northeast of Harts Pass, Washington, the upper portion of
the formation contains approximately 30 m of interbedded volcanic breccia
^Pitard, 1958).
In contrast to the underlying Harts Pass Formation, the Viginian Ridge
Formation shows a decrease in maximum clast size, bed thickness and
sandstone-to-shale ratios from west to east. The maximum clast size
decreases from 7.6 cm in the west to 2.5 cm in the east and northeast.
The average thickness of conglomerate beds decreases from 8 m in the west
to 1 m in the east, while the average thickness of sandstone beds
decreases from 3.5 m to 1.2 m. Paleocurrent directions have a vector mean
of 55 degress, indicating northeastward transport, essentially opposite to
that of the underlying formations ^Cole, 1973). An age of late-Albian to
10
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Figure 4. Triangular modal di Fm, VM= Ventura member of L=Lithics. Provenance fieldsCole U973).
agram plot. VR=Virginian Ridge, Midnight Peak Fm, Q=Quartz, F from Dickinson and Suczek U978).
W=Winthrop=Fe1dspar.Data from
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early-Cenomanian was based on fossils of Beadantceras and M. Condoni
collected from this formation ^Barksdale, 1975).
Winthrop Formation: The Winthrop Formation grades upward and
eastward from the Virginian Ridge Formation. Its greatest thickness is
3900 m on the eastern flank of the Methow Valley, where the Virginian
Ridge Formation is thinnest ^Trexler and Bougeois, 1985). The Winthrop
Sandstone thins westward (Cole, 1973) where it intertongues with the
Virginian Ridge Formation (Barksdale, 1975). The contact between these
two formations appears to be conformable (Pierson, 1972).
Cole (1973) described the Winthrop Sandstone as having a mode (Figure
4) of quartZ22feldspar55lithics20» and a ratio of volcanic to total
lithics of .56 with an increase of volcanic lithic debris up section. The
magnetic fraction of this rock, as determined by x-ray diffraction
analysis, is a very pure magnetite with little or no titanium content.
The sandstone beds of the Winthrop formation range in thickness from
30 cm to 60 m and are formed by single sets of trough cross-beds in the
thicker sedimentary units. Cole (1973) determined sediment transport
direction from highly variable attitudes of large scale cross-beds and
complex arrays of small-scale, ripple drift, cross-1 aminations, scour
marks and climbing ripples preserved in siltstones. A vector mean of the
paleocurrent directions is 225 degrees for the Winthrop Sandstone, almost
directly opposite to the dispersal trend of the underlying Virginian Ridge
Formation. Sandstone bed thickness and sandstone-to-shale ratios indicate
a concentration of sand along the axis of the Methow Val ley (Tennyson,
1974). Evidence for a early Cenomanian age of the Winthrop is based on
leaf and fern fossils (Barksdale, 1975).
Ventura Member of the Midnight Peak Formation: Overlying the
Winthrop Sandstone on the east side of the Methow-Pasayten belt is the
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Cretaceous Ventura Member of the Midnight Peak Formation, a 600 m thick
assemblege of red sandstone, siltstone and conglomerate ^see figure 4)
iCole, 1973). The sandstone is composed of very poorly sorted, rounded
grains in beds ranging from a few centimeters to 3 m thick. The thinner
beds commonly show a single set of foreset beds; the thicker beds have
plannar cross-beds 30 cm high to 3 m long. Both thick and thin beds have
concentrations of pebbles along inclined bedding planes. Many of these
beds are shallowly channeled into underlying siltstones ^Cole, 1973). Many
conglomerate beds occur as graded channel-fill cut into underlying beds in
lenses up to 2 m thick. Clasts are typical ly about 1 cm in diameter but
reach a maximum size of 6 cm. These clasts consist mostly of chert and
volcanics with some granite and sedimentary material ^Tennyson, 1974).
The vector mean of the paleocurrent directions in this member is 192
degrees, little different from that of the underlying Winthrop Sandstone
^Cole, 1973). No fossils have been found in the Ventura Member. It had
originally been assigned by Russell U900) to the Jura-Triassic because of
its red color. However, its stratigraphic position above the Winthrop
suggests an Late Cretaceous age iPitard, 1958). Dikes associated with the
80 Ma Pasayten Peak stock that cut the Ventura member place an upper age
limit of youngest Coniacian or uppermost Turonian ^Barksdale, 1975).
Volcanic Member of Midnight Peak Formation; Gradational ly and
conformably overlying the Cretaceous sediments is the Volcanic Member of
the Midnight Peak Formation. On the east side of the Methow region this
Volcanic Mmember grades upward from, and is locally interbedded with, red
beds of the Ventura Member. On the western side of the Methow, it rests
directly on the Virginian Ridge Formation or gradationally on the Winthrop
Sandstone, suggesting that these units were contemporaneous ^Tennyson,
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1974). The volcanic member is composed of a maximum of 5124 m of dark- 
greenish-grey massive volcanic breccia, tuff and some generally
porphyritic flows ^or perhaps sills). The top of this formation has not
been preserved ^Barksdale, 1975). This volcanic unit is preserved
primarily in the cores of the Midnight Peak and Goat Peak synclines. The
rocks appear mottled, and range from dacite to pyroxene andesite. Most of
the original pyroxene is altered to chlorite and epidote ^Staatz and
others, 1971). Epidote also occurs as fracture coatings and on
slickensided surfaces iBarksdale, 1975). Other alteration minerals
include calcite, clinozoisite, and zeolite ^Statz and others, 1971).
Outcrops of the Midnight Peak volcanics are general ly massive and
structureless. Bedding attitudes typically are very difficult to obtain
within the volcanic member. There are several sets of widely spaced
joints which could be mistaken for bedding.
History of Units Sampled
Virginian Ridge Formation: Based on stratigraphy, petrology and
sedimentary structure in the Virginian Ridge Formation a prodeltaic
environment of deposition seems likely. Cole U973) suggests
alternatively that a lack of sheet sandstones and the rapid decrease in
sandstone/shale ratios, average bed thickness, and clast size from west to
east may have resulted from eastward-prograding deposition of an alluvial
fan, transitional between terrestrial and marine environments. The rapid
change in these characteristics and paleocurrent vectors indicates
sediment dispersal from a western source area iCole, 1973), which is
opposite that of the underlying formations. The lithology of the
Virginian Ridge Formation suggests a source terrane largely consisting of
chert, andesite and basaltic rocks. Its compositional mode ^Figure 4) is
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consistent with an undissected magmatic arc tectonic provenance ^Dickinson
and Suczek, 1978). Also andesitic breccia near the top of the unit
records active volcanism during deposition ^Cole,1973). The shift in
source areas from east to west has been interpreted (Cole, 1973; Tennyson,
1974) as resulting from the rising of a magmatic arc terrane as a result
of convergence and subduction (Trexler and Bourgeois, 1985) west of this
depositional basin. Forces acting on this basin resulted in dextral
wrench faulting there during deposition of the Virginian Ridge Formation
(Trexler and Bourgeois, 1985) This shift in source area was a turning
point in the evolution of the Methow-Pasayten basin and from this time on
deposition occurred in an inter- or back-arc setting.
Winthrop Formation; The Winthrop Formation on the eastern side of the
Methow area intertongues with the Virginian Ridge Formation to the west
(Barksdale, 1975). The fining-upward sequence of trough cross-bedded
sandstone and complexly cross-bedded siltstone of the Winthrop Formation
is indicative of a low energy fluvial deposit (Cole, 1973).
The composition of the Cretaceous Winthrop Formation (Figure 4) plots
in the dissected magmatic arc provenance field (Dickinson and Suczek,
1978) on QFL diagrams. This and Cole's (1973) paleocurrent data suggests
the Winthrop Formation was deposited by a fluvial system flowing off a
dissected magmatic terrane east of the basin. The Winthrop Formation was
deposited rapidly and then deformed before it had completely lithified
(Vicki Todd, oral communication, 1985)
Ventura Member of the Midnight Peak Formation: The Ventura Member of
the Midnight Peak Formation overlies the Winthrop Formation and may have
been deposited during the most recent deformation. The composition of the
Ventura Member, based on the petrologic description of Cole (1973),
(Figure 4) plots in the dissected magmatic arc tectonic provenance field
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of Dickinson and Suczek U978). This analysis is consistent with
interpretations of Barksdale U975), Tennyson ^1974) and Cole ^1973).
Barksdale U975) proposed that much of the Ventura sediments represented
reworked Virginian Ridge Formation which he postulated was experiencing
uplift in the eastern portion of the Methow basin. He cites petrologic
similarities of chert and lithic fragments in the two formations as
evidence. This evidence might be useful in dating the onset of
deformation and uplift of sediment source area in this basin ^Tennyson,
1974). The lithologies and westward paleocurrent directions are
consistent with the Ventura Member being deposited as alluvial fans
prograding off an eastern landmass ^Cole, 1973). Deposition of these
fanglomerates may have been associated with tectonic activity on the
eastern bounding fault of the Methow-Pasayten basin.
Volcanic Member of Midnight Peak Formation; The thick pile of
Midnight Peak andesite was deposited synkinematical ly and preserved
primarilly in the troughs of synclines ^Vicki Todd, oral communication,
1985) and suggests that one or more volcanoes were active in the area
during deposition of the Ventura member. The sources of these extrusions
have not yet been recognized iTennyson, 1974). Bates McKee loral
communication, cited in Tennyson, 1974) suggested that the Fawn Peak stock
may represent the roots of a Midnight Peak volcano.
Paleomagnetic Field and Laboratory Methods
Specimens of the most promising lithologies were collected from the
Cretaceous section of the upper Methow Val ley ^See Appendix A for site
locations). There was an emphasis on sampling the structurally simplest
younger Cretaceous rocks, which sparse data from Schwarz U984) showed to
be magnetically stable and thus the most promising targets for
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paleomagnetic study. Samp 1 es were dri 11 ed jji situ with an Echo 280-E
chain saw modified to drill rock cores 2.5 cm in diameter. Each core was
oriented in place with a magnetic compass and inclinometer. Magnetic
declinations were checked by sun compass when conditions permitted. These
checks suggest that magnetic orientations are accurate to within 1 to 2
degrees. A similar sampling procedure is described by Doel 1 and Cox
U967).
Three to 17 cores were drilled at each of 48 sites. Paleohorizontal
controls were good at each site drilled in sedimentary targets. Attitudes
within the volcanic member of the Midnight Peak formation in places are
less certain, because bedding was poorly defined or absent in most
exposures.
Outcrops sampled in this survey varied greatly in size from single
andesite flows to sections of interbedded flows and sediments more than
400 m thick. Sites consisted of multiple samples from a single bed or
flow. In this way sites were local samplings of discrete episodes of
geologic time. All available lithologies were sampled at each locality.
Within sites, samples were collected with as many orientations as
exposures permitted to minimize any bias by dri1 1 ing induced remanence
^Burmester, oral communication, 1984). Samples were spaced from one half
to several meters apart. Most sites encompassed about 100 m2 of area.
All samples were measured on a Schonstedt spinner magnetometer imodel
SSM-IA) at Western Washington University. All Ventura and pilot Winthrop
and volcanic specimens of the Midnight Peak Formation were thermally
demagnetized to 680oC in a magnetically shielded furnace. Red-bed samples
of the Ventura Member were heated in air; other samples were packed in
charcoal to inhibit oxidation of magnetite. Alternating field ^AF)
demagnetization was performed on volcanic samples using a Schonstedt 6SD-5
17
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tumbling-specimen demagnetizer. Pilot chemical demagnetization also was
attempted on a number of specimens of reddish Ventura Member sandstone.
Each specimen was submerged in an unshielded acid bath of 30 milliliters
of pH=1.0 HCl. An evacuated chamber was used in an effort to increase
permeation. Specimens were inverted at each leaching interval to reduce
bias from spurious magnetization acquired during acid treatment. To
maintain consistent concentrations and avoid saturation of solution, the
acid bath was renewed each time specimens were measured.
Principle component analysis [PCA; Kirschvink, 1980) of measurements
of pilot specimens from each site was used to help choose subsequent
demagnetization of remaining specimens.
Magnetic stability was evaluated on a sample-by-sample basis
employing procedures described by McElhinney U973). To be considered
paleomagnetical ly stable, a sample had to meet the following criteria:
la) Within-specimen angular standard deviation lASD; Harrison, 1980)
less than 25 degrees.
lb) Orthogonol diagrams iZijderveld, 1967) showing progressive decay
towards the origin upon last stages of demagnetization.
If a sample failed either of these criteria it was not included in the
calculation of mean direction and statistics for the site.
Figure 5 shows an orthogonal diagram and normalized intensity diagram
for a sample of andesite from the Midnight Peak Formation. The orthogonal
plot shows removal of a northwest and down component up to 300 Oe and of a
west and down component above that. This is typical of acceptable
specimens.
Figure 6 shows an orthogonal diagram and intensity decay diagram for




Figure 5. Magnetic behavior of sample 84MP09010L
la) Orthogonal projection of magnetization showing nearly complete
removal of two components with AF demagnetization. Open symbols used forcross section. Closed symbols used for map view. Triangles mark pointsused to determine specimen's high stability component with least-squaresfit line.
(b) Normalized magnetic intensity versus peak intensity of demagnetizing fieldshowingchangein slope about 300 Oe whereZcomponentsare isolated.
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(b)
Figure 6. Magnetic behavior of sample 84MP010401.
(&) Orthogonal projection of magnetization showing removal of two
components with AF demagnetization.
(,b) Normalized magnetic intensity versus peak intensity of demagnetizingfield showing two coercivity ranges that correspond to the two components.
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component is removed by 200 Oe followed by removal of a westward and down
component similar to that isolated above 300 Oe in Figure 5. The steep
down and north low stability component of these last two examples is
parallel with the present or recent magnetic field. In contrast, the
departure of the other component from the present field and its higher
stability to laboratory demagnetization lead to its being picked as the
component to be analysed in this study.
An example of unaccepable magnetic behavior is shown in Figure 7.
Demagnetization failed to isolate a sufficiently precise magnetic
direction in this sample of Viginian Ridge Formation argillite. An
orthogonal plot of its demagnetization response shows erratic change of
direction with demagnetization. Its normalized intensity plot does not
display a progressive decay with demagnetization.
Principal component analysis ^PCA), which looks for linear and planar
segments in a data set of magnetizations, was performed on each stable
specimen to determine the highest stablity single component of
magnetization. The measurements of magnetization that define this
component have been flagged with an "H" ^Appendix B). Directions of these
components were determined as least-squares-fit lines and least-squares
lines forced to the origin. With a very few exceptions, magnetization
decayed in a linear trend. In almost every specimen, 1 east-squares-fit
lines either passed essentially through the origin or were only a few
degrees different from the average of the same measurements. The
magnetization removed over that demagnetization interval being consistent
with a single component.
Site-mean directions were calculated from these specimen least- 
squares directions. Site-mean directions based on least-squares average
21
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Figure 7. Magnetic behavior of sample 84VR020601.
ia) Orthogonal projection of magnetization showing erratic change in
magnetic direction and intensity with AF demagnetization making the twoI?) component remanence of this specimen unsuitable for analysis.
(b) Normalized magnetic intensity verses peak demagnetizing field showing
irratic changes of intensity.
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confidence level from site mean directions of least-squares-fit lines.
Site mean directions estimated from least-squares average directions
lAppendix B) were less dispersed than those using least-squares-fit lines.
This can be attributed to random noise of the measurements and does not
imply the persistence of another component. For this reason least-square
average directions were presumed to represent more precisely the true
direction of the high stability component and used to determine mean
direction and statistics ^Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix B).
Site mean directions were calculated using directions of samples
deemed magnetically stable. Following McFadden U982), individual stable
specimens that diverged from the group were rejected from the data set
only if they were U) 1 ithologicaly distinct from the other samples of the
same site, U) had orientation ambiguities such as being loose before
orientation UBO), or ^3) possessed some other physical attribute that
distinguished them from the population sampled at each site. All sample
and site mean directions are listed in Appendix B.
Results
Virginian Ridge: Although Schwarz's U984) reconnaissance study
failed to find useful magnetation in the Virginian Ridge Formation, I had
hoped that, by extending the area sampled, a stable magnetization might be
isolated. Unfortunately, where sampled thus far, the Virginian Ridge
Formation appears to be either magnetically unstable ^Figure 7) or
completely remagnetized by a recent overprint iFigure 8). One site,
drilled for a conglomerate test with each sample collected from a
different clast of a polylithic conglomerate, yielded the lowest
dispersion of sample directions found in the Virginian Ridge Formation.
This is strong evidence that clasts in the Virginian Ridge Formation there
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do not preserve a pre-depositional remanence.
Winthrop Formation: The Winthrop Formation preserves locally both 
stable and unstable magnetization. The intensity of the stable 
magnetization, however, was generally weak. The stable specimens retained 
a single magnetic component of low coercivity isolated above 200 Oe 
(Figure 9) that was carried by magnetite. In some specimens AF 
demagnetization to 1700 Oe failed to completely remove the stable 
remanence. However, magnetization vectors decayed linearly toward the 
origin, and there was no evidence that the high stability part of the 
magnetization of these specimens is anything but a single component of 
magnetization. Successful demagnetization of specimens from the Winthrop 
Formation was achieved exclusively by AF. Thermal treatment of specimens 
from this formation resulted in unacceptably noisy demagnetization.
Ventura Member of the Midnight Peak Formation. The Turonian (?) red 
beds of the Ventura Member of the Midnight Peak Formation preserve a 
single component of remanent magnetization with discrete unblocking 
temperatures above the Curie temperature of magnetite indicating that it 
is carried in hematite (Figure 10).
The low dispersion of Ventura member remanence suggests secular 
variation is averaged within site, even within the specimen, and so does 
not contribute to between-site dispersion. This low dispersion is 
consistent with the remanence being chemical, not detrital, in origin. 
General ly there was a directional consistency between the 1 ow and high 
stability parts of magnetization carried by this member. In a few 
specimens the direction of low stability magnetization is not consistent 
with that within the high stability part of magnetization. This 1 ack of 
consistency may be attributed to artifacts of primary detrital magnetite
23
Figure 8. Magnetic behavior of sample 84KV050501.
^a) Orthogonal projection of magnetization showing nearly complete
removal of a single component of viscous magnetization.
lb) Normalized magnetic intensity versus temperature showing low
unblocking range and distributed unblocking temperatures.
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Figure 9. Magnetic behavior of sample 84KW010401.
(a) Orthogonal projection of magnetization showing nearly complete removal
of multiple components with AF demagnetization.
^b) Normalized magnetic intensity versus peak intensity of demagnetizingfield showing distributed unblocking range.
26
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Figure 10. Magnetic behavior of sample 84MV080401.
la) Orthogonal projection of magnetization showing thermal
demagnetization reveals slightly noisy single component of magnetizationabove 600 degrees.
lb) Normalized magnetic intensity versus temperature showing steep
shouldered unblocking spectrum and removal of most of the remanence aboveTub or Tc of magnetite.
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magnetic field. For specimens that displayed a consistency of remanent
magnetic direction in both low and high stability parts of their
magnetization, demagnetization that spanned both ranges were used to
compute site mean directions.
Volcanic Member of the Midnight Peak Formation. The
magnetization preserved in the Volcanic Member of the Midnight Peak
Formation generally had the strongest intensity of the units sampled in
this study and locally retained a very stable single magnetic remanence
above 200 Oe. This remanent magnetization has discrete unblocking
temperatures. According to Pulliah and others 11975), discrete unblocking
temperatures corresponds to high stability of magnetization, even at
slightly elevated temperatures, over geologic time. This stable remanence
was efficiently isolated using AF demagnetization. Not all sites were
magnetical ly stable.
Unfortunately, those sites that preserved a stable magnetic remanence
had the poorest paleohorizontal controls, while sites with the best
structural controls suffered from unstable magnetization. Although, where
stable, the magnetic direction preserved in the volcanics seemed to agree
with the stable direction preserved in the Ventura Member and the Winthrop
Formation, uncertainty in the paleohorizontal of the stable sites
prevented them from from being used in this study.
Analysis
Site-mean directions in geographic coordinates are widely dispersed
and none agrees with any expected direction, including that of a present- 
day magnetic overprint. Restoring sites to their original paleohorizontal
attitude changed individual site mean directions greatly but did not
significantly decrease between-site dispersion. In fact, application of
28
the full tectonic correction causes mean directions from different limbs
of the same structure to exchange positions iFigure 11). However, when
site mean directions were corrected for 50% of their tilt, between site
dispersion decreased significantly (figure 11). The magnetization
preserved in these upper Cretaceous rocks of the Methow thus appears to
have been aquired midway during their deformation. A similar instance of
synfolding magnetization has been described by Schwarts and Van der Voo
(1984).
The minimum inter-limb dispersion of site mean directions in the Goat
Peak syncline occurs when 50% of folding is corrected (figure 12). Only
four sites within the adjacent Midnight Peak syncline survived screening,
preventing similar assesment of that structure. Approximation using
Midnight Peak data, although poor, indicates minimum inter-site dispersion
of directions when about 35% of total folding is corrected.
A variety of symmetrical and asymmetrical tectonic corrections for
the Goat Peak syncline also were tested, in an effort to find the least
inter-limb dispersion. For instance, the west limb was fully corrected to
paleohorizontal while the east limb was left in geographic coordinates,
and vice versa; a spectrum of complimentary partial to full corrections
also was tested. Mean directions resulting from these tests ranged from
due west and near vertical to northeast and extremely shallow. None of
these directions approximated a North American expected direction for any
point in post mid-Cretaceous time, nor did they approximate any
tectonically disturbed direction that might result from popular tectonic
models. In addition, each of these asymmetrical solutions produced larger
between-site dispersion than did the 50% symmetrical unfolding.
Correcting each limb for 50% of its tilt yielded both the lowest overall
29






























Figure 12. Graph of the Fisher precision parameter K for sites in the
Winthrop and Midnight Peak Formations in the Goat Peak syncline againstpercentage of unfolding of beds.
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A overall study mean direction of D=11.4 degrees, 1=62.6 degrees,
aip^a95=4*7 was determined from the Goat Peak syncline, corrected for 50%
of its deformation. This direction is significantly shallower and more
easterly from the direction of D=300o, I=72.4o expected in situ for its
late Cretaceous ^88 Ma) age ^Figure 13). The difference is consistent
with northward translation from a paleolatitude of 35 degrees, or
approximately 1,370 km of latitudinal transport and 7lo of clockwise
rotation. Methods used for calculating paleolatitudes from observed
magnetic directions are described by Beck ^1980).
Interpretation
Riding a subducting oceanic lithospheric plate, the Cascade terrane
had "docked" against the Methow terrane of north America by late-Albian to
early-Cenomanian time ^Tennyson and Cole, 1978). This is recorded in the
Methow sedimentary sequence by the unconformity beneath, then the
deposition of, the westward-dervived Virginia Ridge Formation.
Subduction west of the Methow caused continued convergence of the
Cascade Terrane upon the Methow block and produced the most recent, broad
north-south-trending folds that deform the Winthrop and Midnight Peak
Formations and form the dominant structure there today. During this
deformational episode the Winthrop and Midnight Peak Formations acquired
the magnetization they now preserve. Sediments in these formations were
not completely lithified before initia^tion of their deformation ^Vicki
Todd, oral communication, 1985), which may have facilitated their
syntectonic magnetization. The volcanics of the Midnight Peak Formation
were deposited synkinematical ly in the troughs of the Goat Peak and
Midnight Peak synclines ^oral communication, Vicki Todd, 1985) and
preserve a primary magnetization aquired during folding there.
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The time of proposed syntectonic magnetization is constrained to
between approximate 1 y 90 and 80 Ma by the following lines of evidence.
The synkinematic 80-90 Ma Fawn Peak stock was intruded along the axis of
the Goat Peak syncline during its deformation ^Barksdale, 1975; Schwarz,
1984). Schwarz U984) reports that magnetic directions in the Fawn Peak
stock and Midnight Peak Formation are consistent, and were acquired in the
same Cretaceous magnetic field.
The consistent normal polarity of magnetic directions found in the
Winthrop and Midnight Peak Formations. No reverse states of the magnetic
fields have been reported in the period between about 123 Ma and 83 Ma
^Harland and others, 1982).
Finally, an upper age constraint on this deformation is provided by
the flat-lying Paleocene Pipestone Canyon Formation which unconfomably
overlies Mesozoic formations folded by the deformation in question.
There remains the need to reconcile the results from the Methow-
Pasayten belt with previous results from within Cascadia. The anomalously
shallow magnetic direction in the Upper-Cretaceous sediments of the
Methow are about 16 degrees steeper than those of the 93 Ma Mount Stuart
batholith within the Cascade Terrane as reported by Beck and others,
U981). There is some geologic evidence for tilting of part of the Mount
Stuart batholith ^Tabor, oral communication, 1985). If this tilting
extended to the entire batholith, and occured after magnetization was
acquired ^Beck, 1980; Beck and others, 1982a), then a tilt correction
should be applied to the Mount Stuart direction. A tilt correction of 15o
to the South (suggested by local geology) brings the Mount Stuart magnetic
direction within one degree of the Methow direction. These directions are
then consistent with a paleol atitude of 35 degrees. This coincidence of
directions may only be fortuitus, and the uncorrected shallower direction
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may in fact reflect a longer travel history for this slightly older
magnetization. Inclinations from the Eocene rocks of the Coast Range
iBeck, 1984) and North Cascades ^Beck and others, 1982b) and new results
from the Teanaway Formation, outboard of the Methow block and west of the
Entiat Fault in the North Cascades (Burmester and Beck, 1985), are not
significantly different from expected for the North American craton,
indicating that northward transport had ceased by mid-Eocene time. These
parameters confine the timing of northward translation of the Cascade and
Methow terranes to between approximately 90 and 47 Ma.
A mechanism of transport for these terranes, as proposed by Beck and
others U982a), involves a change from a subduction regime, in which they
accumulated, to a transform plate boundary, along which they were swept
north. One model for this change requires a plate boundary jump to the
south between the Farallon plate which was then converging on north
America and the northward verging Kula pi ate. The Kul a-Faral1 on pi ate
boundary, which has migrated generally northward along the North American
coast with time, may have moved steadily, or spasmodically with occasional
southward regressions, or with abrupt ridge jumps iBeck and others,
1982a). If this model and the conclusions of this study are correct, the
North American-Kul a-Faral Ion triple junction was north of 35 degrees N
until the Late Cretaceous, approximately 80-94 Ma, and jumped south of
that soon afterwards iFigure 14).
The Late-Cretaceous magnetic directions preserved in the Methow-
Pasayten belt not only strengthen the case for its northward translation,
and by extension the northward transport of the Cascades, but also may
help constrain the Late Cretaceous chronology and spatial parameters of
the proposed jump in thr Kula-FaralIon plate boundry.
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Figure 13. Equal area plot of the Methow directions corrected for 50% oftheir tilt ^M), the Mount Stuart (MS) and Late Cretaceous expected UK)
directions.
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Magnetic Measurements of Samples, Site Mean Directions and Statistics
and Site Mean Directions With Various Amounts of Tectonic Restoration.
Explanation of abreviations.
Sample notation: The first two numbers of each samples lable denote the
last two digets of the year it was collected, the two letters are
abreviations for the formation sampled, the third pair of charactors
denote the site, the fourth pair of charactors indicate which core
isample) within the site it belongs to and the last two digets indicate
which sample ^numbered from the surface most in) within the core it is.
Formation abreviations are as follows:
KV & VR = Virginian Ridge Formation.
KW = Winthrop Formation.
MV= VenturaMemberof the MidnightPeak Formation.
MP = Midnight Peak Formation ^volcanic member).
For instance, specimen 84KW010602 is the second specimen from the sixth
core ^sample) of the first site in the Winthrop Formation collected in
1984.
Key to abreviations in table B-1 headings:
Dec. = Declination.
Inc. = Inclination.
N = Number of specimens used in analysis.
R = Sum of vector lengths used in analysis.
K = Precision parameter.
Delta = Approximate application of Gaussion distribution to the
surface of a sphere.
Alpha 95 = Radius of circle which encloses 95% of data points.
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Sunmary of site location, tilt correction, mean direction and statistics
Statistics and data for sites used in this study
Site number: 84KW01 Formation: Winthrop Formation
Location: 120°25'W, 48°40'N.
Bed Attitude: 213°, 65.5°
Restored to: 213°, 32.75°
Lithology: Arkosic sandstone
N R K Delta Alpha 956 3.636 3 57.0 62.26 5.866 37 14.0 11.1
Dec. Inc.Geographic NRM 29.1 +77.3Cleaned + 50% restored 356.0 +57.3
Site number: 84KW03 Formation: Winthrop Formation
Location: 120°,25'W, 48°30'N.
Bed Attitude: 060°, 389
Restored to: 060°, 19°
Lithology: Arkosic sandstone
Site mean direction and statistics
Dec. Inc. N R K Delta Alpha 95Geographic NRM 19.4 +67.7 3 2.981 106 8.0 12.0Cleaned + 50% Restored 36.0 +57.3 3 2.953 43 10.0 19.0
Site number: 84KW05 
Formation: Winthrop Formation
Location: 120°25'W, 48°40'N.
Bed attitude: 060°, 38°
Restored to: 0609, 19°
Lithology: Arkosic sandstone
Site mean direction and statistics
Dec. Inc. N R K Delta Alpha 95Geographic NRM 326.1 +70.8 6 5.798 25 16.0 13.7Cleaned + 50% Restored 22.1 +62.1 6 5.618 13 18.0 19.2
Site number: 84MV010101
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Formation: Midnight Peak Formation, Ventura Member.
Location: 120°25'W, 48‘?40'N.
Attitude: 117°, 32°
Restored to: 117°, 16°
Lithology: Red bed Sandstone.
Site mean direction and statisticsDec. Inc. N R K Delta Alpha 95
Geographic NRM 3.6 +50.1 4 3.993 414 4.0 4.5Cleaned + 50% Restored 18.1 +54.5 4 3.978 136 5.0 7.9
Site number: 84MV02Formation: Midnight Peak Formation, Ventura Member
Location: 120925'W, 48940'N.
Attitude:210°, 43o
Restored to: 210°, 21.5°
Lithology: Red bed Sandstone
Site mean direction and statistics
Dec. Inc. N R K Delta Alpha 95Geographic NRM 30.4 +43.5 8 7.709 24 17.0 11.5
Cleaned + 50% restored 17.7 +65.3 8 7.814 37.6 16.0 9.1
Site number: 84MV05Formation: Midnight Peak Formation, Ventura Member
Location: 120°25'W, 48°40'N.
Attitude: 080°, 22°
Restored to: 080°, 11°
Lithology: Red bed sandstone.
Site mean direction and statisticsDec. Inc. N R K Delta Alpha 95Geographic NRM 344.3 +66.7 7 6.936 96 8.0 6.2Cleaned + 50% restored 349.8 +68.8 7 6.905 63 10.0 7.7
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Site number: 84MV06Formation: Midnight Peak Formation, Ventura Member
Location: 120O25'W, 48°40'N.
Attitude: 092°, 25°
Restored to: 092°, 12.5°
Lithology: Red bed sandstone.
Site mean direction and statisticsDec. Inc. N R K Delta Alpha 95Geographic NRM 354.6 +64.8 6 5.978 231 5.0 4.4Cleaned + 50% Restored 15.5 +64.0 6 5.970 166 7.0 5.2
Site number: 84MV08Formation: Midnight Peak Formation, Ventura Member
Location: 120°25'W, 48°40'N.
Attitude: 205°, 45°
Restored to: 205°, 22.5°
Lithology: Red bed sandstone.
Site mean direction and statisticsDec. Inc. N R K Delta Alpha 95Geographic NRM 11.0 +42.8 4 3.983 176 6.0 6.9Cleaned + 50% Restored 2.0 +64.9 4 3.978 136 7.0 7.9
Site number: 84MV09Formation: Midnight Peak Formation, Ventura Member
Location: 120°25'W, 48°40'N.
Attitude: 205°, 45°
Restored to: 205°, 22.5°
Lithology: Red bed sandstone.
Site mean direction and statisticsDec. Inc. NR K Delta Alpha 95Geographic NRM 18.0 +42.2 5 4.965 113 8.0 7.2Cleaned + 50% Restored 15.0 +62.7 5 4.958 95 9.0 7.9
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Site number 84MV10Formation: Midnight Peak Formation, Ventura Member
Location: 120®25'W, 48°40'N.
Attitude: 205°, 45°
Restored to: 205°, 22.5°
Lithology: Red bed sandstone
Site mean direction and statisticsDec. Inc. NR K Delta Alpha 95Geographic NRM 357.3 +56.3 5 4.851 27 16.0 15.0
Cleaned + 50% Restored 0.9 +57.8 5 4.926 54 12.0 10.5
Some cleaned least-square line ^PCA) directions have greater scatterthan their NRM because a considerable overprint has been removed.
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Key to abreviations in table B-2 headings:
Dec. = Declination.
Inc. = Inclination.
Std. Dev. = ^Standard Deviation) Square root of variance along the "line".
MAD = Maximum angular deviation of demagnetization ^Kirschvink, 1980).
Levels = The demagnetization range used for the least-squares-fit line.
Ty = Type of demagnetization ^alternating field, thermal, chemical).
No = Number of specimens used to compute statistics.
ASD = Angular standard deviation given in pair representing the range
that existed in the measurements used in each analysis.
Key: All directions are least-squares-fit average lines in directional
space.
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Site mean direction from the Winthrop Formation in the Goat Peak synclineusing least-squares average directions with various amounts of tectonic 
restoration.100% Unfolded G.P, Winthrop Site Mean Directions.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw01 287.2 +70.2 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 43.5 +39.4 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 34.0 +49.1 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
90% Unfolded G. P. Winthrop Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw01 305.8 +71.0 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 42.5 +43.0 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 31.8 +52.5 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
70% Unfolding Gi.P. Winthrop Site Mean
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw01 341.8 +65.3 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 39.9 +50.2 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 26.1 +59.0 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
60% Unfolding (5.P. Winthrop Site Mean •
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw01 348.6 +62.3 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 38.2 +53.8 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 22.1 +62.1 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
(j.P. snc. 50% Unfolded Winthrop Site Mean
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kwOl 356.0 +57.3 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 36.0 +57.3 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 17.2 +65.0 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
45% Unfolding GP Site. Mean.
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Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw01 358.8 +54.6 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 34.7 +59.0 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 14.2 +66.4 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
40% Unfolding G.P. Winthrop Site1 Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw01 1.2 +51.9 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 33.3 +60.7 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 10.9 +67.6 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
35% Unfolding GF* Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw01 3.0 +49.4 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 31.7 +62.4 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 7.2 +68.8 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
30% Unfolded G.P. Winthrop Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw01 5.0 +46.2 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 29.9 +64.1 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 3.1 +69.9 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
20% Unfolded GP Snc. Site mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw01 7.6 +40.5 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 25.3 +67.3 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 353.5 +71.7 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
10% Unfolding 6P Snc. Site mean.
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ASD ASDDec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No
84kw01 9.7 +34.4 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 19.4 +70.3 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 342.1 +72.9 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
Uncorrected G.p. syncline Winthrop Site Mean
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw01 11.3 +28.3 2.396E+00 12.0 200 1700 6 1.5 6.
84kw03 11.3 +73.0 1.705E+00 10.1 50 1400 3 6.4 16.
84kw05 329.6 +73.3 2.297E+00 20.3 25 1000 6 2.9 20.
Site mean 
Syncline tectonic
direction from the Winthrop Formation in the Midnight Peak using least-squares average directions with various amounts of
restoration.100% Unfolded M.P. Winthrop Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 315.7 +30.7 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 330.5 +24.7 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 274.2 +11.1 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 306.5 +21.3 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
90% Unfolded M.P. Winthrop Site Mean •
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 317.2 +34.8 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 332.1 +28.1 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 276.1 +20.6 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 310.7 +28.3 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
80% Unfolded M.P. Winthrop Site Mean.
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Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 318.9 +38.9 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 334.0 +31.5 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 279.4 +29.8 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 316.6 +34.5 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
70% Unfolded M.P. Winthrop Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 321.1 +42.9 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 336.3 +34.7 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 284.7 +38.4 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 311.2 +49.5 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
60% Unfolding M.P. Winthrop Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 323.7 +46.8 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 338.9 +37.7 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 292.7 +46.1 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 334.1 +42.8 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
50% Unfolded M.P. Winthrop Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 327.0 +50.5 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 341.9 +40.6 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 304.1 +52.2 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 345.0 +44.1 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
45% Unfolding Kw Site Mean •
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 328.9 +52.3 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 343.6 +41.9 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 311.4 +54.4 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 350.5 +43.9 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
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40% Unfolded M.P. Winthrop Site Mean
Dec-t; Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 331.0 +54.1 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 345.4 +43.2 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 319.4 +55.9 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 356.0 +43.2 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
35% Tectonically Corrected KW Site mean
Dec-1: Inc-t Std. Dev.. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 333.3 +55.7 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 347.3 +44.5 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 328.1 +56.5 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 1.1 +41.9 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
30% Unfolded M.P. Winthrop Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 335.9 +57.4 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 349.4 +45.6 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 336.8 +56.3 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 5.9 +40.2 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
20% Unfolded M,,P. Winthrop Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 341.9 +60.3 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 353.8 +47.7 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 352.8 +53.3 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 14.1 +35.5 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
10% Unfolded M.P. Winthrop Site Mean.
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Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 349.3 +62.9 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 358.8 +49.5 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 5.1 +47.6 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 20.4 +29.5 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
Geographic M.P'. Winthrop Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84kw06 358.0 +64.8 2.402E+00 11.4 25 1000 6 5.4 8.
84kw07 4.2 +50.8 2.410E+00 10.3 50 600 6 1.7 11.
84kwss 13.8 +40.2 2.937E+00 21.8 25 1000 10 2.1 13.
84kwll 24.9 +22.6 2.178E+00 13.1 50 8000 5 4.5 15.
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Site mean directions from the Midnight Peak Formation in the Goat Peak syncline based on least-squares average directions with various amounts of
tectonic restoration.
4/26 100% Unfolded Ventura Site Mean PCA Lines to Origin.









84mv02 327.7 +84.2 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 16.0 +66.3 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 36.6 +58.8 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84mv08 299.9 +80.4 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 339.1 +83.6 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 319.6 +77.0 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
90% Unfolding Ventura Site Mean. 
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 36.2 +54.5 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 353.7 +81.4 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 11.3 +67.2 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 33.1 +60.1 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84mv08 323.9 +79.1 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 357.8 +80.0 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 334.6 +74.5 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
80% Unfolding Ventura Site Mean Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 31.7 +54.9 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 5.5 +77.6 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 6.3 +67.9 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 29.2 +61.4 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
00 3 < O 00 340.4 +76.3 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 6.0 +75.8 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 345.1 +71.4 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
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70% Unfolding Ventura site mean. 4/26
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 27.1 +55.0 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 11.6 +73.6 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 1.0 +68.4 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 24.9 +62.4 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84mv08 350.8 +72.8 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 10.5 +71.5 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 352.2 +67.7 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
60% unfolding Ventura Site Mean •
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 27.1 +55.0 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 15.3 +69.5 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 355.4 +68.7 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 20.4 +63.3 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84mv08 357.5 +69.0 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 13.2 +67.1 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 357.3 +63.8 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
55% Unfolding Ventura Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 20.3 +54.8 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 16.6 +67.4 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 352.6 +68.8 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 18.0 +63.7 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84mv08 359.9 +66.9 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 14.2 +64.9 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84m V10 359.2 +61.8 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
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50% Unfolding Ventura Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. Mad Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 18.1 +54.5 1.989E-00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 17.7 +65.3 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 349.8 +68.8 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 15.5 +64.0 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84mv08 2.0 +64.9 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 15.0 +62.7 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 0.9 +59.8 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
45% Unfolding mv Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 15.9 +54.3 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 18.6 +63.2 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv04 92.0 +72.1 1.383E+00 37.0 400 675 3 2.6 14.
84mv05 346.9 +68.8 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 13.0 +64.3 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84mv08 3.7 +62.8 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 15.7 +60.5 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 2.4 +57.7 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
40% Unfolding Ventura Site Mean.Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD84mv01 13.7 +53.9 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 19.4 +61.1 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84tnv03 244.3 +49.2 1.723E+00 5.7 400 675 3 3.0 6.
84m V 05 344.1 +68.7 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 10.4 +64.5 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84m V 08 5.2 +60.7 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 16.3 +58.3 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 3.7 +55.6 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
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35% Unfolding Ventura Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 11.6 +53.5 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84m V 02 19.9 +59.5 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mV04 89.2 +75.7 1.383E+00 37.0 400 675 3 2.6 14.
84mv05 341.3 +68.6 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84m V 06 7.8 +64.6 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84m V 08 6.4 +58.6 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 16.8 +56.0 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84m V10 4.8 +53.5 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
30% Unfolding Ventura Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 9.5 +53.1 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84m V 02 20.7 +56.9 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 338.6 +68.4 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84m V 06 5.2 +64.7 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84m V 08 7.5 +56.4 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 17.3 +53.8 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 5.8 +51.4 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
20% Unfolded Ventura Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 5.6 +52.0 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 21.6 +52.6 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 333.3 +67.8 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 359.9 +64.7 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84mv08 9.3 +52.1 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 18.0 +49.3 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 7.4 +47.1 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
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10% Unfolding Ventura Site Mean •
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 1.9 +50.7 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 22.3 +48.4 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 328.3 +67.1 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 354.6 +64.5 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84mv08 10.7 +47.8 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 18.6 +44.9 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 8.8 +42.8 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
5/14/85 Uncorrected Site Mean.
Dec-t Inc-t Std. Dev. MAD Levels No ASD ASD
84mv01 358.5 +49.3 1.989E+00 6.0 24 749 4 2.2 5.
84mv02 22.9 +44.1 2.765E+00 12.1 24 1010 8 0.9 4.
84mv05 323.6 +66.2 2.610E+00 9.4 24 1136 7 1.5 4.
84mv06 349.5 +64.1 2.437E+00 5.7 10 1000 6 1.6 4.
84mv08 11.8 +43.4 1.989E+00 6.0 400 665 4 1.5 3.
84mv09 19.0 +40.4 2.217E+00 7.4 435 670 5 2.2 4.
84mvl0 9.8 +38.5 2.203E+00 9.8 300 680 5 1.3 3.
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Key to abreviations in table b-3 headings:
84xxnnnnnn = Specimen name.
Caz = Core azimuth.
Hade = Hade of core.
Baz = Azimuth of down dip vector.
Dip = Dip of bed.
vol = Volume of specimen in cubic centimeters.
Dec-g = Declination of magnetization in geographic coordinates.
Inc-g = Inclination of magnetization in geographic coordinates.
Dec-s = Declination of magnetization after U005J) structural restoration.
Inc-s = Inclination of magnetization after U00%) structural restoration.
Intensity = Intensity of magnetization.
ASD = Precision of measurement at the 95% confidence level iBriden and
arthur, 1981.
Demag=Levelofdemagnetization ^withtype:a=AF,t=thermal, c=chemical).
Comments = p=position of spinner ^4 thru 1 are progressively larger
distances betweenmagnetometer and specimen being measured, n=noise level,
.# = time constant, -# = exponent reflecting electronic gain ^-0,-l,-2
have same affect on digitization of signal; -3 involves lOOx gain step in
magnetometer before digitization), H & L = Flagging = notation for low
range component, H = notation for high range component).
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Table B-3
Winthrop Formation Demagnetization Records
^84kw010101 )
Caz=359.0 Hade= 35.0 Baz=213.0 Dip= 65.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments166.8 -22.1 116.4 -47.6 1.308E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-l h167.3 -24.5 113.0 -48.6 1.156E-04 2.0 50 a p3,.l,-l L160.6 -22.8 113.7 -42.3 6.954E-05 1.0 100 a p3,.l,-l L157.5 -13.2 124.4 -36.7 2.833E-05 5.0 150 a p3,.l,-l L136.6 -19.0 110.4 -19.7 6.751E-06 17.0 200 a p3,.l,-l L
37.4 35.4 194.9 78.4 5.118E-06 8.0 250 a p3,.l,-2 114.9 35.2 264.2 71.1 9.680E-06 8.0 300 a p3,.l,-2 h
5.3 35.1 272.6 63.8 1.039E-05 2.0 350 a p3,.l,-27.1 34.1 274.0 65.6 1.065E-05 3.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 h5.4 39.7 263.1 62.3 1.108E-05 2.0 450 a p3,.l,-2
2.2 40.4 263.7 59.8 9.984E-06 3.0 500 a p3,.l,-2
3.0 37.1 269.5 61.5 1.035E-05 2.0 550 a p3,.l,-23.0 37.6 268.7 61.4 1.020E-05 5.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 h3.0 36.9 269.9 61.5 l.OOlE-05 3.0 650 a p3,.l,-2359.0 39.2 267.5 57.9 1.006E-05 2.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 h5.3 40.1 262.4 62.1 9.901E-06 3.0 750 a p3,.l,-2 h357.8 26.0 292.7 58.3 8.887E-06 2.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 h359.2 42.4 261.8 57.0 9.319E-06 1.0 850 a p3,.l,-2 h
12.2 41.9 252.7 65.5 9.854E-06 6.0 900 a p3,.l,-2 h
359.4 34.4 276.3 59.3 9.322E-06 2.0 950 a p3,.l,-2 h
(84kw010201 )Caz= 26.0 Hade= 47.0 Baz=213.0 Dip= 65.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments184.5 -3.2 156.3 -55.2 6.051E-05 7.0 0 a p4,.l.-l184.2 .5 160.7 -52.5 5.057E-05 5.0 0 a p3j.1,-2179.0 3.4 158.4 -46.7 2.904E-05 3.0 50 a p3,.l,-250.7 54.0 193.5 57.7 4.540E-06 17.0 100 a p3,.l,-29.9 16.2 319.6 66.8 1.749E-05 4.0 150 a p3,.l,-28.7 13.7 323.8 64.7 1.817E-05 4.0 200 a p3,.1,-28.5 10.5 329.7 62.8 1.830E-05 2.0 300 a p3,.l,-2 H
8.5 8.7 332.8 61.8 1.695E-05 6.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H9.8 7.2 337.0 61.8 1.478E-05 3.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H10.9 2.0 346.0 59.0 1.442E-05 2.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 H
10.2 -3.1 351.0 54.6 1.436E-05 4.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H6.7 .6 342.2 55.0 1.194E-05 5.0 1000 a p3,.3,-2 H4.2 -2.7 343.1 51.0 l.llOE-05 8.0 1400 a p3,.3,-2 H355.4 4.7 325.6 48.8 8.537E-06 4.0 1700 a p3nl.3,- 2H
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^84kw010301 )Caz= 37.0 Hade= 32.0 Baz=213.0 Dip= 65.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments7.8 36.1 268.8 65.4 1.653E-05 7.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
8.8 34.5 271.8 66.7 1.598E-05 5.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
10.2 34.2 271.7 67.9 1.484E-05 7.0 100 a p3,.l,-27.8 31.8 279.0 66.7 1.394E-05 4.0 200 a p3,.l,-2 H
11.6 28.6 286.3 70.5 1.079E-05 6.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H
12.2 25.7 294.9 71.1 9.062E-06 14.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H9.1 30.3 282.3 68.0 8.226E-06 11.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 H
20.2 24.5 300.4 78.4 8.358E-06 8.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H9.3 31.8 278.4 67.9 6.435E-06 14.0 1000 a p3,.3,-2 H5.7 25.3 295.3 65.3 7.564E-06 8.0 1400 a p3nl.3,-2H
22.1 31.7 263.8 78.0 4.651E-06 12.0 1700 a p3nl.3,-2H
^84kw010401 )Caz= 12.0 Hade= 44.0 Baz=213.0 Dip= 65.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments123.3 62.7 183.4 21.5 7.666E-05 6.0 0 a p3,.l,-l118.4 62.2 182.5 23.6 7.623E-05 9.0 0 a p3,.l,-l82.2 82.2 206.2 29.4 5.337E-05 27.0 50 a p3,.l,-l L30.3 58.7 215.5 55.7 4.503E-05 6.0 75 a p3,.l,-l L19.7 51.4 230.3 61.3 4.231E-05 3.0 100 a p3,.l,-l L15.3 44.3 244.6 65.5 3.858E-05 6.0 150 a p3,.l,-l13.8 42.0 250.5 66.4 3.594E-05 3.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H13.4 41.0 252.8 66.8 3.144E-05 4.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H12.4 40.3 255.5 66.6 2.656E-05 2.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H14.2 40.5 253.0 67.5 2.032E-05 5.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H
12.6 42.9 250.3 65.1 1.752E-05 9.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 H11.9 36.6 264.2 68.3 1.530E-05 4.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H12.7 50.4 239.0 59.8 1.350E-05 7.0 1000 a p3nl.3,-;?35.5 35.3 202.3 79.0 1.610E-05 4.0 1400 a p3nl.3,-:?344.3 45.9 261.4 45.8 1.025E-05 10.0 1700 a p3nl.3,-:1
(84kw010501 )Caz= 30.0 1^ade= 46.4 Baz=213.0 Dip= 65.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
1216.0 61.8 214.4 -3.7 5.346E-05 8.0 0 a p3,.l,-l219.0 66.9 215.3 1.6 4.914E-05 9.0 0 a p3,.l,-2 L315.7 80.5 223.3 26.2 3.125E-05 6.0 50 a p3,.l,-l L5.0 49.2 247.3 57.0 2.414E-05 6.0 100 a p3,.l,-l L7.1 33.7 274.8 65.6 2.189E-05 7.0 200 a p3,.1,-2 H7.1 31.6 279.9 66.1 1.999E-05 3.0 300 a p3,.l,-2 H7.5 28.7 286.9 66.9 1.899E-05 6.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H5.6 29.2 286.0 65.1 1.752E-05 6.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 H5.2 29.9 284.5 64.8 1.701E-05 5.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H4.6 26.4 292.7 64.3 1.632E-05 6.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 H4.9 28.1 288.7 64.6 1.575E-05 7.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 H3.1 28.6 287.7 63.0 1.462E-05 7.0 900 a p3,.l,-2 H0.5 28.6 287.7 60.7 1.504E-05 10.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H14.1 30.6 278.5 72.2 1.695E-05 8.0 1000 a p3nl.3,-26.7 30.9 281.7 65.9 1.626E-05 7.0 1400 a p3nl.3,- 2
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3.5 16.9 312.7 61.5 1.156E-05 7.0 1700 a p3nl.3,-2
^84kw010601 )
Caz= 43.5 Hade= 24.8 Baz=213.0 Dip= 65.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
11.8 32.4 275.2 69.8 2.742E-05 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-l 1
18.4 26.9 289.4 76.6 2.229E-05 4.0 100 a p3,.l,-2 1
18.5 24.7 299.2 76.9 2.055E-05 2.0 150 a p3,.l,-2 1
17.7 24.3 300.5 76.1 1.941E-05 2.0 200 a p3,.l,-2 H
19.5 23.8 303.5 77.6 1.877E-05 2.0 250 a p3,.l,-2 H
18.2 22.6 308.0 76.3 1.795E-05 2.0 300 a p3,.l.-2 H
21.1 25.8 293.7 79.1 1.591E-05 5.0 350 a p3,.l,-2 H
22.7 24.2 302.5 80.6 1.593E-05 3.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H
19.7 25.8 294.2 77.9 1.460E-05 3.0 450 a p3,.l,-2 H
17.2 26.3 292.5 75.6 1.459E-05 3.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 H
21.9 25.1 297.2 79.9 1.379E-05 4.0 550 a p3,.l,-2 H
17.6 28.9 281.9 75.6 1.288E-05 1.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H
20.3 28.8 279.4 77.9 1.281E-05 4.0 650 a p3,.l,-2 H
18.2 31.0 273.3 75.4 1.252E-05 1.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 H
25.6 34.3 244.4 78.3 1.225E-05 2.0 750 a p3,.l,—2H
19.6 27.5 286.2 77.6 1.352E-05 3.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 H
18.4 29.4 278.9 76.1 1.114E-05 1.0 850 a p3,.l,-2 H
18.8 23.6 303.9 77.0 1.291E-05 5.0 900 a p3,.l,-2 H
21.1 31.0 268.6 77.7 1.199E-05 6.0 950 a p3 j.1»“2 H
18.3 29.9 277.2 75.9 1.048E-05 6.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H
i84kw010701 )
Caz=124.0 Hade= 49.0 Baz=213.0 Dip= 65.5 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
6.4 45.2 252.4 60.2 1.091E-05 6.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
14.2 46.4 242.7 63.4 1.007E-05 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
10.9 42.3 253.3 64.5 9.265E-06 4.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
11.4 39.5 258.2 66.4 8.982E-06 7.0 100 a p3,.l,-2
9.0 37.9 264.0 65.6 7.629E-06 2.0 200 a p3,.l,-2 H
8.0 36.6 267.7 65.4 6.558E-06 10.0 300 a p3,.l,-2 H
17.7 42.3 244.5 68.2 5.162E-06 10.0 400 a p3,.l,-2
10.6 36.9 264.8 67.2 6.557E-06 9.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 H
11.8 36.4 264.8 68.2 6.040E-06 9.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H
13.6 36.3 263.0 69.6 5.707E-06 10.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 H
13.0 35.0 267.2 69.8 5.277E-06 3.0 850 a p3,.l,-2 H
13.0 35.5 265.8 69.5 5.057E-06 5.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H
9.3 36.3 267.2 66.5 3.661E-06 4.0 1000 a p3nl.3,-i2H
34.9 47.5 209.7 67.0 3.510E-06 7.0 1400 a p3nl.3,-:2
7.6 38.2 264.5 64.5 4.478E-06 7.0 1700 a p4nl.3,- 3
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^84kw020101
Caz= 18.5 Hade= 1.8.0 Baz=208.0 Dip= 32.2 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments 1271.3 -55.6 322.0 -56.4 4.118E-04 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
271.9 -56.7 324.2 -56.7 3.895E-04 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-l 1
267.2 -57.3 322.9 -59.2 3.331E-04 4.0 50 a p3,.l,-l L
277.9 -58.8 330.1 -54.9 1.848E-04 3.0 100 a p3,.l,-l L
304.5 -56.4 340.1 -42.2 3.747E-05 5.0 200 a p3,.l,-l L
333.1 -45.8 349.7 -23.1 1.148E-05 6.0 300 a p3,.l,-2 L
358.1 -31.1 2.8 -2.4 5.833E-06 7.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 1
359.9 -18.2 1.0 10.5 5.088E-06 5.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 h
13.7 -4.5 12.0 26.6 5.231E-06 16.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 h
11.4 -4.4 9.5 26.4 4.388E-06 19.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 h
15.2 -3.3 13.4 28.1 4.054E-06 20.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 h
19.0 -2.7 17.7 29.1 4.556E-06 19.0 900 a p3,.l,-2 h
19.6 1.1 18.0 32.9 3.602E-06 26.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 h
I84kw020201 )
Caz= 31.5 Hade= 23.5 Baz=208.0 Dip= 32.2 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
128.0 -49.8 91.8 -44.9 7.617E-04 1.0 0 a p3,.l,l
127.6 -49.6 91.8 -44.6 7.705E-04 1.0 50 a p3,.l,-l
126.6 -49.3 91.5 -43.9 8.186E-04 1.0 100 a p3,.l,-l h
127.2 -48.8 92.4 -43.8 7.753E-04 1.0 200 a p3,.l,-2 H
128.3 -48.3 93.5 -44.1 5.146E-04 2.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H
126.7 -52.6 88.1 -46.1 3.026E-04 1.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
128.2 -52.4 89.1 -46.8 1.859E-04 1.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
126.1 -50.1 90.3 -44.2 1.731E-04 1.0 1000 a p3,.l,—IH
123.4 -51.2 87.6 -43.7 9.227E-05 4.0 1000 a p3nl.3,-2H
119.6 -51.2 85.4 -42.0 5.003E-05 5.0 1400 a p3nl.3,-2H110.7 -53.1 78.4 -39.5 3.039E-05 6.0 1700 a p3,.3,-2 H
I84kw020301 )
Caz= 42.0 Hade= 37.0 Baz=208.0 Dip= 32.2 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
201.5 -36.4 193.8 -68.1 3.948E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
235.5 -35.8 241.3 -29.4 3.895E-04 5.0 0 a p3nl.3-l
234.8 -36.2 240.7 -29.9 3.538E-04 5.0 50 a p3nl.3-l
202.6 -35.1 196.7 -67.0 2.265E-04 5.0 100 a p3nl.3-l
198.2 -38.6 185.5 -69.8 1.099E-04 3.0 150 a p3nl.3-l H
195.6 -39.2 179.4 -69.7 5.006E-05 5.0 200 a p3,.3,-1 H
187.6 -41.7 160.4 -69.4 1.026E-05 13.0 300 a p3,.3,-2 H
175.4 -51.3 123.0 -70.2 2.435E-06 26.0 400 a p3,.3,-2
155.7 -42.0 120.6 -54.0 1.914E-06 21.0 450 a p3nl.3-2
124.0 -26.5 107.8 -25.3 1.168E-06 23.0 500 a p3nl.3-2
73.3 21.3 89.4 41.0 2.412E-06 35.0 600 a p4nl.3-2
66.4 8.2 74.7 32.3 1.512E-06 39.0 650 a p3nl.3-2
63.7 27.1 82.6 50.4 2.448E-06 43.0 750 a p4n2.3-2
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61.4 16.0 72.8 41.3 2.094E-06 20.0 850 a p3nl.3-2
60.9 14.8 71.6 40.4 1.799E-06 29.0 900 a p3nl.3-265.6 19.1 79.4 42.5 2.422E-06 28.0 1000 a p3nl.3-2
I84kw020401 )
Caz= 42.0 Hade= 32.0 Baz=208.0 Dip= 32.2 o•oIIo>
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
111.9 -67.4 64.0 -49.4 6.397E-04 1.0 0 a p3113.9 -67.0 65.1 -49.8 6.256E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-l111.9 -66.6 64.9 -49.0 6.114E-04 2.0 50 a p3,.l,-l106.3 -67.4 61.9 -47.7 5.207E-04 2.0 100 a p3,.l,-l109.3 -64.4 66.5 -46.8 4.209E-04 2.0 150 a P3,.l,-1
106.6 -63.8 66.1 -45.4 3.136E-04 2.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H102.0 -64.0 63.9 -44.1 1.098E-04 2.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H94.4 -67.7 57.2 -44.6 6.051E-05 3.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H
84.7 -67.2 53.7 -41.8 2.420E-05 3.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 H
97.3 -59.1 66.1 -39.0 7.355E-06 3.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H76.2 -56.5 56.5 -30.6 4.402E-06 10.0 700 a p3,.l,-l
78.6 -57.2 57.5 -31.9 3.053E-06 15.0 800 a p3,.l,-277.3 -56.2 57.4 -30.6 2.044E-06 14.0 900 a p3,.l,-2
68.5 -48.6 55.5 -21.5 1.750E-06 24.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2
(84kw020501 )
Caz= 34.0 Hade= 44.3 Baz=208.0 Dip= 32.2 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
285.8 47.7 259.9 33.4 1.360E-04 2.0 0 a P3,.l,-1
287.8 48.1 260.9 34.5 1.259E-04 4.0 0 a p4,.l,-l290.4 51.4 259.8 38.2 1.002E-04 6.0 50 a p4,.3,-2 L
298.4 54.4 261.6 43.6 4.778E-05 6.0 100 a p3,.l,-l L322.6 53.4 276.1 54.3 1.421E-05 9.0 150 a p3,.3,-1 L
345.9 48.0 301.1 '63.4 1.126E-05 8.0 175 a p3,.l,-l8.4 43.7 338.6 71.4 8.945E-06 2.0 225 a p3,.l,-l
1.5 46.9 320.7 70.7 7.803E-06 14.0 250 a p3,.l,-l8.3 43.0 339.6 70.7 6.464E-06 17.0 300 a p3,.l,-225.6 35.1 22.8 67.2 5.587E-06 11.0 400 a p3,.l,-l34.9 26.3 39.7 58.2 4.718E-06 22.0 500 a p3,.1,-2
22.7 25.8 19.1 57.8 4.007E-06 10.0 650 a p3,.l,-234.7 12.9 37.2 44.8 3.609E-06 13.0 800 a p3,.3,-222.5 17.5 19.9 49.5 3.850E-06 8.0 900 a p3,.3,-235.4 10.4 37.8 42.3 3.930E-06 22.0 1000 a p3,.3,-2
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^84kw020601 )
Caz= 33.0 Hade= 34.0 Baz=208.0 Dip= 32.2 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
308.9 4.8 304.6 9.9 6.630E-05 1.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
312.0 4.2 307.6 11.0 6.072E-05 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
314.0 5.9 308.5 13.5 4.034E-05 2.0 50 a p3,.l,-l L
320.7 6.6 314.0 17.6 2.461E-05 4.0 75 a p3,.l,-l L
323.6 18.0 310.0 28.8 1.564E-05 6.0 100 a p3,.l,-l L
338.2 22.7 321.0 40.1 8.948E-06 2.0 150 a p3,.l,-l L
349.8 29.5 328.4 51.4 7.041E-06 7.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H
0.9 35.1 337.7 61.0 5.036E-06 9.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H
347.7 28.2 327.2 49.3 4.132E-06 10.0 500 a p3,.l,-l H
343.7 31.3 320.0 50.0 3.753E-06 8.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 H
344.7 33.0 319.4 51.8 3.112E-06 9.0 850 a p3,.l,-l H
343.7 32.2 319.2 50.7 3.016E-06 7.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H
174.4 -18.5 161.5 -43.6 2.500E-06 19.0 1000 a p4,.3,-2
305.4 50.8 269.3 44.4 2.502E-06 20.0 1000 a p4,.3,-2 H
333.5 36.0 305.3 48.4 2.535E-06 13.0 1400 a p3nl.3,-2H
352.6 7.0 345.2 32.3 2.056E-06 14.0 1700 a p3nl.3,-2H
I84kw030101 )
Caz= 13.0 Hade= 27.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
23.3 65.2 43.1 30.6 1.089E-06 15.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
7.2 66.7 37.3 35.2 1.105E-06 18.0 0 a p4,.3,-2
0.1 68.9 36.5 38.6 7.687E-07 12.0 50 a p4,.33,-:1
347.8 58.7 22.9 35.1 6.345E-07 7.0 100 a p4,.3,-2 'h
337.4 72.6 34.4 46.7 5.378E-07 7.0 200 a p4,.3,-2 H
15.0 60.9 36.9 28.5 2.929E-07 18.0 300 a p4,.3,-2 H
337.2 48.4 8.6 32.5 4.282E-07 8.0 400 a p4,.3,-2 H
337.6 52.7 12.7 35.3 3.327E-07 23.0 600 a p4,.3,-2 H
281.6 56.7 357.6 65.7 3.625E-07 34.0 800 a p4,.3,-2
187.6 -.7 181.7 21.5 9.158E-08 32.0 1000 a p4,.3,-2
I84kw030201 )
Caz= !51.0 Hade= 48.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
359.7 65.6 33.6 36.3 1.725E-06 7.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
16.5 67.9 41.7 34.2 1.800E-06 15.0 0 a p4,.3,-2
358.8 71.9 38.8 41.0 1.390E-06 11.0 50 a p4,.3,-2 H
11.5 75.3 45.4 41.2 1.271E-06 6.0 75 a p4,.3,-2 H
353.0 70.4 35.7 41.4 1.186E-06 14.0 100 a p4,.3,-2 H
1.5 67.8 36.0 37.4 1.049E-06 18.0 150 a p4,.3,-2 H
7.7 72.2 41.8 39.4 9.525E-07 11.0 200 a p4,.3,-2 H
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347.4 66.4 29.8 40.4 9.192E-07 15.0 300 a p4,.3,-3 H
338.2 67.1 27.7 43.7 9.806E-07 8.0 400 a p4,.3,-3 H
8.2 62.0 34.5 31.2 9.039E-07 11.0 600 a p4,.3,-3 H
8.4 58.6 32.4 28.3 7.499E-07 10.0 800 a p4,.3,-3 H
325.6 77.8 40.3 51.3 8.710E-07 20.0 1000 a p4,.3,-3 H
28.7 67.8 46.6 32.0 4.319E-07 22.0 1000 a p4nl.3,-3
8.2 61.8 34.3 31.0 2.183E-07 54.0 1400 a p4nl.3,-3
212.3 71.0 83.1 67.3 4.147E-07 23.0 1400 a p3nl.3,-3
244.9 56.1 26.8 84.9 6.341E-07 15.0 1700 a p4nl.3,-3
i84kw030301 )
Caz= 36.0 Hade= 45.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
38.1 70.0 51.3 33.0 1.397E-06 1.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
37.2 64.9 49.2 28.2 1.378E-06 3.0 0 a p4,.3,-2
33.4 65.4 47.7 29.2 1.294E-06 5.0 50 a p4,.3,-2
43.0 69.7 53.1 32.4 1.079E-06 10.0 100 a p4,.3,-2
94.1 85.7 63.7 48.3 1.123E-06 15.0 200 a p4nl.3,-2
159.8 75.9 83.0 52.2 1.002E-06 14.0 300 a p4nl.3,-3
95.8 51.6 82.5 17.9 8.958E-07 10.0 400 a p3nl.3,-3
77.1 43.4 72.4 6.6 6.379E-07 46.0 500 a p4nl.3,-2
5.7 77.3 45.8 43.6 5.915E-07 34.0 600 a p4nl.3,-3
I84kw030401 )
Caz= 25.5 Hade= 31.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
17.6 46.8 31.4 15.2 5.757E-07 45.0 0 a p4..1,-2
18.3 51.3 33.9 19.1 5.747E-07 39.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
38.8 64.6 49.9 27.7 5.848E-07 45.0 75 a p4,.l,-2
34.7 63.2 47.5 26.9 7.478E-07 33.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
54.9 51.7 56.8 13.8 5.832E-07 56.0 150 a p4,.l.-2
41.3 -21.6 27.5 -56.3 4.026E-07 39.0 200 a p3,.3,-3
27.9 18.2 28.6 -14.4 3.987E-07 62.0 300 a p3,.3,-3
8.6 14.9 10.0 -9.7 3.164E-07 61.0 400 a p4,.3,-3
343.8 31.5 0.2 16.6 2.307E-07 65.0 500 a p4,.l,-2
289.0 40.4 330.5 54.9 4.105E-07 18.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
37.2 72.5 51.8 35.5 6.801E-07 50.0 700 a p4,.l,-2
15.8 54.0 33.7 22.2 5.180E-07 34.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
248.3 85.7 58.9 56.3 2.925E-07 43.0 900 a p4,.l,-2
29.2 11.7 27.5 -21.0 5.478E-07 23.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
l84kw030501 )
Caz= 19.0 Hade= 48.5 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
359.2 55.9 26.0 28.9 4.076E-07 11.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
354.2 25.7 4.2 6.5 1.661E-07 26.0 200 t p4,.l,-2
344.6 3.7 343.8 -5.9 1.522E-07 44.0 300 t p4,.l,-2
297.2 40.3 336.4 49.8 1.216E-07 40.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
221.0 -17.4 220.8 18.6 6.235E-08 33.0 500 a p4,.l,-2
37.5 23.3 38.9 -12.1 1.153E-07 45.0 600 a p4,.l,-l
280.2 -46.8 267.1 -14.7 6.857E-08 41.0 1000 a p4,.l-2
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I84kw030601 )
Caz= 1.0 Hade= 47.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
107.7 76.8 73.2 42.3 2.992E-07 11.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
1.3 77.0 44.5 44.1 3.106E-07 24.0 50 a p4,.3,-3
336.0 84.2 50.7 51.0 2.573E-07 20.0 100 a p4,.3,-3
157.0 78.0 79.6 51.8 2.832E-07 19.0 200 a p4,.3,-3132.2 -25.0 152.8 -30.2 1.971E-07 31.0 400 a p4,.3m,-3
7.8 -38.2 329.8 -51.6 1.824E-07 46.0 600 a p4nl.3-3316.3 15.4 329.0 20.5 1.658E-07 19.0 800 a p4nl.3-3
39.8 -8.4 31.9 -43.3 1.231E-07 35.0 1000 a p4nl.3-3
l84kw040101 )
Caz= 50.0 Hade= 23.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
282.0 -34.3 273.6 -3.8 2.008E-06 17.0 0 a p4,.l,-2280.9 -51.6 265.5 -19.2 1.700E-06 47.0 0 a p4nl.3-3
257.8 -51.4 251.3 -14.5 1.930E-06 28.0 50 a p4,.3,-3224.3 -26.4 225.8 10.4 9.279E-07 40.0 100 a p4,.3,-3
58.3 -27.5 56.3 -65.5 1.131E-06 35.0 150 a p4nl.3-3
343.0 -30.8 318.9 -31.5 1.624E-06 31.0 250 a p4nl.3-3
313.4 22.9 332.1 27.9 8.482E-07 7.0 400 a p3nl.3-3306.7 -10.3 305.2 5.6 9.308E-07 10.0 500 a p3nl.3-3
281.1 -11.9 282.3 16.9 8.123E-07 49.0 650 a p3nl.3-3230.6 4.8 227.3 42.2 1.425E-06 42.0 800 a p4nl.3-3354.6 54.2 22.5 29.3 1.680E-06 39.0 1000 a p4nl.3-3
I84kw040201 )
Caz=136.0 Hade= 48.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
353.2 66.3 31.8 38.6 2.129E-06 23.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
357.9 69.2 36.1 39.4 2.151E-06 26.0 0 a p4..1,-2
9.8 69.8 40.6 37.2 1.754E-06 14.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
36.3 71.0 50.9 34.2 1.462E-06 21.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
332.1 73.1 34.0 48.3 1.532E-06 36.0 200 a p4,.l,-2
103.2 61.2 82.0 28.4 1.024E-06 30.0 400 a p4,.l,-2336.2 48.3 8.0 32.9 2.577E-07 71.0 600 a p3,.l,-2331.7 33.8 353.6 25.0 1.034E-06 33.0 800 a p4..1,-2
267.4 67.6 30.0 69.5 8.781E-07 37.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
(84kw040301 )
Caz= 7.0 Hade= 22.0 Baz=330.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
359.6 56.4 347.0 21.1 1.115E-06 14.0 0 a p3,.l,-2336.8 79.1 331.7 41.2 1.356E-06 9.0 200 t p4,.l,-2
349.1 80.5 334.2 42.9 1.251E-06 7.0 300 t p4,.l,-2
325.1 75.1 328.4 37.1 1.149E-06 14.0 400 t p3,.l,-2 m
225.6 36.5 255.0 36.2 1.370E-07 39.0 500 t p4,.l,-2 m
234.4 -11.3 228.6 -5.5 1.987E-07 57.0 550 t p4,.l,-2




Caz=159.0 Hade= 42.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
11.2 29.7 19.2 2.2 1.981E-07 27.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
297.6 44.5 342.2 51.9 4.647E-07 27.0 0 a p3nl.3,-3
22.9 46.0 34.5 13.0 1.719E-07 22.0 0 a p4nl.3,-22.4 31.1 13.3 7.2 1.645E-07 19.0 50 a p4nl.3,-2
3.6 38.4 18.0 12.9 1.659E-07 27.0 100 a p4nl.3,-2314.7 12.7 325.9 19.4 1.691E-07 26.0 200 a p4nl.3,-3
338.1 21.9 349.9 12.4 2.356E-07 20.0 300 a p4nl.3,-3
337.1 28.1 353.2 17.7 2.932E-07 31.0 400 a p4nl.3-3294.0 49.1 347.0 56.3 2.136E-07 41.0 500 a p4nl.3,-3
I84kw040501 )
Caz= 91.0 Hade= 57.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
320.7 18.5 334.5 20.2 3.959E-07 21.0 0 a p4,.l,-2229.9 7.6 242.3 -53.9 3.977E-07 18.0 0 a p4nl.3-3
323.9 15.7 335.1 16.0 3.640E-07 29.0 50 a p4nl.3-3
97.8 34.8 90.3 2.9 1.645E-07 68.0 100 a p3nl.3-3159.8 -28.3 175.4 -16.3 1.772E-06 66.0 200 a p4n0.3-3178.4 71.2 91.5 57.2 2.567E-07 25.0 400 a p4.3,-3
2.6 50.3 24.2 23.2 4.283E-07 24.0 600 a p4nl.3-34.1 69.2 38.1 37.9 3.774E-07 51.0 800 a p4ml.3-3245.2 46.3 273.2 83.3 2.341E-07 27.0 1000 a p4nl.3-3
I84kw040601 )
Caz=128.0 Hade= 47.5 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
344.3 3.9 343.7 -5.6 1.341E-06 24.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
305.7 23.9 326.7 33.3 1.098E-06 45.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
328.7 21.4 342.6 17.5 9.823E-07 21.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
318.5 -18.7 309.6 -7.9 7.377E-07 35.0 100 a p3,.l,-2329.3 3.1 331.3 2.9 7.432E-07 59.0 200 a p4,.l,-2295.4 -14.7 293.5 7.9 9.282E-07 14.0 400 a p3,.l,-2
325.4 65.5 22.3 47.5 9.090E-07 53.0 600 a p3,.l,-2
253.4 -79.3 243.3 -41.5 3.244E-07 53.0 800 a p3,.l,-2103.2 -1.4 110.7 -27.8 4.506E-07 45.0 900 a p4,.l-2
60.6 20.3 60.6 -17.7 1.483E-07 53.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
I84kw040701 )
Caz= 7.0 Hade= 27.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
108.3 60.2 85.1 28.7 5.854E-07 33.0 0 a p3,.l,-2319.1 48.5 359.1 41.8 3.804E-07 12.0 0 a p4nl.3,-3315.8 45.1 353.7 41.6 3.679E-07 14.0 50 a p4nl.3,-3335.4 58.7 17.6 40.0 3.431E-07 21.0 100 a p4nl.3,-3313.0 57.6 7.7 49.6 2.542E-07 9.0 200 a p4nl.3,-3
296.4 52.1 353.0 56.2 3.123E-07 14.0 300 a p4nl.3,-3290.3 58.5 3.1 61.3 2.609E-07 28.0 400 a p4nl.3,-3
296.2 41.4 337.1 51.1 3.907E-07 21.0 500 a p4nl.3,-3
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313.8 46.9 354.6 43.8 3.131E-07 21.0 600 a p4nl.3,-3
282.5 67.0 22.2 64.5 2.942E-07 15.0 700 a p4nl.3,-3
^84kw050101 )
Caz= 7.5 Hade= 46.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
25.9 63.0 43.2 28.1 4.775E-07 9.0 0 a CvJ1•CL
14.7 61.0 36.9 28.6 5.972E-07 15.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
19.0 60.9 38.9 27.5 4.954E-07 12.0 50 a P4..1.-2
20.3 54.9 36.7 21.8 4.312E-07 8.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
22.3 57.0 38.7 23.3 4.327E-07 15.0 200 a p4,.l,-2
52.8 48.2 55.1 10.4 2.913E-07 20.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
59.2 59.0 59.5 21.0 3.007E-07 8.0 600 a p4..1,-2
331.1 86.9 55.0 51.8 2.515E-07 14.0 800 a p4..1,-2
75.5 89.0 60.4 51.1 1.614E-07 40.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
164.2 12.3 153.5 18.4 2.802E-07 28.0 1000 a p4nl.3,-3
220.6 13.0 211.1 48.0 1.524E-07 15.0 1400 a p4nl.3,-3
157.8 19.8 143.4 20.2 9.435E-08 43.0 1700 a p4nl.3,-3
^84kw050201 . )
Caz= 47.0 Hade= 25.5 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
324.8 76.8 38.7 51.2 5.003E-07 10.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
346.1 76.3 40.7 46.5 4.738E-07 7.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
347.4 71.4 35.2 43.5 4.836E-07 5.0 50 a p4..1,-2
67.0 69.6 62.8 31.7 3.576E-07 17.0 200 a p4..1,-2
32.4 61.3 45.7 25.4 4.025E-07 7.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
64.0 79.5 61.0 41.5 2.314E-07 27.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
170.9 52.2 121.3 49.2 1.889E-07 33.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
300.0 40.3 338.3 48.1 1.237E-07 35.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
183.6 -15.0 185.9 7.2 1.070E-07 26.0 1000 a p4nl.3,-3
337.2 -66.5 276.9 -48.9 1.029E-06 5.0 1400 a p4nl.3,-3
267.4 -9.8 269.7 23.8 4.422E-07 17.0 1700 a p3nl.3,-3
(84kw050301 }
uaz= 31.0 Hade= 25.5 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
344.1 78.5 43.2 47.9 6.573E-07 32.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
334.5 79.9 44.2 50.1 6.856E-07 35.0 0 a p3nl.3,-3
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325.2 76.4 38.1 51.1 7.726E-07 36.0 50 a p4nl.3,-3
129.1 80.6 73.2 47.8 9.748E-07 26.0 100 a p3nl.3,-3L
346.6 75.7 40.0 46.0 7.498E-07 23.0 200 a p3nl.3,-3L
311.0 64.6 17.7 52.9 1.041E-06 25.0 300 a p3nl.3,-3L
22.7 59.2 39.9 25.2 7.716E-07 20.0 400 a p3nl.3,-3L
357.9 26.9 7.6 5.7 8.063E-07 3.0 500 a p3nl.3,-3L
321.9 54.0 6.6 43.5 8.514E-07 29.0 600 a p3nl.3,-3H337.0 62.5 22.3 41.6 5.784E-07 9.0 700 a p3nl.3,-3H
347.7 75.4 39.9 45.7 6.025E-07 15.0 800 a p3nl.3,-3H
297.4 32.5 327.8 44.6 5.042E-07 30.0 900 a H
255.1 42.1 291.7 75.7 5.326E-07 23.0 1000 a p3nl.3,-3H
I84kw050401 )
Caz= 50.0 Hade= 25.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
35.8 69.4 50.1 32.7 1.226E-06 28.0 0 a p4..1,-2
25.2 68.6 45.6 33.3 1.181E-06 27.0 0 a p4nl.3.-3
216.7 -57.9 226.9 -21.5 1.188E-06 26.0 50 a p4,.3,-3
226.7 -52.4 231.6 -15.0 1.055E-06 35.0 100 a p4nl.3-3
222.7 -59.5 230.6 -22.4 6.908E-07 42.0 200 a p4,.3,-3
I84kw050501 )
Caz= 40.0 Hade= 21.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
328.0 65.1 22.4 46.4 1.071E-06 21.0 0 a p3,.l,-2 1
322.6 80.4 44.3 52.2 5.579E-07 18.0 200 t p4,.l,-2 1
336.3 82.9 48.8 50.7 3.541E-07 18.0 300 t p4,.l,-2 1
113.9 -22.4 135.4 -39.4 6.204E-08 64.0 400 t p4,.l,-2 1
74.7 53.4 69.1 16.1 1.200E-07 54.0 500 t p4,.l,-2
61.9 39.4 61.5 1.4 1.193E-07 7.0 550 t p4,.l,-2
142.8 -30.4 164.8 -27.7 8.286E-08 44.0 575 t p4,.l,-2
287.6 -51.4 269.5 -20.9 7.166E-08 52.0 600 t p4,.l,-2
^84kw050601 )
Caz= 3.0 Hade= 24.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
283.9 54.5 353.1 64.0 1.027E-06 30.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
282.1 54.8 353.3 65.1 9.708E-07 21.0 25 a p4,.l,-2
280.2 59.0 3.3 66.6 8.798E-07 26.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
273.9 51.7 342.7 69.2 8.881E-07 25.0 75 a p4,.l,-2 L
270.4 53.3 346.1 71.6 6.993E-07 22.0 100 a p4,.l,-2 L
278.5 50.6 342.0 66.1 7.820E-07 21.0 125 a p4,.l,-2
268.3 52.5 342.7 72.8 7.519E-07 24.0 150 a p4,.l,-2 L
271.7 47.4 330.0 69.1 5.402E-07 29.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 L
263.6 54.4 348.9 75.7 6.752E-07 20.0 250 a p4,.l,-2 L
248.1 36.8 263.9 73.7 5.846E-07 33.0 300 a p4,.l,-2
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-lade= 24.0 Baz= 60.0 Dip= 38.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
315.7 65.7 20.3 51.3 1.354E-06 10.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
315.2 67.5 23.1 52.0 1.400E-06 8.0 25 a p4,.l,-2 L
315.6 66.0 20.7 51.4 1.373E-06 9.0 50 a p4,.l.-2 L311.4 65.8 19.7 53.0 1.176E-06 14.0 100 a p4,.l,-2 L
314.3 79.8 43.3 53.6 9.324E-07 9.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 L322.4 77.8 40.1 51.9 9.662E-07 14.0 300 a p4,.l.-2 L309.5 71.7 29.4 54.6 7.206E-07 10.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
234.5 77.4 62.8 64.6 5.351E-07 15.0 500 a p4,.l,-2276.9 75.0 40.2 62.7 4.936E-07 15.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
355.9 67.1 33.5 38.4 7.550E-07 19.0 700 a p4,.l,-237.8 77.7 53.9 40.4 7.301E-07 15.0 800 a p4,.l,-2 h348.8 63.8 27.9 38.3 4.128E-07 7.0 900 a p4,.l,-2 h
332.2 44.7 2.7 32.5 3.905E-07 18.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2 h
(84kw060101 )
Caz= 59.5 Hade= 30.5 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
336.4 59.7 311.6 20.1 6.640E-07 12.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
330.5 58.4 309.8 17.4 6.213E-07 12.0 25 a p4,.l,-2 L328.5 64.0 305.8 21.7 5.951E-07 15.0 50 a p4,.l,-2 L324.8 60.8 305.9 18.1 5.248E-07 10.0 75 a p4,.l.-2 L328.6 65.6 305.0 23.0 5.017E-07 8.0 100 a p4,.l,-2 L311.5 67.6 297.4 22.1 4.415E-07 2.0 150 a p4,.l,-2 L332.6 71.5 302.7 28.8 5.048E-07 11.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 L
300.6 64.0 293.7 17.5 3.331E-07 7.0 300 a p4,.l,-2 L320.1 62.6 303.0 18.7 2.266E-07 12.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 L298.3 75.3 290.9 28.5 2.508E-07 11.0 500 a p4,.l,-2 L268.5 40.2 273.1 -4.9 1.141E-07 36.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
318.2 31.9 313.7 •-10.1 1.406E-07 18.0 700 a p4,.l,-2
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300.7 10.5 303.3 -35.2 8.628E-08 26.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
307.5 57.6 298.5 12.0 1.571E-07 33.0 900 a p4,.l,-3
342.6 48.1 321.9 13.0 2.409E-07 23.0 1000 a p4,.l,-3
l84kw060201 )
Caz= 5.0 Hade= 24.5 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
2.6 73.2 308.3 36.6 5.389E-07 12.0 0 a p4..1,-2
1.2 69.5 311.9 34.4 5.096E-07 15.0 0 a p4,.l,r-J>
350.2 65.0 313.1 28.3 5.195E-07 13.0 50 a 'h
358.4 64.0 316.6 30.4 4.607E-07 9.0 100 a p4,.l.-2 H
5.4 61.5 321.1 31.6 4.287E-07 15.0 150 a p4,.l,-2 H
4.9 54.1 327.8 27.1 3.547E-07 15.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 H
351.7 72.4 306.9 33.5 2.813E-07 6.0 300 a P4..1.-2 H
355.2 50.0 327.1 19.9 2.277E-07 7.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 H
348.7 62.3 314.8 25.9 1.696E-07 7.0 600 a p4,.l,-2 H
345.7 45.4 325.4 12.2 1.160E-07 15.0 800 a p4,.l,-2 H
11.3 61.3 323.0 33.9 1.147E-07 15.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H
I84kw060301 )
Caz= 11.0 Hade= 11.0 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
88.0 74.8 297.4 57.0 9.333E-07 17.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
66.9 81.2 296.8 49.3 1.236E-06 14.0 0 a p4nl.3,-2
21.7 75.9 307.1 42.3 1.084E-06 6.0 50 a p4nl.3,-2L
17.1 68.8 315.8 39.1 7.582E-07 4.0 100 a p4nl.3,-2L
1.8 61.0 320.4 29.9 5.254E-07 12.0 200 a p4nl.3,-2L
7.6 67.8 315.1 35.6 2.858E-07 27.0 300 3 p4nl.3,-2L
333.6 77.7 298.5 33.9 2.047E-07 3.0 400 a p4nl.3,-3L
244.5 80.3 279.7 35.6 2.539E-07 23.0 500 a p4nl.3,-3L
43.9 57.4 334.8 48.3 2.719E-07 16.0 600 a p4nl.3,-3
276.2 69.8 283.6 23.1 1.838E-07 17.0 700 a p4nl.3,-3
310.1 71.2 295.7 25.3 1.882E-07 24.0 800 a p4nl.3,-3
326.7 38.5 317.3 -1.2 1.994E-07 30.0 900 a p4nl.3.-3
354.1 45.2 330.1 16.0 1.781E-07 37.0 1000 a p4nl.3,-3
I84kw060401 )
Caz= 20.0 Hade= 43.5 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
21.3 51.5 336.5 34.0 5.047E-07 12.0 0 a p4,.l,-210.7 43.5 339.7 23.7 3.868E-07 19.0 200 t p4,.l,-2 H
3.5 51.1 329.9 24.6 3.589E-07 16.0 300 t p4,.l,-2 H
22.6 46.8 341.9 32.5 1.928E-07 29.0 400 t p4,.l,-2 H
22.7 39.7 349.0 28.8 8.903E-08 41.0 500 t p4,.l,-2
6.0 23.7 352.6 7.7 1.015E-07 17.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 H
38.5 -1.5 33.4 13.8 9.774E-08 47.0 575 t p4,.l,-2
35.0 -40.5 58.8 -16.3 5.017E-08 38.0 600 t p4,.l,-2
I84kw060501 )
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Caz= 66.5 Hade= 41.5 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
191.1 72.9 264.6 42.6 6.394E-07 22.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
162.0 76.4 270.7 49.8 6.831E-07 28.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
4.7 77.9 303.2 39.2 4.186E-07 10.0 50 a p4..1,-2
344.4 68.2 308.6 28.9 3.172E-07 15.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
330.8 75.8 299.3 32.0 1.409E-07 19.0 200 a P4..1.-238.8 56.7 335.0 45.4 9.770E-08 18.0 300 a p4,.l,-2
351.4 85.5 293.3 40.9 9.840E-08 31.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
316.9 65.7 300.2 21.0 1.066E-07 25.0 600 a p4,.l.-2
336.6 73.3 302.5 30.9 1.568E-07 24.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
315.1 36.3 309.7 -6.9 1.034E-07 29.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
^84kw060601 )
Caz=334.5 Hade= 31.5 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
19.0 68.7 316.1 39.8 3.534E-06 5.0 0 a p4..1,-2
9.2 65.0 318.6 34.8 3.719E-06 5.0 0 a p3,.3,-2
5.8 62.7 320.0 32.3 2.087E-06 4.0 50 a p4,.3,-3
3.8 52.3 329.1 25.5 1.404E-06 8.0 100 a p4,.3,-2
2.3 59.9 321.6 29.4 6.973E-07 17.0 200 a p4,.3,-2 H
5.1 62.2 320.3 31.8 6.518E-07 15.0 300 a p4,.3,-3 H
0.7 58.7 322.1 28.0 6.392E-07 16.0 400 a p4,.3,-3 H
31.2 67.9 318.5 44.0 4.250E-07 30.0 500 a p4nl.3,-3H347.4 66.6 310.9 28.6 3.943E-07 9.0 600 a p4nl.3,-3H
22.0 43.9 344.6 30.7 4.091E-07 11.0 700 a p4nl.3,-3
132.8 68.4 269.1 61.4 1.926E-07 30.0 800 a p4nl.3,-3
118.5 71.0 280.8 61.5 3.799E-07 6.0 900 a p4nl.3,-3
18.4 47.2 339.8 30.3 3.871E-07 20.0 1000 a p4nl.3,-3
^84kw070101 )
Caz= 51.0 Hade= 29.0 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
0.3 59.1 321.7 28.1 2.263E-06 10.0 0 a p4,.l.-217.7 59.3 326.9 35.8 2.655E-06 9.0 0 a p4,.l.-2
10.7 55.2 328.9 30.5 1.576E-06 6.0 50 a p4,.l.-2
7.1 55.7 327.2 29.0 1.064E-06 8.0 100 a p4,.l,-2 H342.0 56.1 316.5 19.1 5.540E-07 17.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 H
2.8 63.1 318.7 31.4 4.092E-07 13.0 300 a p4,.l,-2 H
12.2 53.5 331.2 30.3 2.268E-07 18.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 H
53.7 62.8 326.3 53.3 4.337E-07 20.0 500 a p4,.l,-2
81
4.5 47.9 333.0 23.1 2.614E-07 38.0 600 a p4,.l.-2
353.5 -7.5 6.4 -22.9 1.650E-07 49.0 700 a p4,.l,-2
283.0 5.8 281.4 -40.9 5.055E-07 41.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
90.8 24.5 65.2 66.7 2.589E-07 70.0 900 a p4,.l,-2
217.4 66.1 261.3 31.6 1.677E-07 28.0 1000 a p4,.l.-2
(84kw070201 )
Caz= 54.0 Hade= 45.0 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
345.2 53.0 320.1 17.8 5.934E-07 20.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
356.8 56.6 322.5 25.1 6.736E-07 11.0 0 a p4nl.3,-3
349.1 50.1 324.0 17.3 5.909E-07 13.0 25 a p4nl.3,-3
349.9 47.4 326.3 15.6 5.088E-07 12.0 50 a p4nl.3,-3
347.4 51.4 322.2 17.5 4.610E-07 11.0 75 a p4nl.3,-3
340.4 49.6 319.8 13.3 3.669E-07 12.0 75 a p4nl.3-2341.8 43.4 324.4 8.9 3.884E-07 9.0 100 a p4nl.3-3
353.9 49.3 326.9 18.9 3.276E-07 12.0 150 a p4nl.3-3
4.6 54.7 327.2 27.3 2.801E-07 12.0 200 a H
4.4 42.3 337.6 19.4 3.012E-07 7.0 250 a p4nl.3-3 H
50.0 54.5 339.9 51.3 2.344E-07 11.0 300 a p4nl.3-3
3.5 50.7 330.2 24.3 1.864E-07 11.0 400 a p4nl.3-3 H
79.9 37.5 22.9 67.9 1.269E-07 30.0 500 a p4nl.3-3
I84kw070301 )
Caz=331.0 Hade= 34.5 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
347.8 57.4 318.1 22.1 5.316E-07 10.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
0.6 56.6 324.0 26.7 5.066E-07 8.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
4.9 56.2 325.9 28.4 4.002E-07 17.0 50 p p4,.l,:2 L
3.1 58.0 323.6 28.6 2.656E-07 8.0 100 a p4,.l,-2 L
356.7 58.1 321.2 26.0 1.842E-07 18.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 L
4.7 17.7 356.1 2.7 1.482E-07 4.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
350.9 80.2 299.0 38.0 1.040E-07 24.0 600 a p4,.l.-2
339.9 64.2 310.1 24.7 4.155E-08 36.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
63.5 -35.0 72.9 2.0 3.942E-08 67.0 1000 a P4..1.-2
(84kw070401 )
Caz= 46.0 Hade= 35.0 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
12.6 64.2 320.3 35.7 4.659E-07 21.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
6.6 62.4 320.5 32.5 5.247E-07 23.0 0 a p4,.l,-2%
4.3 62.8 319.4 31.8 3.745E-07 13.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
11.7 51.5 333.0 28.9 3.104E-07 15.0 75 a p4..1,-2
358.0 58.2 321.6 26.7 3.289E-07 18.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
9.6 74.2 308.2 38.8 2.474E-07 10.0 150 a p4..1,-2
21.7 63.2 323.4 39.0 1.859E-07 16.0 200 a p4,.l,-2
45.4 65.8 322.0 49.5 1.686E-07 21.0 250 a p4,.l,-2
272.1 63.8 280.7 17.5 1.543E-07 12.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
31.6 56.1 334.3 41.5 1.120E-07 17.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
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307.7 32.4 305.0 -12.4 3.287E-08 60.0 800 a
36.6 -21.3 46.0 -1.8 8.823E-08 37.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
I84kw070501 )
Caz= 10.0 Hade= 45.0 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
7.5 33.0 346.6 15.1 3.706E-07 21.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
11.9 42.3 341.4 23.7 4.984E-07 19.0 0 a p4nl.3,-212.1 41.0 342.6 23.0 3.824E-07 16.0 50 a p4nl.3,-3
29.9 37.7 354.5 32.5 2.425E-07 14.0 100 a p4nl.3,-3L
18.7 23.5 0.8 16.3 9.926E-08 20.0 200 a p4n2.3-3 L
18.2 37.7 348.6 24.8 9.787E-08 47.0 300 a p4n2.3,-3
35.3 5.4 25.9 16.3 7.291E-08 48.0 400 a p4nl.3-3
(84kw070601 )
Caz= 43.0 Hade= 21.5 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
217.8 20.3 226.0 .2 5.224E-07 53.0 0 a p4..1,-2
216.0 10.4 218.0 -5.7 4.164E-07 54.0 25 a p4,.l,-2
213.4 1.6 209.8 -10.1 4.095E-07 52.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
200.3 10.2 207.1 5.2 4.117E-07 46.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
187.2 12.2 199.8 16.1 3.157E-07 33.0 300 a p4,.l.-2
I84kw070701 )
Caz= 48.0 Hade= 22.5 Baz=288.0 Dip= 47.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
347.6 53.3 321.0 19.0 2.634E-06 5.0 0 a p4,.l,-2 h
353.3 38.5 334.4 10.7 1.439E-06 4.0 200 t p4..1,-2 h
2.6 33.6 343.3 12.4 1.255E-06 9.0 300 t h
349.1 30.0 337.3 2.0 1.023E-06 14.0 400 t p4,.l.-2 h
340.4 46.0 322.0 10.4 8.182E-07 13.0 500 t p4,.l,-2
359.8 46.5 332.0 19.8 9.164E-07 18.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 h
343.1 -51.8 51.4 -52.6 2.524E-07 23.0 575 t p4,.l,-2 h
200.7 3.7 202.5 .5 1.516E-07 74.0 600 t p4,.l,-2
(84kw080101 )
Caz=234.5 Hade= 31.5 Baz= 29.0 Dip=121.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
216.6 68.3 26.2 -9.4 3.313E-05 1.0 0 a p3,.1,-2 1
221.6 66.5 24.0 -8.0 2.497E-05 2.0 25 a p3,.l,-2 1224.8 59.4 21.0 -1.3 1.521E-05 3.0 50 a p3,.l,-2 L
234.2 53.4 14.3 2.8 6.827E-06 6.0 100 a p3,.l,-2 L
231.5 42.7 12.2 13.4 5.028E-06 8.0 150 a p3,.l,-2 L
238.3 15.4 353.4 35.8 2.216E-06 3.0 200 a p3,.l,-2 L214.2 -7.8 16.1 66.3 2.000E-06 3.0 300 a p3,.l,-2 h
232.4 -8.6 339.7 58.8 1.188E-06 14.0 500 a p3,.1,-2 h214.8 -19.0 4.1 76.9 1.051E-06 24.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 h
83
186.0 -29.9 121.7 70.2 1.739E-06 16.0 900 a p3,.l,-2
94.6 -36.5 161.9 1.3 3.914E-06 7.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2
(84kw080201 )
Caz=227.0 Hade= 32.5 Baz= 29.0 Dip=121.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
208.9 74.8 29.0 -15.7 8.701E-05 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
218.3 66.7 25.3 -7.9 8.900E-05 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
232.7 69.7 20.8 -12.1 3.932E-05 2.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
244.8 73.4 18.9 -17.1 2.746E-05 5.0 75 a p3,.l,-2
242.7 69.8 17.6 -13.6 1.910E-05 3.0 100 a p3,.l,-2
244.5 66.0 15.1 -10.7 1.278E-05 2.0 150 a p3,.l,-2
240.9 64.6 15.7 -8.8 9.574E-06 6.0 200 a p3,.l,-2
245.0 67.4 15.6 -12.0 6.065E-06 14.0 300 a p3,.l,-2
240.6 60.9 14.2 -5.4 4.721E-06 6.0 400 a p3,.l,-2
263.1 63.1 6.8 -13.3 4.597E-06 5.0 500 a p3,.l,-2
238.5 59.0 14.3 -3.3 2.665E-06 7.0 600 a p3,.l,-2
275.0 48.3 351.0 -8.8 1.384E-06 16.0 700 a p3,.l,-2
228.2 55.5 18.3 1.9 1.826E-06 11.0 800 a p3,.l,-2
303.0 50.8 344.5 -25.9 2.188E-06 19.0 1000 a p4..1,-2
I84kw080301 )
Caz=239.0 Hade= 43.0 Baz= 29.0 Dip=121.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
242.6 36.0 1.3 15.9 1.155E-05 6.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
243.8 35.0 359.8 16.3 1.367E-05 3.0 0 a p3,.3,-2
248.0 29.1 353.2 19.4 8.196E-06 9.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
239.6 4.0 343.5 44.4 4.944E-06 6.0 100 a p4nl.3,-2
239.4 -3.4 336.7 50.2 4.491E-06 5.0 200 a p4nl.3,-2H
239.2 -7.1 332.9 53.0 3.507E-06 8.0 300 a p4nl.3,-2H
234.3 -12.9 331.0 60.5 2.763E-06 12.0 400 a p4nl.3,-2H
230.7 -6.3 344.9 57.9 1.678E-06 16.0 500 a p4nl.3,-2H
214.5 -3.1 17.4 61.6 1.071E-06 20.0 600 a p4nl.3,-2H
230.4 -19.0 325.6 67.3 1.028E-06 5.0 700 a p4nl.3,-2H
I84kw080401 )
Caz=240.0 Hade= 39.0 Baz= 29.0 Dip=121.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
242.7 17.0 350.2 32.1 9.794E-06 5.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
236.9 -14.5 325.5 59.6 7.420E-06 7.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
238.2 -16.5 320.8 59.7 6.913E-06 7.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
242.2 -10.6 325.2 53.1 6.534E-06 4.0 400 t P,.l,-2 H
244.9 -8.7 325.0 49.8 3.253E-06 7.0 500 t p3,.l,-2 H
84
231.3 5.1 354.5 48.1 1.474E-06 22.0 550 t p3,.1,-2
73.1 -25.4 167.1 -19.5 4.889E-07 39.0 575 t p4,.l,-2
97.5 8.3 122.8 -22.6 7.391E-07 25.0 600 t p4,.l,-2
^84kw080501 )
Caz=282.0 Hade= 57.5 Baz= 29.0 Dip=:L21.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
292.8 44.8 341.3 -17.3 2.933E-05 7.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
297.7 36.5 331.9 -16.9 3.547E-05 6.0 0 a p3,.3,-2
301.8 42.4 336.1 -22.2 1.686E-05 4.0 50 a p3,.3,-2
285.6 47.1 345.9 -14.0 8.110E-06 11.0 100 a p3,.3,-2
258.7 31.8 347.5 11.5 2.933E-06 6.0 200 a p3,.3,-2
271.4 29.8 338.4 5.1 2.497E-06 7.0 300 a p3,.3,-3282.3 49.2 348.9 -13.2 9.501E-07 43.0 450 a p4,.3,-3
(84kw080601 )
Caz=223.0 Hade= 24.0 Baz= 29.0 Dip=121.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
239.0 68.8 18.4 -12.2 7.916E-05 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-2216.1 66.3 26.1 -7.4 9.204E-05 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
222.6 66.1 23.5 -7.7 5.672E-05 4.0 25 a p3,.1,-2
231.4 67.5 20.5 -10.0 3.760E-05 4.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
230.2 69.2 21.5 -11.3 2.613E-05 7.0 75 a p3,.l,-2
229.8 76.2 23.9 -17.9 1.827E-05 8.0 100 a p3,.l,-2
242.9 66.2 15.8 -10.6 1.219E-05 4.0 150 a p3,.l,-2
264.0 61.6 5.4 -12.6 8.194E-06 4.0 200 a p3,.l,-2
261.8 60.0 5.1 -10.7 4.064E-06 10.0 300 a p3,.l,-2
289.6 54.0 351.0 -19.5 3.659E-06 9.0 400 a p3,.l,-2266.6 36.8 346.3 3.4 2.929E-06 11.0 500 a p3,.l,-2274.2 41.0 345.6 -3.8 2.186E-06 11.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
244.6 22.9 352.3 26.2 1.984E-06 18.0 800 a p4,.l,-2327.6 59.1 352.4 -40.7 2.897E-06 29.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
i84kw090101 )
Caz= 57.6 Hade= 25.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
19.6 44.5 268.0 10.5 8.650E-07 10.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
20.8 42.9 268.3 12.2 8.480E-07 4.0 0 a p4,.l,-222.9 42.2 267.4 13.7 7.889E-07 8.0 25 a p4,.l,-2
24.9 42.6 265.8 14.2 6.728E-07 12.0 50 a p4,.l,-220.2 37.8 271.7 16.1 5.708E-07 6.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
24.5 32.4 272.0 22.6 4.954E-07 5.0 150 a p4,.l,-220.3 24.6 280.5 26.5 3.853E-07 16.0 200 a p4,.l,-2
18.5 35.0 274.7 17.4 3.470E-07 9.0 300 a p4,.l,-217.0 26.2 281.8 23.4 3.550E-07 10.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
10.6 31.2 282.4 15.8 1.683E-07 15.0 600 a p4,.l,-2347.9 10.5 312.4 11.1 1.568E-07 23.0 800 a p4,.l,-2322.2 34.8 300.2 -20.5 1.058E-07 50.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
(84kw090201 )
Caz= :L3.7 Hade= 48.5 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
15.3 43.8 270.9 9.1 1.265E-06 7.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
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13.3 43.9 271.9 8.1 1.501E-06 7.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
13.4 42.0 273.1 9.5 1.251E-06 9.0 25 a p4..1,-2 H15.3 38.2 274.6 13.3 9.867E-07 11.0 50 a p4..1,-2 H
15.8 41.1 272.4 11.4 7.804E-07 11.0 100 a p4,.l.-2 H
6.6 35.9 281.3 10.2 5.361E-07 12.0 200 a p4,.l.-2 H24.2 35.2 270.6 20.1 2.894E-07 10.0 400 a p4..1,-2 H30.3 43.4 261.8 15.4 2.620E-07 24.0 600 a p4..1,-2 H39.7 32.8 259.3 28.1 1.022E-07 22.0 800 a p4,.l,-2 H
9.0 54.6 266.7 -1.7 7.266E-08 42.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
^84kw090301 )
Caz= 52.5 Hade= 21.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
19.4 25.2 280.7 25.5 2.700E-06 7.0 0 a p3,.l,-2 1
21.9 3.0 297.5 43.1 2.272E-06 23.0 200 t p3,.l,-2 1
33.1 -4.8 295.1 56.7 1.997E-06 16.0 300 t p3,.l,-2 1
28.8 -10.0 307.3 56.4 1.628E-06 8.0 400 t p4..1,-2 h
21.1 -23.9 335.1 54.8 8.540E-07 12.0 500 t p4,.l.-2 h
19.3 -43.0 7.8 52.8 3.802E-07 18.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 h
11.7 -17.1 328.8 44.4 3.124E-07 27.0 575 t P4..1.-2 h
210.1 48.0 201.0 -57.9 1.759E-07 42.0 600 t p4,.l,-2 h
(84kw090401 )
Caz=311.8 Hade= 35.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
4.8 45.5 275.1 2.7 6.523E-07 10.0 0 a 4..1,-2
1.9 48.8 274.0 -1.0 7.078E-07 6.0 0 a p4nl.3,-2
8.3 43.4 274.9 6.0 5.613E-07 10.0 50 a p4nl.3,-218.8 29.7 278.0 21.7 3.325E-07 18.0 100 a p4nl.3,-3
20.8 34.2 273.5 19.3 2.612E-07 13.0 200 a p4nl.3,-2
16.3 2.6 302.6 39.0 3.248E-07 14.0 300 a p4nl.3,-34.8 4.1 309.0 28.7 3.096E-07 19.0 400 a p4nl.3,-3
353.3 -12.2 331.3 26.2 2.593E-07 5.0 500 a p4nl.3,-3359.1 -.6 316.8 26.2 2.036E-07 11.0 600 a p4nl.3,-3
8.5 -23.3 338.3 43.4 1.635E-07 23.0 700 a p4nl.3,-3355.2 8.4 310.5 18.4 1.514E-07 31.0 800 a p4nl.3,-3341.3 12.7 313.5 4.3 1.295E-07 23.0 800 a p4nl.3,l-30.1 -19.1 336.0 34.7 1.332E-07 8.0 900 a p4nl.3,2.5
137.7 32.5 184.2 -4.3 7.741E-08 37.0 1000 a p4nl.3,-3
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(84kw090501 )
Caz= 6.0 Hade= 39.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
8.6 47.5 271.9 3.2 1.282E-06 4.0 0 a p4,.l.-2 h
9.5 47.8 271.2 3.4 1.230E-06 3.0 25 a p4,.l,-2 h10.7 45.0 272.6 6.0 1.044E-06 4.0 100 a p4,.l.-2 h
17.5 41.1 271.4 12.2 5.511E-07 5.0 300 a p4,.l.-2 h7.5 48.4 271.7 2.1 4.912E-07 9.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 h
15.3 42.5 271.8 10.1 4.277E-07 11.0 500 a p4..1,-2 h
13.7 26.1 284.2 21.4 2.559E-07 25.0 600 a P4..1.-2 h2.1 32.6 286.3 9.6 1.267E-07 44.0 700 a p4,.l,-2
77.2 59.5 231.3 3.4 5.280E-08 52.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
^84kw090601 )
Caz= 10.9 Hade= 38.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
354.2 68.9 259.9 -16.0 1.604E-06 13.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
341.0 68.7 262.3 -20.2 1.262E-06 16.0 0 a p3,.3,-2
354.1 64.3 264.0 -13.6 1.410E-06 12.0 50 a p4,.l,-2328.5 64.9 267.6 -24.0 1.047E-06 21.0 150 a p4,.l,-2
332.6 66.4 265.6 -22.6 9.006E-07 19.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 H329.1 64.0 268.5 -23.5 6.234E-07 19.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 H
322.2 60.4 273.0 -26.1 3.198E-07 24.0 600 a p4,.l,-2 H
337.1 21.1 307.9 -3.1 1.525E-07 4.0 800 a p4,.l,-274.5 73.6 235.8 -10.0 7.351E-08 34.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
(84kw090701 )
Caz= 7.1 Hade= 39.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
17.9 38.1 273.0 14.7 4.916E-07 8.0 0 a p4..1,-216.2 40.0 272.8 12.5 5.460E-07 9.0 0 a p4nl.3,-3
16.7 36.6 274.8 15.3 4.883E-07 4.0 50 a p4nl.3,-316.0 28.1 281.1 21.3 4.201E-07 9.0 100 a p4nl.3,-311.2 19.5 291.1 24.3 2.952E-07 6.0 200 a p4nl.3,-312.5 14.9 294.0 28.3 2.089E-07 21.0 300 a p4nl.3,-31.2 24.7 293.1 13.8 1.405E-07 20.0 400 a p4nl.3,-3358.2 15.2 302.8 17.3 1.315E-07 27.0 500 a p4nl.3-32.0 22.8 294.2 15.6 1.632E-07 16.0 600 a p4nl.3,-3350.3 14.2 307.9 11.2 1.415E-07 25.0 700 a p4nl.3-3342.7 61.6 269.0 -16.9 1.438E-07 27.0 800 a p4nl.3,-3
295.1 25.3 317.9 -40.6 1.076E-07 15.0 900 a p4nl.3,-38.4 10.1 301.1 28.2 8.321E-08 26.0 1000 a p4nl.3,-3
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6.3 -2,5 314.7 33.4 9.497E-08 43.0 1000 a p4nl.3,-3
I84kwl00101 )
Caz=289.1 Hade= 42.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
344.7 42.1 286.3 -7.2 2.172E-06 5.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
343.9 46.8 282.3 -9.9 3.226E-06 5.0 25 a p4,.l.-2341.2 46.4 283.6 -11.3 2.651E-06 7.0 50 a p4,.l,-2 L344.8 47.1 281.8 -9.5 1.691E-06 6.0 100 a p4,.l,-2 L346.7 34.1 292.5 -1.8 9.455E-07 17.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 L
347.0 29.5 296.3 .7 6.251E-07 14.0 300 a p4,.l.-2 L
342.2 38.1 290.8 -6.9 3.715E-07 15.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 L335.4 60.1 271.8 -19.7 4.299E-07 36.0 500 a p4,.l,-2 h302.6 55.6 278.6 -36.5 1.322E-07 58.0 550 a p4..1,-2
340.6 35.5 293.7 -6.9 5.350E-07 53.0 600 a p4,.l,-291.6 28.4 208.6 27.7 1.129E-07 40.0 700 a p4,.l,-2
149.4 38.5 185.7 -15.3 4.076E-07 18.0 800 a p3,.l,-2
79.6 -40.6 103.1 68.2 4.545E-07 29.0 900 a p3,.l,-2
224.1 50.4 217.5 -62.7 1.178E-07 45.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
I84kwl00201 )
Caz= 2.2 Hade= 47.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
13.8 48.4 268.7 4.9 7.004E-06 9.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
15.4 42.4 271.8 10.2 7.511E-06 11.0 0 a p4nl.3,-215.3 44.1 270.7 8.8 7.309E-06 11.0 50 a p4nl.3,-2
19.7 38.7 271.4 15.1 3.509E-06 8.0 100 a p4nl.3,-221.2 30.0 276.0 22.8 2.139E-06 7.0 200 a p4nl.3,-221.0 17.4 285.3 32.3 1.402E-06 4.0 300 a p4nl.3,-222.1 19.8 282.5 31.2 1.032E-06 8.0 400 a p4nl.3,-2
15.9 17.5 289.3 28.9 9.424E-07 4.0 500 a p4nl.3,-2359.0 15.3 302.3 17.8 6.365E-07 8.0 600 a p4nl.3,-2
6.4 37.7 280.0 8.9 2.809E-07 32.0 700 a p4nl.3,-3
(84kwl00301 )
Caz= 28.0 Hade= 47.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
5.1 61.1 263.5 -7.7 5.849E-06 4.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
3.1 60.7 264.4 -8.2 3.412E-06 2.0 200 t p4,.l,-2 h
6.8 61.5 262.6 -7.4 2.800E-06 5.0 300 t p4,.l,-2 h
8.1 61.9 261.9 -7.2 2.316E-06 6.0 400 t p4,.l,-2 h
6.0 62.0 262.5 -8.0 1.715E-06 3.0 500 t p4,.l,-2 h
337.1 65.2 266.3 -20.5 6.314E-07 6.0 550 t p4..1,-2 h
356.5 54.2 271.8 -6.9 6.175E-07 10.0 575 t p4,.l,-2
234.5 -27.3 66.1 -36.4 5.435E-07 28.0 600 t p4..1,-2
(84kwl00401 )
Caz= 16.1 Hade= 23.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
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Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
326.2 -61.9 29.8 21.0 1.558E-06 7.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
348.1 -45.6 9.5 30.6 1.156E-06 4.0 0 a p4nl.3,-2
342.8 -48.6 13.4 27.5 1.186E-06 1.0 50 a p4nl.3,-2
342.2 -47.0 11.8 26.8 1.153E-06 6.0 100 a p4nl.3,-2
349.9 -49.7 14.1 32.2 9.327E-07 5.0 200 a p4nl.3,-2
341.4 -40.8 5.1 25.0 7.104E-07 7.0 300 a p4nl.3,-2
352.8 -38.4 0.5 33.1 5.782E-07 9.0 400 a p4nl.3,-2
350.5 -41.2 4.1 31.7 4.073E-07 4.0 500 a p4nl.3,-3
339.8 -47.8 13.0 25.3 3.989E-07 14.0 600 a p4nl.3,-3
352.8 -33.7 354.9 32.3 1.852E-07 18.0 700 a p4nl.3,-2
I84kwl00501 )
Caz= 18.9 Hade= 48.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
29.3 28.1 270.7 28.4 6.323E-06 4.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
28.8 35.5 267.0 21.8 6.786E-06 4.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
29.4 29.3 269.9 27.4 5.345E-06 2.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
29.8 21.0 274.7 34.6 4.130E-06 3.0 100 a p4,.l,-233.2 .7 288.2 52.8 2.681E-06 7.0 200 a p4,.l.-2
30.3 -6.9 301.1 55.9 1.457E-06 8.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
44.6 1.6 270.6 58.7 5.453E-07 12.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
51.7 21.9 250.2 41.5 3.383E-07 12.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
341.4 -13.6 337.6 16.0 9.710E-08 56.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
(84kwl00601 )
Caz=351.5 Hade= 54.0 Baz=240.0 Dip=116.0 Vo1=l0.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
46.4 44.9 250.0 18.0 2.679E-06 14.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
41.2 48.2 252.7 13.9 2.037E-06 9.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
33.9 43.2 259.6 16.8 1.818E-06 6.0 50 a p3,.1,-2
32.9 35.8 263.7 23.1 1.202E-06 6.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
31.8 22.9 271.6 34.0 7.065E-07 3.0 200 a p4,.l,-2
51.4 19.3 251.3 43.9 4.289E-07 17.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
29.7 33.9 267.1 23.6 2.745E-07 9.0 600 a p4,.3,-2
20.6 50.5 263.9 5.9 1.641E-07 18.0 800 a p4,.3,-2
13.3 2.3 305.2 36.7 7.344E-08 25.0 1000 a p4,.3,-2
^84kwll0101 )
Caz=310.1 Hade= 44.0 Baz=256.0 Dip=115.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
346.3 58.7 289.8 -21.0 3.459E-05 5.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
358.9 54.4 291.6 -13.0 2.848E-05 5.0 25 a p4,.1,-226.7 52.2 291.3 -7.9 2.084E-05 4.0 50 a p4,.l,-2 h
11.6 47.3 293.7 -2.6 1.384E-05 4.0 100 a p4,.l,-2 h
14.6 40.4 298.0 3.2 9.850E-06 5.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 H
18.4 45.7 292.1 2.1 8.413E-06 9.0 300 a p4,.l,-2 H
27.0 39.4 292.4 11.1 5.605E-06 12.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 H
19.8 44.9 292.1 3.4 4.526E-06 8.0 500 a p4,.l,-2 H
15.5 45.0 294.0 1.0 3.989E-06 13.0 600 a p4,.l,-2 H
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5.0 29.7 311.3 2.7 2.902E-06 10.0 700 a p4,.l.-2 H
15.1 56.1 285.3 -6.1 2.515E-06 18.0 800 a p4,.l,-2 H
65.4 51.6 262.7 12.8 1.422E-06 8.0 900 a p4,.l.-2 H
229.5 53.4 228.0 -55.3 1.510E-06 24.0 1000 a p4,.l.-2 H
i84kwll0301 )
Caz=325.9 Hade= 59.0 Baz=256.0 Dip=115.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
24.3 34.8 297.3 12.7 2.141E-06 6.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
18.9 32.8 301.8 10.6 2.285E-06 3.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
27.5 30.1 298.8 17.9 1.937E-06 4.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
29.6 26.3 300.4 21.9 1.643E-06 2.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
30.2 23.0 302.5 24.6 1.184E-06 5.0 200 a p4,.l,-2
32.9 10.5 311.1 35.0 4.412E-07 3.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
45.7 25.1 288.5 32.0 2.299E-07 3.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
104.3 59.6 242.0 2.3 1.073E-07 17.0 8000 a p4,.l,-2
0.6 -56.9 39.0 28.6 6.184E-08 41.0 1000 a p4..1,-2
^84kwll0401 )
Caz=248.9 Hade= 58.0 Baz=256.0 Dip=115.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
23.1 45.0 290.4 5.0 1.830E-06 7.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
34.1 23.9 299.0 26.5 1.446E-06 12.0 200 t p4,.l,-2
30.3 22.4 302.9 25.1 1.240E-06 14.0 300 t p4,.l,-2 h
29.3 17.0 308.0 28.1 9.742E-07 16.0 400 t p4,.l,-2 h
35.0 14.5 305.8 33.8 6.635E-07 16.0 500 t p4,.l,-2 h
21.3 11.9 317.9 25.2 3.474E-07 11.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 h
178.7 30.7 190.5 -22.7 9.339E-08 20.0 575 t p4,.l,-2 h
46.0 34.3 282.9 24.2 3.946E-08 1.0 600 t p4,.l,-2
i84kwll0501 )
Caz=302.0 Hade= 40.0 Baz=256.0 Dip=115.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
11.0 42.9 297.6 -.4 5.644E-06 2.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
348.9 44.7 303.4 -15.3 5.130E-06 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
6.9 39.4 302.2 -1.1 3.321E-06 7.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
15.3 28.0 307.7 11.1 2.620E-06 12.0 100 a p3,.11,-i2
23.1 17.7 311.7 23.0 1.897E-06 5.0 200 a p3,.l,-2
40.4 4.9 310.1 44.2 1.046E-06 17.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
347.5 24.7 322.8 -8.9 8.466E-07 28.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
23.5 41.3 292.9 7.8 3.358E-07 23.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
32.6 12.4 309.6 33.5 3.001E-07 31.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
I84kwll0502 )
Caz=302.0 Hade= 40.0 Baz=256.0 Dip=115.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
22.1 53.6 284.6 -1.3 5.873E-06 3.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
^84kwll0601 )
Caz=307.0 Hade= 68.0 Baz=256.0 Dip=115.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
7.9 28.7 310.8 5.3 9.851E-07 10.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
1.2 23.7 318.2 2.7 9.541E-07 11.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
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12.6 16.1 319.2 15.8
9.6 10.4 325.8 16.3
18.7 9.4 321.8 24.5
35.2 -4.0 324.5 45.5
28.8 -13.2 340.1 44.1
153.4 64.6 229.9 -17.2
140.0 77.4 244.0 -19.0
8.368E-07 22.0 50 a
6.741E-07 23.0 100 a
4.535E-07 27.0 200 a
1.556E-07 27.0 400 a
1.930E-07 8.0 600 a
7.972E-08 47.0 800 a









Midnight Peak Formation Demagnetization Records
^84mp010101 )
Caz=160.0 Hade= 23.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
0.0 53.2 15.1 56.1 1.004E-06 6.0 0 t p3,.3,-2
355.5 58.5 14.0 62.0 9.761E-07 15.0 0 a354.7 54.2 10.3 58.1 8.147E-07 3.0 50 a p4,.3,-2
353.9 48.7 6.5 53.0 6.865E-07 7.0 100 a p4,.3,-2
355.7 37.4 4.2 41.8 6.116E-07 9.0 150 a p4,.3,-2
0.5 33.4 7.9 37.0 5.523E-07 4.0 200 a p4,.3,-2 H
349.8 49.2 2.3 54.2 5.579E-07 10.0 300 a p4,.3,-2 H
357.8 46.7 9.7 50.4 4.243E-07 18.0 400 a p4,.3,-2 H
352.1 31.8 358.8 36.9 3.906E-07 17.0 500 a p4,.3,-2 H
359.5 53.7 14.9 56.7 2.894E-07 10.0 600 a p4,.3,-2 H
357.1 51.9 11.4 55.5 3.297E-07 21.0 700 a p4,.3,-2 H
0.4 51.3 14.4 54.3 3.690E-07 13.0 850 a p4,.3,-2 H
355.9 46.4 7.5 50.4 3.005E-07 12.0 1000 a p4..1,-2 H
I84mp010201 )
Caz= 73.0 Hade= 24.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
352.6 57.4 10.0 61.5 4.752E-06 3.0 0 t p2..1,-2
338.1 53.5 351.4 60.3 3.171E-06 5.0 300 t p2,.l,-2
336.8 49.8 348.1 57.0 2.787E-06 9.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
336.3 49.4 347.4 56.7 2.750E-06 7.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
341.0 47.9 352.0 54.4 2.494E-06 10.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 H
357.2 51.9 11.5 55.5 1.690E-06 10.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 H
333.9 40.5 341.5 48.3 9.587E-07 9.0 600 a p4,.l,-2 H342.7 79.5 50.3 81.0 4.332E-07 42.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
134.0 29.9 132.2 19.6 5.120E-07 7.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
^84mp010301 )




Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
283.7 76.3 252.0 86.7 6.972E-06 10.0 0 t p2,.l,-2
300.9 66.0 307.2 76.9 4.867E-06 19.0 0 a p4,.3,-2297.8 53.0 299.7 63.9 2.721E-06 12.0 50 a p3,.3,-2
283.1 57.0 278.7 67.8 2.549E-06 26.0 100 a p4nl.3-2
291.5 57.3 290.9 68.3 1.972E-06 26.0 200 a p4nl.3-2 H
253.0 50.5 242.0 58.3 1.183E-06 27.0 300 a p3nl.3-2 H
284.7 31.2 283.5 42.0 1.606E-06 42.0 400 a p4nl.3-2251.4 66.6 226.8 73.3 1.231E-06 23.0 500 a p3nl.3-3 H211.6 5.7 210.3 7.3 1.307E-06 11.0 600 a p3nl.3-3
245.3 -14.0 246.7 -6.6 2.228E-06 6.0 700 a p3nl.3-3284.9 -.2 284.7 10.7 2.889E-07 68.0 850 a p3nl.3-3212.4 24.7 207.2 26.0 8.648E-07 25.0 1000 a p3nl.3-3
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I84mp010401 )
Caz= 71.0 Hade= 26.5 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
359.2 77.3 49.3 77.1 2.481E-06 3.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
9.3 80.8 67.2 77.5 2.144E-06 6.0 0 a p4..1,-2
5.5 81.8 70.1 78.4 1.925E-06 2.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
325.5 82.7 73.5 83.8 1.397E-06 8.0 100 a p4,.l,-2 L
328.9 80.6 54.3 83.6 9.515E-07 12.0 150 a p4,.l,-2 L
270.4 63.3 256.9 73.0 6.908E-07 25.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 H
267.5 64.1 251.9 73.4 4.495E-07 17.0 300 a p4,.l,-2 H
294.7 64.6 296.0 75.6 4.286E-07 40.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 H
297.6 40.3 298.6 51.3 2.952E-07 30.0 500 a p4nl.l-2 H
298.1 48.4 299.6 59.3 2.710E-07 10.0 650 a p4nl.3-2 H
221.8 72.3 186.5 72.5 1.627E-07 20.0 800 a p4nl.3-2 H
325.7 22.7 328.9 31.8 2.101E-07 27.0 900 a p4nl.3-2
124.2 75.0 119.6 64.1 1.070E-07 51.0 1000 a p4nl.3-2
(84mp010501 )




Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
33.0 67.1 55.3 63.0 3.923E-06 19.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
35.8 63.5 54.6 59.3 6.259E-06 49.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
357.9 57.2 15.4 60.3 3.514E-06 56.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
129.4 32.2 127.9 21.6 2.438E-06 56.0 200 a p4,.l,-2216.1 33.3 208.7 35.1 1.922E-06 42.0 400 a p4..1,-2
249.1 66.1 224.7 72.4 9.278E-07 24.0 600 a p43,.l,-2
20.6 -.4 20.5 .1 4.968E-07 80.0 700 a p4,.l,-l
^84mp010601 )
Caz= 85.0 Hade= 55.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
344.2 50.9 357.0 56.9 1.354E-06 12.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
299.3 -44.1 298.4 -33.1 9.750E-07 37.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
79.5 -65.6 58.8 -73.6 6.787E-07 23.0 50 a p4nl.3-3
137.9 -69.5 161.1 -78.5 1.078E-06 28.0 300 t p4nl.3-3
139.0 -70.7 165.4 -79.4 8.726E-07 26.0 300 t p4n2.3-3
173.1 47.0 164.3 40.8 4.836E-07 50.0 400 t p4nl.3-2
172.9 46.4 164.4 40.1 4.677E-07 1.0 400 t p4nl/.3-2s
101.7 13.3 102.0 2.5 3.118E-07 20.0 500 t p3nl.3-3
275.3 29.9 272.8 40.4 6.704E-07 25.0 550 t p3nl.3-3
49.6 36.0 55.9 30.6 6.229E-07 8.0 555 t p3nl.3,-386.6 21.0 88.0 11.1 2.204E-07 33.0 560 t p4nl.3,-3
344.3 13.6 347.0 20.2 9.343E-08 10.0 600 t p4nl.3-3
149.6 34.8 145.9 25.8 6.161E-08 60.0 630 t p4nl.3,-3
318.1 -4.4 318.1 5.6 4.005E-07 29.0 660 t p3nl.3,-3
42.5 39.1 50.2 34.8 9.632E-08 44.0 665 t Jeezz4nl-3
294.1 15.0 294.2 26.0 1.398E-07 78.0 670 t p3nl.3,-3
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i84mp020101 )
Caz=215.0 Hade= 3.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
85.7 64.2 93.1 54.1 8.549E-07 6.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
83.7 61.2 90.8 51.2 6.990E-07 12.0 50 a p4,.l.-2
204.3 17.4 200.9 17.3 1.307E-06 14.0 75 a p3nl.l,-2
201.5 -4.5 202.4 -4.7 1.710E-06 35.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
232.4 -5.6 232.9 -.1 1.079E-06 15.0 150 a p3nl.l,-2
102.0 60.3 104.6 49.4 5.610E-07 19.0 200 a p4nl.3-2 H
104.4 58.7 106.3 47.8 5.006E-07 21.0 300 a p4nl.3-2 H
100.2 53.7 102.7 42.9 4.063E-07 23.0 400 a p4nl.3-2 H
103.7 61.6 106.0 50.7 3.635E-07 23.0 600 a p4nl.3-3 H
71.6 58.6 80.7 49.7 3.695E-07 25.0 800 a p4nl.3-3
83.9 69.7 93.5 59.6 2.725E-07 30.0 1000 a p4nl.3-3
I84mp020201 )
Caz= 7.0 Hade= 18.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
8.8 36.1 17.0 38.0 2.462E-06 17.0 0 t p2,.l,-2
359.9 16.8 3.5 20.8 1.434E-05 6.0 300 t p3,.3,-2 L
358.9 17.0 2.4 21.1 1.452E-05 4.0 400 t p3nl.3-2 L
357.7 17.7 1.5 22.1 1.424E-05 5.0 500 t p3nl.3-2 L
357.9 16.5 1.4 20.8 1.422E-05 5.0 550 t p3nl.3-2
359.1 16.8 2.6 21.0 1.440E-05 2.0 555 t p3nl.3,-2
357.4 16.8 0.9 21.3 1.414E-05 2.0 560 t p3nl.3,-2L
358.7 16.5 2.1 20.7 1.417E-05 4.0 600 t p3nl.3-2 L
0.4 .4 0.9 4.6 8.028E-06 5.0 630 t p3nl.3-2 H
2.0 .3 2.4 4.2 1.486E-06 10.0 660 t p3nl.3,-3H
355.0 13.2 357.8 18.1 1.584E-06 9.0 665 t p3nl.3,-3H
312.0 -30.3 310.4 -19.8 4.161E-07 47.0 670 t p3nl.3,-3
328.4 -15.9 327.1 -6.9 3.742E-07 48.0 670 t p4nl.3,-3
I84mp020202 )
Caz= 7.0 Hade= 18.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
8.5 26.8 14.2 29.0 2.426E-06 25.0 0 a p4nl.3-2
40.3 27.3 45.2 23.6 8.883E-07 0.0 50 a p4nl.3-2s
77.7 28.9 80.5 19.8 6.690E-07 0.0 100 a p4nl.3-2s
37.2 17.8 40.3 14.8 5.104E-07 41.0 150 a
37.2 18.7 40.5 15.7 5.023E-07 2.0 150 a p4nl.3-2s
37.7 43.9 47.1 40.3 6.560E-07 1.0 200 a p4nl.3-2s
22.1 23.3 26.8 23.0 6.529E-07 1.0 300 a p4nl.3-2s
12.4 22.1 17.0 23.7 5.255E-07 3.0 400 a p4nl.3-2s
29.4 14.8 32.1 13.3 6.686E-07 1.0 500 a p4nl.3-2s
67.3 26.0 70.4 18.1 2.597E-07 25.0 600 a p4nl.3-2
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i84mp020301 )
Caz= 76.0 Hade= 38.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
40.6 49.8 51.7 45.4 1.456E-06 9.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
7.2 61.7 28.2 62.7 8.911E-07 18.0 300 t p2..1,-2
25.5 36.1 33.3 34.9 7.188E-07 5.0 300 t p4,.3,-2
8.7 31.0 15.5 33.0 6.029E-07 21.0 400 t p4nl.3,-2
14.7 33.2 22.1 34.0 5.561E-07 33.0 500 t p4nl.3-3
27.8 37.7 36.0 36.0 6.058E-07 27.0 550 t p4nl.3-3
17.1 63.1 38.5 62.1 6.376E-07 27.0 550 t p3nl.3,-3
44.0 14.1 46.2 9.9 3.442E-07 21.0 555 t p4nl.3-3
20.9 22.8 25.6 22.8 1.824E-07 29.0 560 t p4nl.3-3
30.6 27.1 36.0 25.1 1.133E-07 34.0 600 t p4nl.3-3
299.0 42.2 300.4 53.1 1.018E-07 24.0 630 t p4nl.3-3
299.9 66.9 305.9 77.8 1.171E-07 13.0 660 t p4nl.3,-3
243.1 50.8 230.5 57.0 1.038E-07 38.0 665 t p4nl.3,-3
280.9 10.6 280.3 21.3 1.697E-07 47.0 670 t p4nl.3,-3
I84mp020401 )
Caz=136.0 Hade= 12.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
337.5 70.7 10.5 76.3 2.018E-05 4.0 0 t p2..1,-2
337.8 71.4 12.5 76.8 1.798E-05 8.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
333.1 66.5 357.1 73.4 1.340E-05 3.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
319.6 63.8 335.4 73.0 1.271E-05 3.0 100 a p3,.3,-2
345.2 70.3 18.1 74.5 1.070E-05 2.0 200 a p3,.l,-2 H
332.8 60.6 350.1 68.0 6.836E-06 10.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H
39.4 73.7 67.1 67.9 4.618E-06 9.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H
237.3 57.4 220.1 62.3 3.259E-06 19.0 800 a p3,.l,-2
170.7 70.3 151.6 62.9 2.923E-06 11.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2
i84mp020501 )
Caz=146.0 Hade= 35.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
93.7 73.7 101.1 63.1 1.940E-05 6.0 0 t p2,.l,-2
58.4 66.2 73.9 58.6 1.290E-05 10.0 300 t p2,.l,-2
31.3 43.0 40.9 40.5 6.247E-06 4.0 300 t p3,.3,-2
55.9 55.0 66.8 48.1 2.304E-06 7.0 400 t p3nl.3-2
315.4 54.3 323.7 64.2 3.392E-06 14.0 500 t p3nl.3-2
348.6 86.9 97.7 80.4 1.148E-06 16.0 550 t p3nl.3,-2
205.8 37.7 197.4 37.4 1.850E-06 15.0 555 t p3nl.3-3
18.1 35.3 26.0 35.5 1.109E-06 31.0 560 t p3nl.3,-3
78.4 80.1 96.4 70.1 1.900E-06 19.0 600 t p3nl.3-3
87.6 18.4 88.7 8.4 1.435E-06 13.0 630 t p3nl.3-3
281.2 -10.7 281.4 -6.8 6.748E-07 42.0 660 t p3nl.3,-3
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^84mp020601 )
Caz= 80.0 Hade= 35.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Dettiag Comments
4.4 52.1 18.9 54.3 6.988E-06 4.0 0 t p2,.l,-2
11.3 56.0 27.9 56.7 5.880E-06 9.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
329.0 52.2 340.0 60.5 3.014E-06 4.0 100 a p3,.l,-2
337.9 48.9 349.0 56.0 1.863E-06 14.0 400 a p3,.3,-3
347.1 11.3 349.5 17.5 9.920E-07 17.0 600 a p3nl.3-3
324.4 23.2 327.5 32.4 7.677E-07 38.0 800 a p3nl.3-2
284.0 18.2 283.2 29.1 9.591E-07 8.0 1000 a p4nl.3-2
^84mp030101 )
Caz=259.0 Hade= 58.0 Baz=243.0 Dip= 77.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
137.1 -77.1 75.5 -8.7 1.083E-03 1.0 0 a p2,.l,-l
140.1 -78.7 74.1 -9.8 1.107E-03 3.0 0 a p2,.l,-l
140.7 -72.1 80.6 -8.2 1.094E-03 4.0 50 a p2,.l.-l
139.1 -72.0 80.5 -7.7 1.099E-03 4.0 100 a p2,.l,-2
137.5 -71.6 80.8 -7.1 1.051E-03 6.0 200 a P2,.l,-1
140.8 -69.9 82.7 -7.7 8.125E-04 10.0 400 a p2,.l,-l
137.8 -77.1 75.5 -8.9 7.055E-04 4.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
140.9 -78.2 74.7 -9.8 5.399E-04 3.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
142.9 -77.9 75.0 -10.1 4.432E-04 3.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
134.4 -78.2 74.2 -8.6 3.625E-04 5.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
146.1 -77.5 75.6 -10.7 2.966E-04 4.0 1200 a P3..1.-1 H
129.9 -77.6 74.4 -7.5 2.313E-04 4.0 1500 a p3,.l,-l H
155.3 -76.9 76.4 -12.6 1.956E-04 4.0 1700 a p3,.l,-l H
^84mp030201 )
Caz=287.0 Hade= 75.0 Baz=243.0 Dip= 77.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
172.3 -73.2 79.6 -17.4 6.751E-04 1.0 0 a p2,.l,-2
166.9 -72.7 80.4 -16.0 6.876E-04 0.0 50 a p2,.l,-2
165.7 -72.4 80.8 -15.7 6.982E-04 1.0 100 a p2,.l.-2 h
168.6 -72.5 80.5 -16.5 6.527E-04 0.0 200 a p2,.l,-2 h
164.9 -73.0 80.2 -15.4 5.844E-04 1.0 300 a p2..1,-2 h
165.6 -72.4 80.8 -15.7 4.942E-04 1.0 400 a p2..1,-2 h
169.0 -71.4 81.7 -16.9 4.244E-04 1.0 500 a p2,.l,-2 h
166.6 -72.6 80.6 -15.9 3.977E-04 2.0 600 a p2,.l,-2
166.5 -70.6 82.6 -16.2 3.207E-04 2.0 700 a p2,.l,-2 h
170.4 -72.9 80.0 -17.0 2.713E-04 1.0 800 a P2..1.-2 h
172.2 -72.3 80.5 -17.7 2.409E-04 2.0 900 a p2,.l,-2 h
174.4 -73.1 79.5 -18.0 2.204E-04 1.0 1000 a p2,.l,-2 h
21.1 -74.9 53.0 -1.2 2.654E-04 52.0 1000 a p2,.l,-2
172.6 -74.6 78.2 -17.1 1.509E-04 6.0 1400 a p3,.l,-l
189.5 -77.2 73.9 -19.8 1.157E-04 6.0 1700 a p3,.l,-l
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^84mp030301 )
Caz=311.0 Hade= 35.0 Baz=243.0 Dip= 77.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
164.8 -68.9 84.5 -15.8 9.277E-04 1.0 0 a P?»p3,.1,-1306.4 -78.5 251.5 -56.4 9.400E-04 3.0 0 a
160.1 -70.4 83.0 -14.1 9.608E-04 3.0 25 a p3,.l,-l160.5 -70.4 83.0 -14.2 9.634E-04 3.0 50 a p3,.l,-l
160.6 -70.5 82.9 -14.3 9.792E-04 3.0 100 a p3,.l,-l
160.7 -70.7 82.7 -14.3 9.736E-04 3.0 20 a p3,.l,-l H159.3 -70.5 82.9 -13.8 8.802E-04 3.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H157.5 -71.8 81.7 -13.2 7.825E-04 3.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
160.3 -69.0 84.5 -14.3 6.319E-04 3.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
164.9 -67.9 85.4 -16.0 4.791E-04 2.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
170.7 -69.6 83.3 -17.8 3.277E-04 2.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
169.3 -64.8 88.4 -18.2 2.420E-04 2.0 1400 a p3,.l,-l H
161.5 -63.3 90.3 -14.9 2.256E-04 3.0 1700 a p3,.l,-l H
^84mp030401 )
Caz=298.0 Hade= 37.7 Baz=243.0 Dip= 77.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
147.8 -67.9 85.3 -9.6 7.223E-04 2.0 0 a p2,.l,-2
145.3 -68.8 84.2 -8.9 7.500E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
144.3 -68.7 84.3 -8.5 7.642E-04 2.0 50 a p3,.l,—1144.5 -67.9 85.0 -8.4 7.234E-04 2.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H
143.8 -68.0 84.9 -8.2 5.680E-04 2.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H
135.2 -68.0 83.9 -5.1 4.218E-04 5.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
133.1 -59.6 91.4 -1.1 2.858E-04 4.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
129.1 -54.5 95.1 3.0 2.147E-04 5.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
126.4 -51.2 97.3 6.0 1.262E-04 7.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H
116.8 -36.4 106.5 19.6 1.040E-04 3.0 1400 a p3,.1,-2
134.0 -9.7 138.9 16.1 7.754E-05 6.0 1700 a p3,.l,-l
I84mp030501 )
Caz=221.5 Hade= 25.0 Baz=243.0 Dip= 77.5 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
139.4 -74.2 78.5 -8.4 6.092E-04 2.0 0 a p2,.l,-2144.7 -75.2 77.9 -10.0 6.501E-04 2.0 50 a P2,.l,-1147.0 -74.9 78.3 -10.5 6.675E-04 1.0 100 a p2,.l,-2 h
152.1 -76.6 76.7 -11.9 5.990E-04 0.0 200 a p2,.l,-2 H
151.5 -72.3 81.0 -11.4 5.089E-04 2.0 300 a p2,.l,-2 H
147.3 -75.£ 77.6 -10.7 4.506E-04 2.0 400 a p2,.l,-2 H
143.8 -74.1 78.9 -9.5 3.190E-04 1.0 500 a p2,.l,-2 H
140.0 -75.1 77.7 -8.8 2.673E-04 2.0 600 a p2,.l,-2 H145.3 -77.2 75.9 -10.5 2.219E-04 2.0 700 a p2,.l,-2 H
152.7 -74.4 78.9 -11.9 1.973E-04 3.0 800 a p2,.l,-:IH147.5 -74.9 78.3 -10.6 1.758E-04 4.0 900 a p2,.l,-2 H
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132.3 -77.6 74.6 -7.9 1.394E-04 1.0 1000 a p2,.l,-2 H
^84mp030601 )





Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
153.3 -80.5 72.7 -12.3 8.048E-04 1.0 0 a p2,.l,-2
170.0 -81.4 71.4 -14.8 8.384E-04 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
161.4 -81.6 71.5 -13.5 8.730E-04 5.0 50 a p3,.l,-l
162.1 -82.0 71.1 -13.6 7.832E-04 5.0 200 a H
173.6 -84.7 68.0 -14.2 5.397E-04 4.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H
232.4 -88.4 63.3 -13.9 3.560E-04 4.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H337.8 -85.3 58.2 -12.0 2.536E-04 4.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
336.6 -81.6 54.5 -11.8 2.248E-04 4.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H345.4 -81.3 54.4 -10.5 2.164E-04 4.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
8.3 -72.6 48.9 -2.2 1.831E-04 5.0 1400 a p3,.l,-l H
341.8 -70.6 43.6 -8.9 1.784E-04 4.0 1700 a P3,.l,-1 H
i84mp040101 )
Caz=267.0 Hade= 25.6 Baz=238.0 Dip= 75.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
337.6 73.3 255.2 17.1 1.200E-03 0.0 0 a p2,.l,-l
320.2 76.7 251.5 12.8 1.224E-03 3.0 0 a p2,.3,-l
331.8 76.3 252.1 15.5 8.713E-04 2.0 100 a p2,.3,-l
330.8 75.4 253.1 15.2 8.309E-04 2.0 200 a p2,.3,-l H
332.9 74.4 254.1 15.8 7.847E-04 3.0 400 a p2,.3,-l H
336.1 75.1 253.3 16.6 7.684E-04 1.0 600 a p2,.3,-l H
337.6 74.2 254.3 17.0 7.032E-04 2.0 800 a p2,.3,-l H
349.7 77.3 250.4 19.3 4.890E-04 3.0 1000 a p2,.3,-l H
^84mp040201 )
Caz=231.5 Hade= 47.0 Baz=238.0 Dip= 75.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
228.8 40.4 229.5 -33.9 1.859E-04 3.0 0 a P2,.l,-1
233.8 -39.5 65.6 -65.2 3.689E-05 34.0 50 a p2,.l,-2
271.5 -85.4 55.4 -18.7 6.239E-05 11.0 100 a p2..1,-2
17.1 -88.1 56.8 -13.6 7.159E-05 11.0 200 a p2,.l,-2 h
42.1 -83.1 56.1 -8.4 7.415E-05 10.0 300 a p2,.l,-2 h
17.4 -80.2 51.6 -7.5 6.318E-05 8.0 400 a h
341.1 -74.6 42.8 -11.0 5.708E-05 5.0 500 a p2,.l,-2 H337.3 -74.6 42.5 -12.0 4.768E-05 19.0 600 a p2,.l,-2 H
327.6 -79.3 47.0 -14.8 4.015E-05 13.0 700 a p2,.l,-2 H
341.5 -67.7 36.1 -8.8 1.800E-05 10.0 800 a p2,.l.-2 H
307.0 -48.7 15.2 -24.9 1.466E-05 30.0 900 a p2,.l,-2 H








47.0 13az=238.0 Dip= 75.0 Vol=10.0
Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
-10.3 1.870E-04 5.0 0 t p2,.l,-l
’ 56.2 2.968E-05 41.0 200 t p2,.l,-2
1 38.1 1.434E-05 41.0 300 t p2,.l,-2
^84mp040301 )
Caz=294.0 Hade= 42.3 Baz=238.0 Dip= 75.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
329.9 73.3 255.2 14.9 3.699E-04 0.0 0 a p2,.l,-l
302.6 56.5 267.8 -.7 4.051E-04 1.0 0 a p2,.l,-2
304.9 59.7 265.6 1.9 2.759E-04 4.0 25 a p2..1,-2 L
300.2 61.8 262.7 .9 1.656E-04 4.0 50 a p2,.l,-2 L
259.1 71.6 244.5 -2.2 3.774E-05 15.0 200 a p2,.l.-2 L
199.5 77.2 230.0 4.8 2.949E-05 3.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H
39.5 76.6 242.7 27.6 4.118E-05 6.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H
328.7 79.0 249.4 14.9 4.779E-05 4.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 H
338.3 69.6 259.1 17.6 3.997E-05 2.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H
I84mp040401 )
Caz=284.0 Hade= 20.0 Baz=238.0 Dip= 75.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
87.7 45.3 204.6 50.7 9.063E-04 1.0 0 a p2,.l,-l‘
84.6 51.4 213.4 47.8 8.250E-04 2.0 0 a p2,.3,-l
7.5 68.2 256.9 28.0 2.826E-04 3.0 100 a p2,.3,-l341.9 63.8 265.0 19.6 1.976E-04 5.0 200 a p2,.l,-l H
342.7 64.0 264.8 19.9 1.709E-04 5.0 300 a p3, .3,-1 H
336.2 61.4 267.7 17.1 1.408E-04 6.0 400 a p3,.3,-1 H
340.8 58.6 270.5 19.4 9.894E-05 4.0 600 a p3,.3,-1 H
338.6 54.0 275.4 18.3 7.168E-05 5.0 800 a p3,.3,-1 H
352.6 51.0 277.9 27.0 7.360E-05 2.0 1000 a p3,.3,-1 H
(84mp040501 )
Caz=160.0 Hade= 23.0 Baz=238.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
0.0 53.2 345.4 57.8 1.004E-06 6.0 0 t p3,.3,-2
275.4 80.0 256.0 70.2 6.543E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-l150.1 80.9 199.0 75.5 4.895E-04 2.0 50 a p3,.l,-l140.7 74.0 176.6 71.9 4.645E-04 2.0 100 a p3,.l-l138.5 72.4 172.0 70.9 4.581E-04 2.0 200 a p3,.l-l
140.4 72.7 174.0 70.9 4.525E-04 2.0 300 a p3,.l-l
142.6 73.2 176.4 70.9 4.323E-04 2.0 500 a p3,.1-1 H
147.6 73.1 179.8 69.9 4.193E-04 1.0 700 a p3,.l-l H
145.4 75.2 182.2 72.1 4.047E-04 1.0 850 a p3,.l-l H
156.1 75.9 190.2 71.0 3.662E-04 1.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
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^84mp040601 )
Caz=290.0 Hade= 37.5 Baz=238.0 Dip= 75.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
46.3 70.3 242.7 34.2 6.617E-04 0.0 0 a P2..1.-1
27.5 71.3 248.9 30.8 6.628E-04 1.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
6.3 68.8 256.6 27.3 3.981E-04 2.0 50 a p3,.l,-l
353.8 66.4 261.2 23.9 3.228E-04 3.0 100 a p3,.l,-l H
350.4 64.8 263.2 23.0 2.686E-04 3.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H
351.2 65.2 262.8 23.3 2.324E-04 3.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H
349.7 63.6 264.6 23.0 2.091E-04 2.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H354.9 65.0 262.5 24.8 1.937E-04 3.0 500 a p3,.l,-l H
350.7 63.8 264.3 23.4 1.666E-04 3.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
350.0 64.9 263.2 22.8 1.471E-04 3.0 700 a p3,.l,-l H
350.0 65.1 263.0 22.8 1.340E-04 4.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
353.3 64.3 263.5 24.4 1.319E-04 4.0 900 a p3,.l,-l H
353.2 61.3 266.7 25.2 l.lOlE-04 3.0 1000 a p3,.l-l
I84mp050101 )
Caz=118.0 Hade= 42.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
19.0 41.2 24.2 53.3 6.349E-07 30.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
54.9 74.5 107.1 76.8 9.484E-07 21.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
4.0 -7.9 4.0 5.1 6.616E-07 52.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
342.6 -11.4 342.9 1.0 3.576E-07 29.0 200 a p3,.l,-2
335.0 6.4 333.7 18.1 2.637E-07 62.0 400 a p3,.l,-2
52.1 10.9 54.9 18.6 2.009E-07 46.0 600 a p4,.l,-210.5 -53.9 8.2 -41.1 1.447E-07 37.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
211.2 20.9 209.4 9.7 6.188E-08 25.0 1000 a p4,.l.-2
^84mp050201 )
Caz= 84.0 Hade= 40.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
316.9 34.6 309.1 43.5 5.168E-07 33.0 0 a p4,.l,-2318.7 38.2 310.0 47.4 4.613E-07 36.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
316.7 37.1 308.2 46.0 4.943E-07 23.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
261.8 -6.3 263.5 -8.0 4.405E-07 21.0 200 a p3,.l,-2
244.9 42.1 235.8 35.7 3.736E-07 22.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
30.3 39.0 37.4 49.8 2.440E-07 40.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
91.2 27.6 97.8 26.5 4.382E-07 40.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
351.8 54.7 347.6 67.5 3.695E-07 31.0 1000 a p4..1,-2
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Caz= 84.0 Hade= 40.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
296.2 62.1 270.3 65.2 1.311E-07 35.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
l84mp050301 )
Caz= 66.0 Hade= 40.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
201.7 -35.2 206.4 -47.1 3.610E-07 79.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
24.0 55.9 36.1 67.2 3.822E-07 22.0 0 a p3,.l,-276.3 37.3 86.5 39.3 6.350E-07 30.0 25 a p3,.1.-2
337.6 41.8 331.4 53.6 5.533E-07 18.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
172.1 4.2 172.0 -8.6 1.686E-07 79.0 75 a p3,.1,-2
230.2 -17.1 234.2 -25.0 2.511E-07 57.0 100 a p3,.l,-2
330.6 -12.6 331.4 -1.3 4.898E-07 15.0 150 a p3, .1,-3
356.1 -10.8 356.2 2.2 7.314E-07 38.0 200 a p3,.1,-3
353.3 33.5 351.9 46.4 3.141E-07 16.0 250 a p3,.1,-3
176.6 17.2 176.7 4.2 6.046E-07 20.0 300 a p3,.1,-3
224.0 5.0 223.9 -4.4 7.210E-07 30.0 400 a p3, .1,-3
^84mp050401 )
Caz= 70.0 Hade= 39.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
300.6 44.1 288.0 49.5 1.444E-06 34.0 0 a p3,.3,-1
4.3 45.9 5.8 58.8 1.254E-06 34.0 0 a p3,.3,-2
322.0 35.8 314.5 45.6 1.105E-06 28.0 50 a p3,.3,-2
5.1 39.2 6.5 52.1 1.734E-06 17.0 100 a p3,.l,-2
337.4 10.2 335.9 22.2 1.512E-06 12.0 200 a p3,.3,-2
315.6 33.9 308.0 42.6 2.007E-06 38.0 400 a p4,.3,-2
3.1 36.7 3.9 49.7 2.501E-06 30.0 600 a p4,.3,-2
8.2 -18.5 7.8 -5.7 1.574E-06 14.0 800 a p4,.3,-2
357.6 55.2 356.4 68.1 1.538E-06 5.0 1000 a p4,.3,-2
i84mp050501 )
Caz=123.0 Hade= 61.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
80.5 54.0 98.6 54.1 5.044E-07 43.0 0 a p3,.3,-2
59.4 59.4 82.4 63.8 1.163E-06 22.0 0 a p3nl.3-3
86.4 55.4 104.9 54.1 9.020E-07 25.0 50 a p3nl.3-3
91.9 81.6 147.2 74.3 9.488E-07 25.0 100 1 p3nl.3-2
57.2 52.3 74.2 57.7 6.198E-07 31.0 200 a p4nl.3-2
46.0 79.1 124.2 80.5 6.908E-07 41.0 300 a p4nl.3-2
75.4 54.4 94.1 55.6 4.336E-07 40.0 400 a p4nl.3-2
100
337.9 43.3 331.5 55.1 3.968E-07 9.0 600 a p3nl.3-3
7.1 30.1 8.4 43.0 5.256E-07 15.0 700 a p3nl.3-3
348.2 -5.1 348.2 7.6 5.126E-07 40.0 800 a p3nl.3-3
290.5 51.5 273.6 54.3 4.329E-07 40.0 900 a p3nl.3-3 h
309.9 40.3 299.5 47.8 2.951E-07 31.0 1000 a p3nl.3-3 h
290.2 69.0 255.1 69.7 2.154E-07 16.0 1000 a p3n2.3-3 h
i84mp050601 )
Caz= 57.0 Hade= 36.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
338.9 65.4 319.2 76.7 1.496E-06 15.0 0 a p3,.3,-2
296.6 78.5 233.2 77.1 1.729E-06 24.0 25 a p3,.1,-3
314.8 76.5 250.3 79.9 1.487E-06 11.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
313.4 74.8 257.5 78.8 1.233E-06 16.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
238.5 64.1 221.2 55.7 1.261E-06 9.0 200 a p4,.l,-2
307.2 58.0 286.0 64.0 1.145E-06 28.0 250 a p4,.l,-2
350.1 79.4 214.8 86.9 9.277E-07 38.0 300 a p4,.l,-2
62.8 72.6 107.1 73.9 9.699E-07 33.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
345.0 36.6 341.6 49.1 6.711E-07 20.0 500 a p4,.l,-2
4.5 51.6 6.4 64.6 6.875E-07 21.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
82.3 57.2 102.4 56.7 3.961E-07 23.0 700 a p4,.l,-3
122.7 80.1 155.2 69.9 8.126E-07 16.0 800 a p4,.l,-3
251.6 63.2 231.6 56.9 9.872E-07 22.0 900 a p4,.l,-3
132.3 56.6 143.4 46.9 4.189E-07 48.0 999 a p4,.l,-3
i84mp050701 )
Caz= 67.0 Hade= 25.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
136.1 39.9 142.1 30.0 6.753E-07 44.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
55.1 63.5 82.7 68.4 7.674E-07 13.0 50 a p4n2.3-2
71.3 61.9 96.6 63.3 6.353E-07 16.0 100 a p4n2.3-2
81.4 53.2 98.9 53.2 4.030E-07 28.0 200 a p4n2.3-2
65.9 37.1 76.0 41.4 4.012E-07 23.0 400 a p4n2.3-2
87.7 55.1 105.9 53.6 1.747E-07 36.0 600 a p4n2.3-2
45.4 -36.0 40.1 -26.4 1.860E-07 34.0 800 a p4n2.3-3
196.2 38.5 194.1 25.9 1.215E-07 44.0 1000 a p4n2.3-2
(84mp050801 )
Caz=111.0 Hade= 27.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
322.5 39.9 313.8 49.7 9.462E-07 34.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
297.9 28.4 290.7 33.8 1.219E-06 6.0 50 a p3n2.3-2
300.6 30.7 292.8 36.6 1.386E-06 19.0 100 a p4n3.3-2
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318.3 23.0 313.6 32.3 1.659E-06 14.0 150 a p4n2.3-2333.2 15.0 330.9 26.5 1.361E-06 28.0 200 a p4n2.3-2
287.6 43.0 275.0 45.6 1.380E-06 19.0 400 a p4n2.3-2
315.4 5.2 313.8 14.4 4.648E-07 52.0 500 a p4n2.3-2
49.9 3.4 51.3 11.7 5.648E-07 46.0 600 a p4n2.3-3
277.1 67.6 246.8 65.7 1.609E-06 15.0 800 a p4n2.3-2
20.0 31.6 23.8 43.7 3.677E-07 72.0 1000 a p4n2.3-2
f
I84mp060101 )
Caz= 48.0 Hade= 23.5 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
123.0 50.1 133.6 42.0 8.188E-06 14.0 0 a p3,.1,-2
123.9 49.1 134.0 40.9 8.166E-06 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
63.5 68.6 98.8 70.7 3.913E-06 15.0 50 a p3,.l,-2 H
56.3 58.3 78.1 63.4 4.633E-06 18.0 75 a p4,.l,-2 H
39.9 69.2 76.4 76.4 4.452E-06 23.0 100 a p4,.l,-2 H
40.4 47.3 52.5 56.3 3.285E-06 25.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 H
41.9 64.9 70.0 72.5 2.905E-06 15.0 300 a p4,.l,-2 H
300.9 56.0 281.0 60.7 1.324E-06 29.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
24.1 33.8 28.9 45.5 1.222E-06 19.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 H
323.5 69.6 286.8 77.5 1.720E-06 13.0 600 a p3,.l,-2
351.2 31.6 349.5 44.4 4.269E-07 70.0 700 a p4,.l.-2
320.1 58.2 301.0 66.8 1.572E-06 28.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
6.9 44.1 9.1 57.0 3.035E-06 9.0 900 a p4,.l,-2
25.9 49.5 35.5 60.7 1.493E-06 4.0 1000 a p4,.1,-2
^84mp060201 )
Caz= 40.0 Hade= 22.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
231.6 39.2 224.8 30.5 5.914E-06 14.0 0 a p3,.1,-2
208.0 70.7 197.4 58.6 3.333E-06 22.0 25 a p3,.l,-2
136.1 78.5 159.0 67.3 2.792E-06 4.0 50 a p3,.1,-2
125.4 76.1 151.1 66.2 2.119E-06 22.0 75 a p3,.l,-2
90.0 68.9 120.2 65.4 2.737E-06 20.0 100 a p3,.l,-2
119.1 58.5 133.9 50.6 3.203E-06 13.0 150 a p4,.l,-2
190.1 47.5 188.3 34.7 1.207E-06 55.0 200 a p4,.l,-2
241.5 43.4 232.3 36.3 7.649E-07 70.0 250 a p4,.l,-2
116.9 24.0 121.3 17.7 1.736E-06 46.0 300 a p4,.l,-2
66.9 75.3 117.2 74.8 2.144E-06 27.0 350 a p3,.l,-2
91.1 6.0 92.4 5.6 3.071E-06 53.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
42.3 -16.5 40.5 -6.8 1.542E-06 25.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
13.1 30.5 15.5 43.1 2.271E-06 35.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
102
44.1 -23.2 41.1 -13.6 1.917E-06 36.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
i84mp060301 )
Caz=150.0 Hade= 26.5 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
12.6 61.7 22.3 74.1 1.781E-05 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
15.1 62.6 27.2 74.8 1.750E-05 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
10.9 62.5 19.8 75.0 1.517E-05 5.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
9.7 60.1 16.5 72.8 1.327E-05 9.0 100 a p3,.l,-2
357.5 63.4 355.2 76.4 8.915E-06 3.0 200 a p3,.1,-2 H
359.1 71.5 357.1 84.5 5.077E-06 7.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H
0.2 70.5 0.6 83.5 4.034E-06 7.0 600 a p3,.1,-2 H
45.6 65.9 75.9 72.5 2.841E-06 7.0 800 a p3,.l,-221.9 78.5 118.4 85.1 1.961E-06 20.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H
l84mp060401 )
Caz=122.5 Hade= 67.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
338.2 52.1 328.9 63.8 1.764E-05 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
338.4 53.4 328.7 65.1 1.675E-05 8.0 , 0 a p3,.l,-2
320.3 35.5 312.7 45.0 1.012E-05 8.0 25 a p3,.l,-2
312.3 10.9 309.7 19.5 7.950E-06 16.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
302.2 2.8 300.9 9.6 7.966E-06 6.0 75 a p3,.1,-2325.2 23.0 321.0 33.4 1.081E-05 9.0 100 a p4,.l,-2122.4 45.2 131.6 37.3 1.795E-06 59.0 200 a p4,.l,-2
65.7 11.2 68.6 16.2 4.896E-06 28.0 400 a p4,.l,-25.1 -44.9 4.2 -32.0 3.573E-06 17.0 600 a p3,.l,-2
209.8 -28.0 214.5 -39.0 1.486E-06 24.0 800 a p3,.lm-2308.9 51.5 292.9 58.3 2.897E-06 23.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2
I84mp060501 )
Caz= !50.0 Hade= 70.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
349.1 49.8 344.8 62.4 2.065E-06 35.0 0 a p3,.l,-2345.9 38.4 342.4 50.9 2.297E-06 5.0 0 a p3nl.l-2347.1 43.9 343.1 56.5 1.653E-06 7.0 50 a p3nl.l-2341.6 35.4 337.6 47.6 1.596E-06 8.0 100 a p4nl.l-2348.9 27.8 347.0 40.5 1.463E-06 8.0 200 a p3nl.l-2
331.0 37.2 324.6 48.2 1.212E-06 10.0 400 a p3nl.l-2336.6 9.1 335.2 21.0 1.087E-06 31.0 600 a p3nl.l,-2344.7 39.2 340.8 51.7 4.964E-07 23.0 800 a p3nl.l-2337.3 46.5 329.8 58.2 6.741E-07 14.0 950 a p3nl.l-2
330.7 44.1 322.3 55.0 7.740E-07 24.0 1000 a p3nl.l-2
^84mp060502 )
Caz= !50.0 Hade= 70.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
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338.1 60.4 323.7 71.9 1.240E-06 29.0 0 a p3,.l,-214.6 53.2 21.5 65.6 1.541E-06 13.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
5.9 57.4 9.4 70.3 1.339E-06 15.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
12.7 57.8 20.3 70.3 1.150E-06 14-.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
36.2 55.7 52.3 65.1 1.038E-06 10.0 200 a p4,.l,-2
17.7 62.5 31.5 74.4 8.767E-07 14.0 300 a p4,.l,-2
45.2 48.3 58.6 56.4 8.211E-07 34.0 400 a p4,.l,-2
42.6 68.4 77.6 75.2 6.935E-07 23.0 500 a p4..1,-2
332.9 67.7 305.0 77.9 6.384E-07 25.0 600 a p4,.l,-2
259.0 81.1 211.2 72.9 5.585E-07 31.0 700 a p4..1,-2
272.3 63.0 248.1 60.7 7.068E-07 9.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
266.5 36.1 257.4 34.3 7.149E-07 16.0 900 a p4,.l,-2
312.3 44.4 300.5 52.1 2.614E-07 11.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
I84mp060601 )
Caz=189.5 Hade= 32.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
357.4 80.3 187.4 86.7 2.660E-06 11.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
290.7 80.2 224.4 76.8 2.510E-06 18.0 0 a p3nl.l-2
303.7 70.3 264.0 73.6 2.170E-06 13.0 25 a p3nl.l-2
286.8 78.7 228.5 75.5 2.208E-06 9.0 50 a p3nl.-l
246.8 66.6 225.5 59.2 1.128E-06 36.0 100 a p3nl.l-2
304.8 56.7 284.5 62.3 1.756E-06 35.0 150 a
297.7 46.6 283.7 51.2 1.526E-06 27.0 200 a p3nl.l-2
1.4 74.4 8.3 87.4 9.484E-07 27.0 300 a p3nl.l-2
340.3 66.3 320.4 77.7 1.039E-06 45.0 300 a p4nl.3-3
9.8 71.9 32.1 84.3 1.411E-06 12.0 350 a p3nl.3-3
342.2 54.4 333.6 66.5 1.358E-06 30.0 400 a p4nl.3-3
174.8 77.4 177.4 64.4 7.166E-07 14.0 400 a p3n2.3-3
146.1 84.8 170.3 72.5 1.022E-06 33.0 500 a p3n2.3-3
^84mp060701 )
Caz=169.0 Hade= 32.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
28.1 71.9 70.1 81.1 2.795E-06 14.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
340.0 63.9 323.2 75.5 3.010E-06 8.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
347.4 71.0 323.8 83.1 2.672E-06 13.0 25 a p3).1,-2
313.9 69.4 276.2 75.2 2.269E-06 20.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
338.8 59.6 325.5 71.2 2.803E-06 4.0 75 a p3,.1,-3
197.3 80.3 187.5 67.5 1.735E-06 8.0 100 a p3,.1,-3
325.0 52.9 311.2 62.7 1.616E-06 6.0 150 a p3,.1,-3
76.9 78.2 131.2 74.6 2.166E-06 32.0 200 a p3,.1,-3
356.7 64.6 353.5 77.5 9.557E-07 23.0 300 a p3,.1,-3
198.1 65.1 192.4 52.6 6.025E-07 57.0 400 a p3,.1,-3
104
305.2 23.3 299.6 30.4 9.623E-07 19.0 500 a p3,.1,-3
320.6 12.3 318.0 22.2 1.850E-06 13.0 600 a p3,.1,-3
4.2 25.8 4.8 38.8 6.647E-07 37.0 700 a p3,.1,-3
261.5 54.9 244.9 51.1 1.108E-06 32.0 800 a p4,.l,-3
218.5 46.7 211.9 36.0 1.113E-06 19.0 900 a p4,.l,-3
314.1 36.3 305.5 44.7 4.395E-07 51.0 999 a p4,.l,-3
^84mp060702 ),
Caz=169.0 Hade= 32.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
247.1 80.0 209.1 70.8 1.599E-06 17.0 0 a p3,.l,-2144.3 81.0 165.1 69.0 1.920E-06 8.0 0 a p3nl.3-3
41.1 64.7 68.6 72.4 1.671E-06 15.0 50 a p3nl.3-3
97.2 52.2 112.5 48.8 1.541E-06 6.0 100 a p3nl.3-2
109.3 65.7 131.0 59.1 1.531E-06 20.0 150 a p3nl.3-3ex
93.5 37.5 103.0 35.6 1.717E-06 13.0 150 a p3nl.3-3ex
75.7 56.1 95.5 57.1 1.462E-06 14.0 150 a p3nl.3-3ex91.5 63.1 115.1 60.0 1.339E-06 17.0 150 a p3nl.3-3ex
165.8 62.3 169.8 49.6 9.399E-07 16.0 200 a p3nl.3-377.9 54.7 96.6 55.4 1.188E-06 16.0 300 a p3nl.3-3
82.4 46.1 96.1 46.2 6.891E-07 53.0 400 a p4nl.3-3
68.6 65.3 98.2 66.9 1.133E-06 23.0 500 a p4nl.3-3
223.8 68.7 208.4 58.1 4.083E-07 56.0 600 a p4n2.3-3ex
35.9 60.3 56.0 69.5 7.548E-07 20.0 600 a p4n2.3-3ex26.6 42.1 33.9 53.4 3.974E-07 42.0 600 a p4n2.3-3ex
88.8 72.0 123.9 68.2 6.887E-07 22.0 600 a p4n2.3-3ex38.4 55.2 54.8 64.3 8.463E-07 21.0 700 a p4n2.3-3
287.4 -16.3 290.5 -12.0 4.218E-07 34.0 800 a p4n2.3-3
(84mp060801 )
Caz= 66.0 Hade= 45.0 Baz=180.0 Dip= 13.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
87.1 73.7 125.7 69.7 8.287E-06 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-280.4 70.9 116.2 68.9 7.924E-06 20.0 0 a p4,.3,-3
80.7 75.4 125.6 72.2 8.413E-06 2.0 50 a p3,.3-3
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62.1 82.4 144.1 78.4 5.319E-06 15.0 100 a p4,.3,-3
97.3 78.6 141.3 71.7 4.740E-06 6.0 150 a p3nl.3-3
327.7 79.8 231.0 83.0 4.074E-06 4.0 200 a p3nl.3-335.0 56.7 51.5 66.3 3.271E-06 14.0 300 a p3nl.3-3
64.8 44.8 78.0 49.0 4.179E-06 11.0 400 a p4nl.3-3
347.7 84.7 188.1 82.1 2.060E-06 52.0 500 a p4n2.3-3
88.2 71.6 122.8 67.9 3.069E-06 9.0 500 a p4nl.3-3
322.6 30.8 316.5 40.7 2.194E-06 52.0 600 a p4nl.3-3
338.2 65.8 317.3 77.0 2.033E-06 33.0 600 a p4nl.3-3
172.2 73.9 175.5 60.9 3.700E-06 16.0 700 a p3nl.3-3
261.6 -2.5 262.3 -4.3 2.483E-06 24.0 700 a p4nl.3-3
^84mp070101 )
Caz= 12.0 Hade= 48.5 Baz= 20.0 Dip= 17.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
279.5 69.2 321.2 65.9 1.592E-03 1.0 0 a p3,.l,l
285.1 70.8 327.2 65.7 1.555E-03 1.0 0 a p3,.l,l
278.1 69.7 321.1 66.6 1.469E-03 1.0 50 a p3,.l,l
272.3 68.0 314.5 66.9 1.360E-03 1.0 100 a p3,.l,l
268.9 67.6 311.2 67.5 1.211E-03 1.0 200 a p3,.l,l H
267.7 67.7 310.7 67.9 8.855E-04 1.0 400 a p3,.l,l H
265.7 66.6 307.2 67.8 6.438E-04 1.0 600 a p3,.l,l H
266.4 63.7 302.8 65.4 4.850E-04 2.0 800 a p3,.l,l H
258.6 61.3 292.3 65.8 3.126E-04 2.0 1000 a p3,.l,l H
(84mp070201 )
Caz=359.0 Hade= 45.5 Baz= 20.0 Dip= 17.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
323.0 53.9 337.7 42.8 2.501E-03 2.0 0 a p3,.l,l
324.0 54.7 338.8 43.3 2.437E-03 2.0 0 a P3,.l,l
287.2 65.4 320.7 61.1 1.744E-03 2.0 100 a p3,.l,l
267.3 66.2 307.6 67.0 1.561E-03 2.0 200 a p3,.l,l H
265.2 65.2 304.3 66.8 1.142E-03 2.0 400 a p3,.l,l H
263.7 64.9 302.6 67.1 8.648E-04 2.0 600 a p3,.l,l H
261.2 62.2 296.2 65.7 6.974E-04 2.0 800 a p3,.l,l H
253.7 59.9 285.6 66.0 4.409E-04 2.0 1000 a p3,.l,l H
^84mp070301 )
Caz= 5.0 Hade= 51.5 Baz= 20.0 Dip= 17.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
275.3 71.2 322.4 68.3 2.290E-03 1.0 0 a p3,.l,l
^84mp070302 )
Caz= 5.0 Hade= 51.4 Baz= 20.0 Dip= 17.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
270.0 69.4 315.5 68.5 2.007E-03 1.0 0 a p3,.l,l
273.5 70.4 319.9 68.2 1.966E-03 2.0 0 a p3,.l,l
257.1 65.9 299.0 69.7 1.482E-03 0.0 200 a p3,.l,l H
251.7 62.6 288.0 68.8 9.938E-04 0.0 400 a P3,.l,l H
254.7 66.4 298.1 70.7 7.100E-04 1.0 600 a p3,. 1,1 H
250.3 60.9 283.7 67.8 4.607E-04 1.0 800 a p3,.l,l H
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246.9 58.5 276.4 66.9 3.228E-04 1.0 1000 a P3,.l,l H
(84mp070401 )
Caz=350.0 Hade= 17.5 Baz= 20.0 Dip= 17.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
290.3 75.7 339.0 67.8 1.320E-03 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
292.2 76.2 340.8 67.8 l'.307E-03 2.0 0 a P3,.l,l276.9 74.2 330.1 69.8 1.017E-03 2.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H
275.9 72.9 326.5 69.2 7.782E-04 2.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H
262.4 73.9 322.8 73.0 6.029E-04 2.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
275.2 71.6 323.3 68.6 3.866E-04 2.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
248.5 73.0 313.4 76.2 2.480E-04 3.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
I84mp070501 )
Caz=343.5 Hade= 17.5 Baz= 20.0 Dip= 17.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
259.4 67.4 304.0 70.1 1.561E-03 0.0 0 a p3,.l,l
^84mp080201 )
Caz= 76.0 Hade= 25.5 Baz= 20.0 Dip= 17.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
312.9 74.5 347.1 63.0 1.249E-03 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
299.0 73.5 339.1 64.7 9.939E-04 2.0 50 a p3,.l,-l
283.8 70.3 325.6 65.6 7.462E-04 2.0 100 a p3,.l,-l274.4 64.9 310.9 64.1 6.062E-04 1.0 200 a p3,.l,-l
268.0 63.1 303.3 64.5 5.187E-04 2.0 300 a p3,.l,-l266.6 61.6 299.9 63.7 4.891E-04 1.0 400 a p3,.l,-l
263.2 59.8 294.6 63.2 4.394E-04 1.0 500 a p3,.l,-l260.5 59.4 291.5 63.6 4.156E-04 1.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
261.7 58.9 292.0 62.9 3.803E-04 1.0 700 a p3,.l,-l H260.4 57.6 289.3 62.3 3.458E-04 1.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
258.0 55.4 284.5 61.0 3.110E-04 2.0 900 a p3,.l,-l H255.9 55.2 282.1 61.5 2.830E-04 2.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
^84mp080301 )
Caz= 22.0 Hade= 31.0 Baz= 20.0 Dip= 17.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
342.9 65.3 356.6 50.5 1.024E-03 2.0 0 a P3,.l,-1332.1 68.2 351.6 54.6 7.860E-04 1.0 50 a p3,.l,-l320.2 73.3 349.2 60.9 6.068E-04 1.0 100 a p3,.l,-l
325.6 74.2 352.9 60.9 4.608E-04 12.0 200 a p3,.l,-l
286.3 72.4 330.7 66.5 4.381E-04 1.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H
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281.1 73.7 330.8 68.5 3.788E-04 1.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H
272.6 72.8 324.5 69.9 3.365E-04 1.0 500 a p3,.l,—IH
268.1 72.8 322.4 71.1 2.958E-04 1.0 600 a P3,.l,-1 H267.5 73.5 323.8 71.5 2.484E-04 1.0 700 a P3,.l,-1 H
264.7 71.9 318.1 71.4 2.145E-04 1.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
259.1 71.5 314.0 72.6 1.941E-04 1.0 90 a H
259.4 74.1 322.1 73.8 1.786E-04 1.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
135.3 46.8 116.1 51.5 9.118E-06 7.0 560 t p3,.3,-2
^84mp080501 )
Caz=153.0 Hade= 38.0 Baz= 20.0 Dip= 17.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
96.1 70.5 62.5 61.4 1.868E-03 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
91.0 69.8 60.6 59.8 1.822E-03 3.0 50 a p3,.l,-l
85.9 69.3 58.0 58.5 1.728E-03 3.0 100 a p3,.l,-l
81.5 68.5 56.3 57.0 1.529E-03 3.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H
79.8 67.9 55.7 56.2 1.274E-03 2.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H
79.6 68.0 55.5 56.3 1.136E-03 2.0 400 a P3,.l,-1 H
76.3 68.2 53.4 55.9 1.009E-03 2.0 500 a P3,.l,-1 H76.1 65.3 55.3 53.2 7.168E-04 2.0 700 a p3,.l,-l H77.2 66.7 55.1 54.7 5.683E-04 2.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
71.4 68.7 50.1 55.6 4.564E-04 2.0 900 a P3,.l,-1 H
57.9 66.5 43.3 51.7 3.796E-04 2.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
^84mp090101 )
Caz= 0.0 Hade= 48.0 Baz= 76.0 Dip= 7.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
315.1 75.7 343.9 77.8 1.928E-03 3.0 0 a p3, .1,-1
307.5 76.7 338.4 79.5 1.663E-03 3.0 50 a p3,.l,-l h
299.2 76.6 328.9 80.5 1.433E-03 3.0 100 a p3,.l,-l h
292.7 76.1 319.0 80.7 1.123E-03 3.0 200 a p3,.l,-l h
283.2 73.0 299.2 78.7 9.217E-04 3.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H
281.9 72.3 296.5 78.2 7.815E-04 3.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H
281.2 71.6 294.7 77.6 5.892E-04 3.0 500 a p3,.l,-l H
279.1 70.8 290.8 77.0 4.996E-04 3.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H274.9 70.6 284.6 77.1 4.340E-04 3.0 700 a p3,.1,-1 H
273.3 70.7 282.3 77.2 3.718E-04 3.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
273.3 68.7 281.0 75.2 2.577E-04 4.0 900 a p3,.l,-l H
266.8 66.1 270.9 72.9 2.134E-04 4.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
246.8 74.2 239.7 81.0 4.055E-05 8.0 1000 a
(84mp090201 )
Caz= 9.0 Hade= 51.0 Baz= 76.0 Dip= 7.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
216.7 46.9 211.2 52.1 4.074E-02 4.0 0 a p3,.l,l
219.0 46.3 213.9 51.7 4.068E-02 4.0 25 a p3,.l,-l
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219.0 45.4 214.0 50.8 3.946E-02 5.0 50 a p3,.1,1
218.8 47.4 213.4 52.7 3.592E-02 6.0 75 a P3,.l,l
216.8 48.5 211.0 53.7 3.416E-02 6.0 100 a P3,.l,l h
213.6 47.9 207.6 52.8 1.297E-02 9.0 200 a p3,.l,l H
228.3 50.0 223.6 56.1 6.950E-03 8.0 300 a p3,.l,l H
230.7 58.1 224.6 64.3 3.953E-03 7.0 400 a p3,.l,l H
228.8 60.6 221.6 66.6 2.698E-03 6.0 500 a p3,.l,l H
227.7 57.6 221.2 63.6 1.732E-03 5.0 600 a p3,.l,l H
227.7 57.4 221.2 63.3 1.527E-03 5.0 700 a P3,.l,l H
235.8 63.4 229.3 69.9 1.085E-03 3.0 800 a p3,.l,l H
236.0 64.9 229.0 71.3 9.218E-04 3.0 900 a P3,.l,l H
244.7 63.4 240.9 70.3 6.966E-04 3.0 1000 a P3,.l,l H
^84mp090301 )
Caz= 22.0 Hade= 31.0 Baz= 76.0 Dip= 7.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
323.1 36.5 328.2 39.0 8.332E-03 6.0 0 a p3,.l,l
323.2 37.0 328.4 39.4 8.286E-03 8.0 0 a p3.1,l
323.1 36.5 328.2 39.0 7.500E-03 8.0 50 a P3,.l,l321.6 43.2 328.0 45.7 4.472E-03 8.0 100 a p3,.l,l
312.8 52.2 321.3 55.6 1.896E-03 7.0 200 a P3,.l,-1 H317.1 53.2 326.1 56.1 1.289E-03 6.0 250 a p3,.l,-l
311.1 56.2 320.8 59.7 1.053E-03 6.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H
308.8 61.1 320.5 64.8 7.299E-04 5.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H
311.3 60.8 323.2 64.2 5.289E-04 6.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H
308.2 59.6 319.1 63.4 4.416E-04 5.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
303.3 60.0 313.8 64.3 3.575E-04 5.0 700 a p3,.l,-l H299.4 64.1 311.6 68.7 2.664E-04 5.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
303.3 65.2 316.9 69.3 1.953E-04 5.0 900 a p3,.l,-l H
307.0 64.5 320.7 68.3 1.400E-04 5.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
I84mp090401 )
Caz= 66.0 Hade= 35.0 Baz= 76.0 Dip= 7.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
273.9 71.1 283.7 77.6 4.369E-04 1.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
271.4 71.9 280.4 78.5 4.093E-04 2.0 50 a p3,.l,-l270.1 72.4 278.8 79.0 3.981E-04 2.0 100 a p3,.l,-l
269.5 72.4 277.9 79.1 3.334E-04 2.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H
268.0 73.7 276.6 80.5 2.721E-04 2.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H270.9 74.8 282.8 81.4 1.812E-04 3.0 300 t p3,.l,-l H
272.6 76.5 288.8 82.9 1.311E-04 3.0 500 a p3>.lj-1 H
284.8 74.2 303.7 79.8 1.048E-04 3.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
282.8 74.1 300.6 79.8 6.667E-05 3.0 700 a p3,.l,-l H
295.3 71.6 313.6 76.3 4.638E-05 5.0 900 a p3,.l,-l H
296.5 70.3 313.4 74.9 3.452E-05 7.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
I84mp090501 )
Caz=153.0 Hade= 38.0 Baz= 76.0 Dip= 7.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
124.6 41.5 120.4 36.7 5.294E-04 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-l125.2 43.1 120.8 38.3 5.451E-04 6.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
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123.3 41.4 119.3 36.5 4.650E-04 5.0 50 a p3,.l,-l
122.0 39.8 118.3 34.8 3.876E-04 6.0 100 a P3,.l,-1
122.7 39.9 118.9 34.9 2.881E-04 6.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H119.6 38.7 116.2 33.4 2.400E-04 5.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H
123.9 37.4 120.4 32.5 1.921E-04 4.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H122.5 40.8 118.7 35.8 1.495E-04 5.0 500 a p3,.l,-l H
122.7 37.6 119.2 32.7 1.192E-04 6.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H120.6 41.0 116.8 35.9 9.433E-05 6.0 700 a p3,.l,-l H
114.8 42.2 111.4 36.6 7.787E-05 7.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H119.8 43.0 115.8 37.8 5.575E-05 7.0 900 a p3,.l,-l H120.4 39.0 116.9 33.8 3.981E-05 6.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
(84mpll0101 )
Caz= 12.0 Hade= 23.0 Baz= 24.0 Dip= 14.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
352.5 54.6 359.8 42.1 2.463E-04 7.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
356.3 55.3 3.0 42.5 2.593E-04 8.0 0 a p3,.3,-2
353.6 51.1 359.9 38.6 2.112E-04 9.0 50 a p3, .3,-2350.1 49.3 356.8 37.2 1.825E-04 10.0 100 a p3,.3,-2349.1 47.2 355.5 35.3 1.639E-04 11.0 150 a p3,.3,-2350.7 47.0 356.8 34.8 1.471E-04 12.0 200 a p3,.3,-2 H
350.9 47.4 357.0 35.3 1.313E-04 12.0 250 a p3nl.3-2349.6 46.0 355.7 34.0 1.227E-04 12.0 300 a p3nl.3-2 H
353.2 45.2 358.5 32.8 1.032E-04 16.0 400 a p3,.3,-2 H353.3 46.9 358.9 34.5 8.720E-05 15.0 500 a p3nl.3-2 H
355.3 42.3 359.8 29.7 7.689E-05 16.0 600 a p3nl.3-2 H350.6 47.1 356.7 35.0 6.594E-05 16.0 700 a p3nl.3-2 H
346.7 41.5 352.4 29.9 5.781E-05 13.0 800 a p2nl.3-2 H357.1 43.9 1.6 31.1 5.149E-05 9.0 900 a p2nl.3-3 H355.1 41.7 359.5 29.2 3.682E-05 9.0 1000 a p2nl.3-3 H
I84mpll0201 )
Caz= 24.0 Hade= 32.0 Baz= 24.0 Dip= 14.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
10.4 49.0 13.1 35.3 2.046E-04 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
8.0 48.1 11.1 34.5 2.083E-04 5.0 0 a p3nl.3,-l6.2 44.3 9.2 30.9 1.642E-04 5.0 50 a p3nl.3-l
3.7 41.7 6.8 28.4 1.374E-04 6.0 100 a p3nl.3-l2.8 36.6 5.6 23.4 1.120E-04 6.0 200 a p3nl.3-12H
2.2 35.7 4.9 22.6 9.512E-05 8.0 300 a p3nl.3-2 H2.3 31.8 4.6 18.6 8.363E-05 7.0 400 a p3nl.3-2 H3.5 29.7 5.5 16.5 7.068E-05 7.0 500 a p3nl.3-2 H
1.1 27.0 3.1 14.0 5.967E-05 8.0 600 a p3nl.3-2 H3.4 32.0 5.7 18.8 4.864E-05 9.0 700 a p3nl.3-2 H
2.1 31.0 4.4 17.9 4.220E-05 9.0 750 a p3nl.3-2
0.9 24.9 2.7 11.9 3.912E-05 9.0 800 a p3nl.3-2 H354.5 30.9 357.5 18.5 3.357E-05 9.0 900 a p3nl.3-2 H7.2 24.2 8.5 10.8 3.231E-05 9.0 1000 a p3nl.3-2 H
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^84mpll0301 )
Caz=291.0 Hade= 42.0 Baz= 24.0 Dip= 14.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
314.2 57.6 331.3 50.8 1.860E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
311.7 54.6 327.6 48.4 1.465E-04 2.0 50 a p3,.l,-l h
308.9 51.3 323.7 45.9 1.212E-04 1.0 100 a p3,.l,-l h
303.6 48.2 317.6 44.2 9.389E-05 2.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H
306.8 49.2 320.9 44.4 7.621E-05 2.0 300 a p3,.l,—IH
303.2 48.2 317.3 44.3 6.114E-05 2.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H
315.9 55.8 331.7 48.7 4.863E-05 6.0 500 a p4,.l,-l H
325.1 57.1 339.6 48.3 4.531E-05 2.0 600 a p4,.l,-2 H
307.8 57.4 326.0 51.8 3.292E-05 6.0 700 a p4,.l,-l H
299.6 56.6 318.8 52.8 2.655E-05 8.0 800 a p4,.l,-l H
304.5 47.9 318.3 43.7 2.094E-05 8.0 900 a p4,.l,-l H
36.9 55.7 33.8 42.0 1.463E-05 7.0 1000 a p4,.l,-l
I84mpll0401 )
Caz=310.0 Hade= 30.0 Baz= 24.0 Dip= 14.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
335.2 72.8 356.0 61.6 1.716E-04 9.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
329.4 68.5 349.2 58.3 1.804E-04 9.0 0 a p3nl.3-l
325.4 69.2 347.2 59.6 1.170E-04 11.0 50 a p3nl.3-l
318.4 70.7 344.1 61.9 8.199E-05 13.0 100 a p3nl.3-2
317.4 73.9 347.0 64.9 6.355E-05 14.0 150 a p3nl.3-l
319.4 69.5 343.6 60.8 5.063E-05 15.0 200 a p3nl.3-l H
316.0 71.6 343.6 63.1 4.149E-05 18.0 250 a p3nl.3-l H
325.5 70.5 348.3 60.7 3.389E-05 18.0 300 a p3nl.3-l H
328.7 70.6 350.4 60.4 3.029E-05 19.0 450 a p3nl.3,-l
332.1 76.2 357.5 65.0 1.980E-05 23.0 500 a p3nl.3,-2H
1.8 76.5 12.8 63.1 1.685E-05 24.0 550 a p3nl.3,-2
332.3 69.3 351.7 58.7 1.370E-05 22.0 600 a p3nl.3-l H
9.6 70.5 15.3 56.7 1.607E-05 22.0 650 a p3nl.3-2
325.5 76.6 354.6 66.1 1.118E-05 28.0 700 a p3nl.3-2 H
319.3 73.9 348.1 64.6 1.120E-05 1.0 700 a p3nl.3-lsH
359.0 67.3 7.8 54.2 1.299E-05 1.0 800 a p4nl.3-lsH
344.2 85.5 14.4 72.3 1.047E-05 1.0 900 a p4nl.3-lsH
I84mpll0501 )
Caz=300.0 Hade= 20.0 Baz= 24.0 Dip= 14.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
328.6 68.7 348.8 58.6 2.917E-04 5.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
323.3 69.0 345.7 59.7 2.938E-04 4.0 0 a p3,.l,-l320.5 66.8 342.1 58.2 2.289E-04 4.0 50 a p3,.l,-l
318.6 65.7 339.9 57.4 1.892E-04 5.0 100 a p3,.l,-l
311.7 63.1 333.0 56.3 1.391E-04 5.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H
310.4 61.8 331.0 55.3 1.053E-04 3.0 300 a p3 LH
308.4 59.1 327.6 53.2 8.812E-05 2.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H
314.2 60.9 333.3 53.8 6.927E-05 3.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 H
303.8 62.9 326.8 57.6 5.226E-05 3.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H302.5 59.7 323.4 55.1 4.308E-05 5.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 H
295.7 62.6 320.3 59.1 3.035E-05 6.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 H
326.2 53.0 338.7 44.2 2.561E-05 7.0 900 a p3,.1,-2 H
331.3 46.5 340.6 37.0 2.215E-05 9.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H
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^84tnpll0502 )
Caz=300.0 Hade= 2.0 Baz= 24.0 Dip= 14.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
42.5 74.9 33.9 61.3 1.848E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-l h
30.2 71.5 27.7 57.5 1.389E-04 6.0 50 a p4,.l,-l h
25.3 67.3 24.8 53.3 9.911E-05 5.0 100 a p4,.l,-l h17.4 60.9 19.3 47.0 5.968E-05 8.0 200 a P4..1,-l H
22.2 56.7 22.7 42.7 3.870E-05 20.0 300 a p4,.l,-l H
34.3 63.9 31.0 50.0 3.145E-05 6.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H
39.5 61.3 35.0 47.7 2.412E-05 7.0 500 a p3,.l,-l H
45.0 56.7 39.7 43.4 1.951E-05 7.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
40.6 60.0 35.9 46.5 1.251E-05 13.0 700 a p3,.l,-l H
43.3 57.5 38.3 44.0 1.178E-05 11.0 800 a p3,.l,-l H
68.2 41.6 61.4 30.9 9.619E-06 4.0 900 a p3,.l,-l H
67.9 53.0 58.2 42.0 9.677E-06 8.0 1000 a p3,.l,-l H
I84mpll0601 )
Caz=323.0 Hade= 24.5 Baz= 24.0 Dip= 14.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
29.3 59.9 27.8 45.9 2.079E-04 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
24.3 65.6 24.2 51.6 2.093E-04 5.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
348.1 70.4 2.2 58.0 1.363E-04 4.0 50 a p3,.1,-2
316.0 70.0 341.9 61.8 1.029E-04 5.0 100 a p3,.l,-2292.9 59.9 315.7 57.3 6.851E-05 7.0 200 a p3,.l,-2 H
277.7 56.0 299.1 57.4 5.198E-05 7.0 300 a p3,.l,-2 H
274.2 56.6 296.3 58.8 4.004E-05 8.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H
278.3 54.1 298.2 55.5 3.235E-05 9.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 H
274.2 52.4 293.1 55.0 2.689E-05 6.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H
260.0 50.0 276.9 56.1 2.056E-05 3.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 H
257.4 49.9 274.0 56.6 1.247E-05 15.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 H
240.7 24.1 245.7 34.9 1.747E-05 6.0 900 a p3,.l,-2
219.7 30.1 222.8 43.5 1.612E-05 7.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2
i84mpl20101 )
Caz=348.0 Hade= 44.0 Baz=346.0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
291.4 37.0 305.0 7.2 1.380E-06 5.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
293.2 36.4 305.9 5.9 1.320E-06 8.0 50 a p4,.l,-2
293.0 37.9 306.6 7.2 1.252E-06 4.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
291.3 32.6 302.5 3.5 1.108E-06 9.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 H
290.5 36.8 304.2 7.4 8.892E-07 8.0 300 a p4,.l,-2 H
290.5 34.1 302.7 5.2 6.792E-07 7.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 H
286.6 35.8 301.1 8.4 4.997E-07 11.0 500 a p4,.l.-2 H
276.1 30.7 290.9 9.8 3.909E-07 13.0 600 a p4..1,-2 H292.1 35.1 304.4 5.2 2.692E-07 6.0 700 a p4..1,-2 H
259.5 48.5 295.2 31.3 2.130E-07 12.0 800 a p4,.l,-2 H
278.7 35.4 295.7 12.0 2.078E-07 20.0 900 a p4,.l,-2 H
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283.6 36.0 299.3 10.0 1.691E-07 29.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2 H
^84mpl20201 )
Caz=357.0 Hade= 30.0 Baz=346.0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
344.4 69.6 345.3 26.6 8.043E-05 3.0 0 a p4,.l,-l
6.8 71.6 353.3 29.5 6.763E-05 10.0 50 a P4,.l,-1 L
4.9 74.0 351.9 31.7 4.133E-05 8.0 100 a p4,.l,-l L
357.9 65.0 351.4 22.4 1.226E-05 4.0 200 a P4,.l,-1 L
322.6 73.5 338.3 31.5 5.684E-06 5.0 300 a p4,.l,-l H
322.4 75.8 339.2 33.7 3.023E-06 8.0 400 a p4,.l,-l H
314.5 57.4 328.8 17.7 1.710E-06 5.0 500 a p4,.l,-l H
338.4 70.1 343.1 27.2 1.253E-06 11.0 600 a p4,.l,-2 H
257.2 20.6 271.2 14.1 6.559E-07 17.0 700 a p4..1,-2 *
276.9 64.6 317.1 33.8 7.868E-07 14.0 750 z p4,.l,-2 H
216.1 82.7 336.9 51.4 5.121E-07 18.0 800 a p4,.l,-2
286.1 57.7 315.0 25.8 4.600E-07 5.0 900 a p4,.l,-2 H
301.1 63.4 325.4 26.0 4.607E-07 23.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2
^84mpl20301 )
Caz= 16.0 Hade= 30.5 Baz=346.0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
325.0 65.1 336.5 23.3 2.903E-06 6.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
330.4 64.7 338.8 22.3 3.034E-06 6.0 0 a p4,.3,-2
311.3 60.6 328.5 21.2 2.000E-06 4.0 100 a p4,.3,-2
297.7 51.0 316.6 16.4 1.400E-06 6.0 200 a p4,.3,-2 *
277.9 41.4 299.3 17.0 9.985E-07 9.0 400 a p4,.3,-2 H
277.8 45.2 301.9 19.9 6.832E-07 4.0 600 a p4,.3,-2 H
281.5 40.5 300.8 14.6 4.353E-07 12.0 750 a p4..3,-2 H
204.1 42.7 261.0 62.9 2.117E-07 4.0 800 a p4,.3,-3
275.9 59.5 312.2 30.8 2.501E-07 17.0 900 a p4,.3,-3 H
260.3 32.9 282.4 20.7 5.158E-07 11.0 1000 a p4,.3,-3
I84mpl20401 )
Caz= 0.0 Hade= 49.0 Baz=346.0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
299.6 49.7 317.0 14.6 1.634E-06 7.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
298.4 44.9 313.8 11.0 1.569E-06 1.0 50 a p4,.l,-2294.4 39.0 308.1 7.6 1.579E-06 7.0 100 a p4,.l,-2
295.6 39.4 309.1 7.4 1.193E-06 8.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 H
290.4 38.7 305.3 9.0 1.006E-06 5.0 300 a p4,.l,-2 H294.1 37.7 307.2 6.5 6.982E-07 7.0 400 a p4,.l,-2 H
289.6 45.3 308.7 14.7 5.845E-07 5.0 500 a p4,.l,-2 H
286.4 43.6 305.8 14.7 4.488E-07 3.0 600 a p4,.l,-2 H
284.7 37.0 300.6 10.3 3.702E-07 12.0 700 a p4,.l,-2 H
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296.2 43.2 311.6 10.4 2.607E-07 5.0 800 a p4,.l,-2 H
266.9 44.7 295.6 25.0 2.049E-07 12.0 900 a p4,.l,-2 H
287.4 48.4 309.4 18.1 1.523E-07 17.0 1000 a p4,.l,-2 H
^84mpl20501 )
Caz=325.0 Hade= 35.5 Baz=346.0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
317.1 31.7 321.5 -7.1 7.743E-07 6.0 0 a p4..1,-2
312.9 34.0 319.0 -3.7 6.590E-07 2.0 50 a p4,.l,-2 L
310.4 30.9 315.9 -5.8 6.761E-07 3.0 100 a p4,.l.-2 L
310.4 28.2 314.8 -8.2 5.754E-07 4.0 200 a p4,.l,-2 L
305.2 34.4 313.3 -.7 4.267E-07 17.0 300 a p4,.l,-2 L
288.5 30.4 299.2 3.1 3.304E-07 19.0 400 a p4,.l.-2 L
11.6 -24.9 37.6 -59.9 2.194E-07 38.0 500 a p3,.l,-2
338.8 6.5 337.1 -36.1 1.261E-07 23.0 600 a p4,.l,-2296.2 5.5 291.1 -21.6 6.901E-08 44.0 700 a p4,.l.-2
320.9 -31.5 285.8 -65.3 1.551E-07 25.0 800 a p4,.3,-3
291.3 -66.5 201.3 -55.8 1.353E-07 26.0 900 a p4,.3,-3230.2 -33.6 215.4 -9.1 4.899E-08 65.0 1000 a p4,.3,-3
^84mpl20601 )
Caz= 10.0 Hade= 29.0 Baz=346.0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
305.5 -12.8 287.6 -41.9 3.286E-07 10.0 0 a p4,.l,-2
316.5 -15.5 298.3 -50.1 3.731E-07 12.0 0 a p4,.3,-2318.1 -14.2 301.4 -49.8 3.221E-07 18.0 100 a p4,.3,-2
306.6 -36.8 260.8 -59.3 3.467E-07 12.0 200 a p4,.3,-2
312.1 -38.3 262.9 -63.9 2.264E-07 28.0 400 a p4,.3,-2
315.2 -50.3 235.2 -69.5 1.501E-07 20.0 600 a p4,.3,-3
34.6 -74.3 145.0 -55.6 1.768E-07 9.0 800 a p4,.3,-2
152.7 -67.6 160.4 -25.1 1.058E-07 29.0 1000 a p4,.3,-2
I84mpl30101 )
Caz=153.2 Hade= 44.5 Baz=147.0 Dip= 21.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
345.7 57.9 12.7 76.2 3.771E-04 4.0 0 a p4,.l,-l
317.3 44.6 310.5 65.1 3.158E-04 7.0 0 a p4,.3,-l
354.8 57.7 28.0 73.4 2.922E-04 4.0 50 a p4,.3,-1
353.9 61.0 34.9 76.3 2.493E-04 3.0 100 a P4,.3,-1
350.2 62.4 33.4 78.5 2.202E-04 3.0 150 a p4,.3,-l
347.4 63.4 32.5 80.1 2.017E-04 3.0 200 a p4,.3,-l H
347.9 61.3 25.6 78.4 1.613E-04 3.0 300 a p4,.3,-l H
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344.7 62.0 21.9 79.9 1.342E-04 2.0 400 a P4,.3,-1 H
337.4 62.4 5.1 82.2 1.124E-04 1.0 500 a p4,.3,-l H
344.3 59.0 12.3 77.5 9.330E-05 4.0 600 a p4,.3,-l H348.1 51.1 7.3 69.4 6.785E-05 5.0 700 a p4,.3,-l H351.7 59.8 28.1 76.1 6.016E-05 5.0 800 a P4,.3,-1 H
309.6 61.9 273.4 80.0 4.360E-05 5.0 900 a P4,.3,-1 H
349.0 47.6 5.5 66.0 5.096E-05 5.0 850 a p4,.3,-l
I84mpl30201 )
Caz=107.6 Hade= 53.0 Baz=147.0 Dip= 21.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
317.5 50.7 308.2 71.2 3.672E-04 7.0 0 a p4,.l,-l
340.7 60.4 7.7 79.6 2.628E-04 7.0 50 a P4,.l,l
327.4 50.7 327.8 71.7 2.106E-04 7.0 100 a p4,.l,l
320.2 43.8 315.5 64.5 1.634E-04 8.0 200 a p4,.l,l H321.6 42.3 318.1 63.2 1.268E-04 7.0 300 a p4,.l,l H
318.7 40.2 314.0 60.9 8.055E-05 6.0 400 a p4,.1.1 H319.9 37.1 316.4 57.8 5.537E-05 5.0 500 a P4..1,l H
324.4 48.8 322.2 69.8 3.744E-05 7.0 600 a p4,.l,l H297.7 48.5 276.9 65.1 2.047E-05 8.0 700 a P4,.l.l H
299.9 40.2 286.2 57.8 1.845E-05 11.0 800 a p4,.l.l H13.5 20.6 22.0 34.0 8.535E-06 13.0 900 a p4,.l,l
346.1 21.2 350.8 40.8 1.830E-05 19.0 1000 a P4..1.1
I84mpl30301 )
Caz=147.2 Hade= 43.0 Baz=147.0 Dip= 21.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Cotrenents
335.2 39.3 339.7 60.0 3.157E-04 5.0 0 a p4,.l,-l
335.2 58.3 349.6 78.7 2.705E-04 4.0 25 a P4,.l,-1 1
336.8 49.2 345.6 69.6 2.340E-04 3.0 50 a P4,.l,-1 1331.5 44.2 334.7 65.1 2.059E-04 2.0 75 a p4..1,-l 1329.8 40.7 331.5 61.7 1.905E-04 2.0 100 a P4,.l,-1 1
327.2 32.7 327.4 53.7 1.522E-04 3.0 200 a P4..1.-1 H324.3 33.3 323.2 54.3 1.128E-04 1.0 300 a p4,.l,-l H
327.7 28.4 327.9 49.4 8.237E-05 4.0 400 a P4,.l,-1 H
331.0 26.6 332.3 47.5 5.815E-05 4.0 500 a p4,.l,l H311.6 42.6 302.1 62.4 2.675E-05 2.0 600 a p4..1,-l H321.2 32.8 318.8 53.7 2.223E-05 8.0 700 a p4,.l,-l H341.9 19.0 345.2 39.1 2.543E-05 2.0 800 a p4,.l,-l
341.2 26.0 345.6 46.2 2.257E-05 4.0 900 a p4..1,-l25.4 32.6 40.1 41.4 1.675E-05 9.0 1000 a p4..1,-l
(84mpl30401 )
Caz=322.0 Hade= 46.5 Baz=147.0 Dip= 21.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
349.9 65.8 47.7 80.7 2.431E-04 3.0 0 a P4..1,-l
329.8 48.6 332.3 69.5 2.807E-04 4.0 50 a p4,.l,-l
326.5 43.9 326.2 64.9 2.461E-04 4.0 75 a P4..1,-l
325.8 41.1 325.2 62.1 2.315E-04 4.0 100 a P4,.l,-1
324.2 35.4 322.9 56.4 1.822E-04 5.0 200 a P4,.l.-1
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324.6 31.0 323.7 52.0 1.431E-04 5.0 300 a p4,.l,-l H
326.0 33.2 325.6 54.2 1.108E-04 5.0 400 a P4..1,-l H328.1 34.5 328.6 55.5 7.896E-05 3.0 500 a P4,.l,-1 H322.4 36.4 320.1 57.3 6.019E-05 4.0 600 a p4,.l,-l H
323.5 33.6 322.0 54.5 4.717E-05 4.0 700 a p4,.l,-l H295.1 56.4 262.6 71.1 3.245E-05 3.0 800 a P4,.l.-1
302.3 48.9 283.4 66.6 3.144E-05 7.0 900 a p4,.l,-l297.5 37.0 284.8 54.2 3.117E-05 4.0 1000 a P4,.l,-1
(84mpl30501 )
Caz= 12.3 Hade= 24.5 Baz=147.0 Dip= 21.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
353.0 66.9 57.4 80.1 4.820E-04 2.0 0 a p4,.l,-l
(84mpl30601 )
Caz=334.7 Hade= 20.0 Baz=147.0 Dip= 21.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
336.3 77.5 133.8 81.1 5.029E-04 7.0 0 a p4,.l,-l 1
339.9 32.0 345.0 52.3 1.986E-04 3.0 50 a P4..1.-1 1340.6 28.8 345.4 49.0 1.758E-04 3.0 100 a p4,.l,-l h
339.5 25.9 343.3 46.3 1.307E-04 3.0 200 a p4,.l,-l H
328.1 26.2 328.5 47.2 6.869E-05 3.0 400 a p4,.l,-l H
328.7 20.1 329.2 41.1 4.084E-05 7.0 500 a p4,.l,-l H
347.3 31.4 354.9 50.7 2.872E-05 11.0 600 a P4,.l,-1 H
198.5 60.9 179.5 45.0 1.334E-05 2.0 800 a P4,.l,-115.6 -3.0 16.7 10.8 2.996E-05 7.0 1000 a p4,.l,-l
^84mpl30701 • )
Caz=116.0 Hade= 31.5 Baz=147.0 Dip= 21.0 Vol=10.0 
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments 
358.5 66.3 59.0 77.8 9.753E-04 6.0 0 a p4,.l,-l
I84mpl40101 )
Caz= 71.0 Hade= 32.5 Baz=241.0 Dip= 
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD
4.5 65.8 270.5 46.0 2.433E-04 3.0
28.0 66.6 262.5 54.0 2.931E-04 2.0
13.9 66.2 268.0 49.4 1.716E-04 3.0
54.0 Vol=10.0 
Demag Comments 
0 a p3,.l,-2 
0 a p3,.l,-l 
50 a p3,.l,-l
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9.7 66.9 268.1 47.7 1.208E-04 3.0 100 a p3,.1,-1
5.2 63.8 273.1 46.7 8.033E-05 3.0 200 a p3,.l,-l H
0.2 64.2 273.1 44.5 6.629E-05 2.0 300 a p3,.l,-l H1.5 64.2 273.0 45.1 5.660E-05 3.0 400 a p3,.l,-l H
7.0 63.4 273.5 47.6 4.481E-05 3.0 500 a p3,.l,-l H
3.3 62.6 275.1 46.1 3.980E-05 4.0 600 a p3,.l,-l H
1.1 63.7 273.8 45.0 3.257E-05 5.0 700 a p3,.l,-l H0.7 60.1 278.8 45.2 2.725E-05 3.0 800 a p3,.1,-1 H
8.8 60.1 278.1 49.2 1.988E-05 5.0 900 a p3,.l,-l H
17.9 63.5 270.7 52.1 1.487E-05 4.0 1000 a p3,/.l,-2>
l84mpl40102 )
Caz= 71.0 Hade= 32.5 Baz=241.0 Dip= 54.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
0.7 62.5 275.4 45.0 2.607E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
I84mpl40201 )
Caz= 81.5 Hade= 43.0 Baz=241.0 Dip= 54.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
36.1 72.7 252.5 51.2 1.827E-04 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
58.5 68.0 242.7 57.9 2.241E-04 3.0 0 a p3.1,-2
45.6 69.3 250.5 55.6 1.559E-04 3.0 50 a p3.1,-2
27.5 65.7 263.9 54.4 1.161E-04 3.0 100 a p3,.l,-2
19.8 66.0 266.5 51.7 7.720E-05 3.0 200 a p3,.l,-2
12.4 62.8 273.2 50.1 5.826E-05 4.0 300 a p3,.l,-27.4 64.6 271.6 47.5 5.124E-05 6.0 400 a p3,.1,-2 H
6.8 58.5 280.7 48.4 4.138E-05 6.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 H
5.0 60.5 277.9 47.2 3.562E-05 4.0 600 a p3,.1,-2 H
4.4 57.5 282.4 47.3 2.903E-05 5.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 H
0.5 58.0 281.9 45.2 2.511E-05 2.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 H
10.4 55.6 284.6 50.8 1.932E-05 4.0 900 a p3,.1,-2 H2.8 57.6 282.4 46.4 1.331E-05 8.0 950 a p3,.l,-2 H
10.5 56.3 283.5 50.8 1.616E-05 13.0 1000 a p3,.1,-2
I84mpl40301 )
Caz= 57.0 Hade= 44.0 Baz=241.0 Dip= 54.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
7.2 45.0 301.2 48.9 2.870E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-2 1
8.1 52.4 289.8 49.8 2.141E-04 1.0 50 a p3,.l,-2 14.6 53.8 287.9 47.6 1.572E-04 1.0 100 a p3,.l,-2 h
2.6 51.4 291.4 46.4 1.164E-04 2.0 200 a p3,.l,-2 H
1.3 50.9 292.0 45.5 8.997E-05 2.0 300 a p3,.l,-2 H
359.3 51.3 291.2 44.4 7.584E-05 2.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H2.6 48.8 295.1 46.2 6.285E-05 1.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 H
5.7 48.6 295.6 48.2 5.206E-05 3.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H1.7 48.9 294.9 45.6 4.653E-05 3.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 H
359.6 54.0 287.5 44.7 3.956E-05 2.0 800 a p3,.l,-2 H
355.6 54.7 286.4 42.5 3.571E-05 1.0 900 a p3, .1,-2 H11.3 44.8 302.0 51.8 3.322E-05 4.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H
^84mpl40401 )
Caz= 93.5 1Hade= 46.0 Baz=241.0 Dip= 54.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
19.7 63.5 270.1 52.8 3.428E-04 1.0 0 a p3,.1,-2
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47.6 64.3 252.8 60.6 3.877E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
51.6 62.1 250.8 63.3 3.136E-04 4.0 0 a p3.3,-l
26.5 57.7 276.5 58.6 2.304E-04 2.0 50 a p3,.3,-1
21.9 59.8 275.0 55.4 1.515E-04 3.0 100 a p3,.3,-1
10.8 57.1 282.3 50.8 1.082E-04 3.0 200 a p3,.3,-1 H
8.2 54.3 287.0 49.7 8.060E-05 4.0 300 a p3,.3,-1 H
0.4 53.1 288.8 45.1 6.857E-05 4.0 400 a p3,.3,-2 H
7.6 52.4 289.8 49.5 6.327E-05 4.0 500 a p3,.3,-2 H
6.5 47.7 297.1 48.7 5.415E-05 5.0 600 a p3,.3,-2 H
8.7 47.0 298.2 50.1 4.376E-05 4.0 700 a p3,.3,-2 H
3.3 42.4 304.3 45.7 4.044E-05 5.0 800 a p3,.3,-2 H
4.5 38.7 309.8 45.7 3.229E-05 5.0 900 a p3,.3,-2 H
9.1 43.5 303.7 50.0 3.485E-05 4.0 1000 a p3,.3,-2 H
I84mpl40501 )
Caz= 88.0 Hade= 35.0 Baz=241.0 Dip= 54.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
31.3 67.4 260.0 54.4 2.066E-04 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
42.8 63.7 257.1 60.1 2.453E-04 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
34.5 63.1 263.6 58.4 1.772E-04 2.0 50 a p3,.l,-2
27.0 62.4 268.7 56.2 1.479E-04 3.0 75 a p3,.l,-2
19.5 63.4 270.4 52.9 1.317E-04 4.0 100 a p3,.l,-2
13.0 64.1 271.3 50.0 1.034E-04 3.0 150 a p3,.l,-2
9.3 62.6 274.2 48.8 8.690E-05 4.0 200 a p3,.3,-2 H
8.1 58.4 280.7 49.2 6.490E-05 2.0 300 a p3,.3,-2 H
6.6 56.6 283.5 48.6 5.846E-05 3.0 400 a p3,.3,-2 H
9.2 55.3 285.2 50.2 5.101E-05 5.0 500 a p3,.3,-2 H
9.1 54.0 287.3 50.3 4.010E-05 4.0 600 a p3,.3,-2 H
0.2 53.8 287.8 45.0 3.472E-05 4.0 700 a p3,.3,-2 H
6.8 49.1 294.8 49.0 2.972E-05 7.0 800 a p3,.3,-2 H
359.4 49.2 294.2 44.2 2.388E-05 4.0 900 a p3,.3,-2
9.6 45.1 301.3 50.6 2.078E-05 7.0 1000 a p3,.3,-2
I84mpl40601 )
Caz=101.0 Hade= 31.5 Baz=241.0 Dip= 54.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
23.3 63.3 269.1 54.3 2.443E-04 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-2 1
13.2 64.7 270.3 49.8 1.374E-04 2.0 100 a p3,.l,-2 1
2.1 61.1 277.3 45.8 7.765E-05 1.0 300 a p3,.l,-2 H
4.4 58.8 280.4 47.2 5.324E-05 2.0 500 a p3,.1,-2 H
9.2 55.4 285.1 50.2 3.609E-05 5.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 H
6.6 52.4 289.9 48.8 2.990E-05 3.0 850 a p3,.l,-2 H
22.9 58.5 276.6 56.5 1.736E-05 1.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2 H
^84mpl40701 )
Caz= 82.5 Hade= 41.0 Baz=241.0
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Dip= 54.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
4.1 67.7 267.9 45.4 2.351E-04 2.0 0 a p3,.l,-2
48.8 71.7 247.4 53.7 2.578E-04 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
20.2 70.8 260.1 49.1 1.441E-04 3.0 50 a p3,.l,-l
17.0 67.3 265.7 50.1 l.OlOE-04 3.0 100 a p3,.l,-l
7.6 65.4 270.4 47.3 7.450E-05 3.0 200 a p3,.l,-2 H
3.3 66.0 270.3 45.5 4.382E-05 5.0 300 a p3,.l,-2 H
7.6 66.9 268.4 46.9 3.949E-05 3.0 400 a p3,.l,-2 H
1.0 58.4 281.3 45.5 3.344E-05 3.0 500 a p3,.l,-2 H
4.9 63.9 273.1 46.6 2.710E-05 5.0 600 a p3,.l,-2 H
2.8 62.7 275.1 45.9 2.128E-05 5.0 700 a p3,.l,-2 H
345.4 58.8 280.1 37.4 1.901E-05 4.0 800 a p3,.l,-2
338.9 60.0 277.8 34.4 1.876E-05 2.0 900 a p3,.l,-2
313.8 65.4 267.2 25.8 1.319E-05 4.0 1000 a p3,.l,-2
I84mv010101 )
Caz= 83.0 Hade= 27.0 Baz=117.0 Dip= 32.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
0.5 52.5 46.2 54.7 9.528E-06 1.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
356.1 52.5 43.7 57.0 7.272E-06 10.0 24 c p3,.3,-2
0.4 52.6 46.3 54.9 7.168E-06 5.0 80 c p3,.3,-2
354.9 51.7 41.7 57.2 6.690E-06 4.0 146 c p3,.3,-2
7.1 54.0 52.1 52.4 5.762E-06 7.0 216 c p3,.3,-2
352.8 53.6 43.4 59.3 6.722E-06 2.0 336 c p4,.3,-2
2.1 56.3 52.8 56.0 6.174E-06 3.0 527 c p4,.3,-2
350.6 54.5 43.6 60.7 6.228E-06 3.0 578 c p4,.3,-2
2.6 54.6 50.5 54.9 5.846E-06 5.0 749 c p4,.3,-2
129.3 68.0 122.7 36.3 6.328E-06 7.0 813 c p4,.l,-2
I84mv010102 )
Caz= 83.0 Hade= 27.0 Baz=117.0 Dip= 32.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
359.8 55.4 50.2 56.7 8.953E-06 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-l
356.7 52.5 44.0 56.7 7.618E-06 3.0 680 c p4,.l,-2
6.5 50.8 47.6 50.7 7.075E-06 3.0, 117 c p4,.l,-2
1.3 51.4 45.1 53.7 6.660E-06 3.0 164 c p4,.l,-2
0.8 48.8 41.5 52.4 6.460E-06 2.0 212 c p4,.l,-2
357.8 50.2 41.3 54.7 6.333E-06 1.0 304 c p4,.l,-2
(84mv010201 ) -
Caz= 85.0 Hade= 32.5 Baz=117.0 Dip= 32.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
9.8 46.1 44.4 46.0 9.123E-06 3.0 0 t p3,.l,-l
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(84mv010301 )
Caz= 35.0 Hade= 34.0 Baz=117.0 Dip= 32.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
6.7 49.2 45.8 49.6 4.959E-06 7.0 0 a p3,.1,-1
9.6 35.9 34.8 38.7 3.338E-06 6.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
3.8 41.4 35.2 45.9 2.310E-06 4.0 300 t p3,.l,-l
4.2 40.2 34.3 44.8 3.078E-06 8.0 400 t p4,.l,-2
7.1 37.9 34.5 41.5 2.176E-06 16.0 470 t p3,.l,-2
1.4 43.9 36.0 48.8 2.988E-06 8.0 550 t p3,.l,-2
358.5 45.6 35.8 51.5 3.085E-06 8.0 550 t p4,.l,-2
2.1 46.7 38.2 51.4 2.936E-06 11.0 570 t p4,.l,-2
357.7 47.9 38.1 53.4 3.105E-06 6.0 600 t p4,.l,-2
350.8 52.5 40.3 59.7 2.842E-06 3.0 630 t p4,.l,-2
225.2 52.6 182.7 50.7 7.496E-06 4.0 655 t p4,.l.-2
323.1 41.8 353.9 66.9 1.845E-06 9.0 655 t p4,.l,-2
328.9 51.3 20.8 70.6 1.691E-06 9.0 665 t p4.1,-2
357.5 30.0 19.7 40.5 1.386E-06 18.0 675 t p4nl.l-l
258.9 26.9 239.8 49.1 6.173E-07 51.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
I84mv010302 )
Caz= 35.0 Hade= 34.0 Baz=117.0 Dip= 32.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
359.3 51.9 44.6 55.0 8.928E-06 3.0 0 t p3,.l,-l
4.0 47.3 41.8 49.8 6.692E-06 9.0 180 t p3,.l,-2
1.9 51.5 45.7 53.4 6.196E-06 4.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
1.1 47.0 39.4 51.1 7.422E-06 6.0 240 t p4,.l,-2
1.4 46.5 38.9 50.6 7.216E-06 7.0 280 t p4,.1,-1
2.0 45.4 38.2 49.6 7.025E-06 7.0 330 t p4,.l,-2
0.4 45.5 37.2 50.5 6.999E-06 6.0 370 t p4,.l,-2
25.0 40.3 49.8 34.2 7.014E-06 7.0 400 t p4,.l,-2
1.3 45.8 38.1 50.2 6.685E-06 6.0 435 t p4,.l,-2
0.8 46.2 38.2 50.7 6.582E-06 8.0 480 t p4,.l,-2
353.4 48.1 35.3 55.8 6.330E-06 5.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 H
352.8 48.7 35.7 56.5 6.098E-06 5.0 560 t p4,.l,-2 H
356.5 48.8 38.5 54.6 6.027E-06 9.0 570 t p4,.l,-2 H
356.0 47.6 36.5 54.1 5.512E-06 5.0 590 t p4,.l,-2 H
348.7 48.2 31.8 58.3 5.471E-06 4.0 640 t p4,.l,-2 H
348.4 52.1 38.0 60.7 3.697E-06 4.0 650 t p4,.l,-2 H
350.2 48.0 32.7 57.4 2.346E-06 5.0 660 t p4,.l,-2 H
354.8 15.9 7.4 30.2 2.387E-06 27.0 665 t p4,.3,-3
301.7 41.5 309.3 73.3 1.565E-06 24.0 685 t p4,.l,-2
268.2 54.4 207.2 73.8 2.281E-06 12.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
(84mv010401 11
Caz= 88.0 1^ade= 40.0 Baz=117.0 Dip= 32.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
4.4 48.7 43.8 50.5 9.186E-06 3.0 0 a p3,.l,-l
349.0 46.1 29.1 56.8 5.828E-06 11.0 550 t p3,.l,-2 H
352.1 50.0 37.1 57.6 6.693E-06 4.0 600 t p3,.l,-2 H
357.4 50.4 41.4 55.1 5.236E-06 13.0 630 t p3,.l,-2 H
349.9 41.3 23.8 53.1 5.094E-06 7.0 650 t p3,.l,-2 H
353.0 56.6 48.7 60.6 4.401E-06 7.0 670 t p3,.l,-2 H
348.8 48.3 32.3 58.3 4.867E-06 4.0 680 t p4,.l,-2 H
308.1 20.8 314.0 51.9 1.263E-06 19.0 690 t p4,.l,-2
347.1 15.1 359.4 33.3 1.003E-06 21.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
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I84mv020101 )
Caz=294.0 Hade= 30.0 Baz=210.0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
33.9 34.1 44.2 76.8 8.333E-06 3.0 0 t p3,.l,-l
30.2 32.6 30.6 75.6 5.728E-06 9.0 24 c p3,.3,-2 C23.0 31.8 8.2 73.9 5.537E-06 5.0 80 c p3,.3,-2 C31.1 32.1 33.6 75.1 5.418E-06 8.0 146 c p3, .3,-2 C23.1 32.7 7.4 74.7 4.214E-06 4.0 216 c p3,.3,-234.2 33.4 44.6 76.0 5.298E-06 5.0 336 c p4,.3,-2 C23.5 28.5 12.5 70.8 5.124E-06 7.0 527 c p4,.3,-2 C34.4 30.7 43.3 73.3 4.786E-06 5.0 578 c p4,.3,-2 C24.6 27.5 15.9 70.1 4.642E-06 5.0 749 c p4,.3,-2 C53.9 45.2 122.4 73.4 1.092E-06 25.0 1010 c p4nl.3-3 C
I84mv020201 )
Caz=241.0 Hade= 23.0 Baz=210.0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
21.1 37.9 *• 78.8 9.447E-06 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-l
28.3 34.5 23.7 77.4 6.700E-06 6.0 200 t p3,.3,-2
23.1 33.7 6.0 75.7 6.601E-06 11.0 300 t p3,.3,-3
20.5 36.0 353.9 77.0 7.330E-06 4.0 400 t p3nl.3,-3120.6 41.3 336.5 81.2 6.598E-06 5.0 500 t p3nl.3-3 H
18.0 44.1 314.6 81.1 5.594E-06 3.0 550 t p3nl.3-2 H14.9 45.3 303.5 79.5 5.455E-06 4.0 555 t p3nl.3,-21
13.2 40.8 320.9 76.5 4.744E-06 7.0 560 t p3nl.3-2 H
19.4 43.9 318.8 81.9 4.759E-06 11.0 600 t p3nl.3-2 H
19.4 46.7 298.5 82.7 4.189E-06 10.0 630 t p3nl.3-3 H
24.8 43.8 338.9 85.2 2.970E-06 11.0 660 t p3nl.3,-3H
21.8 39.6 348.3 80.5 1.950E-06 10.0 665 t p4nl.3,-2H
237.1 41.3 230.0 1.5 1.641E-06 10.0 670 t p4nl.3,-2
254.8 44.4 240.6 9.6 8.178E-06 5.0 670 t p4nl.3,-2
278.4 47.3 252.6 21.6 1.108E-06 16.0 685 t p4nl.3-2
i84mv020301 )
Caz=256.0 Hade= 40.0 Baz=210.0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
81.8 40.6 129.4 52.7 9.389E-06 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-l
85.1 43.6 135.7 51.9 7.034E-06 7.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
80.3 38.2 125.1 52.6 7.000E-06 7.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
75.9 46.7 136.6 59.1 7.092E-06 3.0 500 t p3,.l,-2
79.1 45.5 135.8 56.6 6.899E-06 8.0 550 t p3,.l,-2
81.7 49.5 143.7 56.2 6.986E-06 4.0 600 t p3,.l,-2 h74.9 49.0 140.7 60.4 4.841E-06 2.0 630 t p3,.l,-2 h
73.3 56.9 156.8 62.1 4.624E-06 8.0 650 t p3,.1,-2 h
69.0 54.7 152.0 64.6 4.150E-06 13.0 670 t p3,.l,-2 h
63.4 63.9 174.9 65.1 5.282E-06 4.0 680 t p4,.l.-2
42.3 47.0 124.4 81.6 1.438E-06 17.0 690 t p4,.l,-2
77.5 -10.9 79.6 18.2 2.327E-06 5.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
229.3 26.1 227.9 -14.7 3.902E-07 41.0 688 t p4nl.3-3
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I84mv020401 )
Caz=267.5 Hade= 13.0 Baz=210.0 Dip= 43.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
19.6 41.1 334.6 80.4 1.744E-05 3.0 0 t p3,.1,-1
15.3 39.2 330.6 76.8 1.332E-05 7.0 180 a p3,.l,-2
16.5 38.8 335.1 77.2 1.282E-05 3.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
19.2 38.8 342.1 78.6 1.340E-05 3.0 240 t p3,.2,-218.7 36.9 346.3 76.8 1.416E-05 5.0 280 t p4,.l,-2
19.1 40.4 335.9 79.7 1.297E-05 4.0 330 t p3,.l,-218.0 37.3 343.1 76.9 1.244E-05 1.0 370 t p3,.l,-2
17.7 37.7 341.5 77.0 1.260E-05 4.0 400 t p3,.1,-219.4 40.3 337.1 79.9 1.195E-05 2.0 435 t p3,.1,-2
20.0 37.7 347.8 78.2 1.305E-05 7.0 480 t p4,.l,-2
21.9 41.1 342.5 81.7 1.210E-05 6.0 550 t p4,.l,-2
17.4 39.2 335.8 77.9 1.094E-05 5.0 560 t p4,.l,-2 H
17.2 40.0 332.6 78.4 9.820E-06 5.0 570 t p4,.l,-2 H
18.3 40.0 335.2 79.0 9.602E-06 4.0 590 t p4,.l,-2 H
16.5 39.8 331.6 77.9 9.649E-06 5.0 640 t p4,.l,-2 H
18.4 41.4 329.5 80.0 9.183E-06 3.0 650 t p4,.l,-2 H17.9 40.9 330.7 79.3 6.742E-06 6.0 660 t p4,.l,-2 H
24.5 34.9 9.3 77.2 4.720E-06 12.0 665 t p4,.3,-2150.6 -26.9 121.7 -39.8 1.098E-06 36.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
I84mv020501 )
Caz=245.0 Hade= 19.0 Baz=210.0 Dip= 43.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demaq Comments28.9 43.2 18.5 86.1 1.532E-05 4.0 0 t p3,.l,-l
32.4 39.5 43.7 82.3 1.208E-05 7.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
30.1 40.7 30.8 83.7 1.239E-05 7.0 300 t p3,.l,-l
27.8 45.1 350.2 87.5 1.169E-05 3.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
27.9 44.1 2.3 86.7 1.130E-05 4.0 470 t p3,.1,-224.0 43.1 340.2 84.3 9.619E-06 7.0 500 t p3,.l,-2
25.1 44.1 338.7 85.5 1.080E-05 6.0 550 t p4,.1,-118.6 42.5 325.0 80.7 1.092E-05 10.0 570 t p4,.l,-2
39.1 44.5 101.7 83.2 1.020E-05 11.0 600 t p4,.l,-l
22.3 41.3 343.0 82.1 9.201E-06 10.0 630 t p4,.l,-2
39.5 40.5 79.9 80.5 8.044E-06 5.0 630 t p4,.l,-216.2 40.9 326.4 78.4 8.741E-06 16.0 655 t p4,.l,-224.0 44.9 324.3 85.4 4.691E-06 8.0 665 t p4,.l,-2 H
32.2 41.4 46.7 84.2 3.364E-06 3.0 675 t p4nl.l-2 H
21.7 23.8 11.1 65.9 4.330E-07 23.0 688 t p4nl,3-2 H
102.3 20.7 122.1 26.9 1.045E-06 17.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
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^84mv020601 )
Caz==234.0 Hade== 34.0 Baz=210 .0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-•g Inc-•g Dec--s Inc-•s Intensity ASD Detnag Comments27.,0 53. 5 225,.1 83. 2 1.212E -05 3.0 0 t P3,.1,-•1
30. 0 44. 0 30,.3 87. 0 7.183E -06 6.0 200 t p3,.3,-■2
23.,8 49. 9 262,.5 85. 0 7.366E -06 2.0 300 t p3nl.3-■3
18. 8 47. 7 290,.2 82. 4 7.186E -06 7.0 400 t p3nl.3,
1 ~'2H20.,8 47. 5 292,.4 83. 7 6.285E -06 4.0 500 t p3nl.3-■2 H
21..8 49. 4 273,.0 84. 0 5.932E -06 5.0 550 t p3nl.3-•2 H
20.,4 46. 0 305,.0 83. 3 6.116E -06 2.0 555 t p3nl.3-■2 H
24. 2 48. 1 282,.7 85. 9 5.516E -06 5.0 560 t p3nl.3-•2 H19. 0 48. 3 285,.8 82. 5 4.001E -06 2.0 600 t p3nl.3-■2 H
19. 3 51. 5 263,,2 81. 7 3.937E -06 4.0 630 t p3nl.3-•2
60. 9 57. 4 160.,6 68. 6 3.586E -06 6.0 660 t p3nl.3. 3
308. 5 52. 6 261.,6 40. 0 2.166E -06 8.0 665 t p3nl.3, 3
181. 4 48. 5 191.,3 8. 6 2.170E -06 7.0 670 t p3nl.3. 3
i84mv020701 )
Caz==233.5 Hade== 36.5 Baz=210 .0 Dip= 43.0 oor—HHO>
Dec-■g Inc-■g Dec--s Inc- s Intensity ASD Demag Comments43. 9 49. 9 142..6 80. 4 8.818E -06 2.0 0 t p3, .l,-■116. 3 59. 9 236.,8 74. 8 3.635E--06 9.0 0 c p3,.l,-■238. 0 66. 6 200.,7 69. 9 2.648E'-06 15.0 20 c P4,.l,- 22
(84mv020801 )
Caz==236.0 Hade== 13.0 Baz=210 .0 Dip= 43.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-■g Inc- g Dec-•s Inc- s Intensity ASD Demag Comments21. 4 41. 5 338,,6 81. 7 8.962E--06 4.0 0 t p3, .l,- 1
25. 8 35. 9 12. 6 78. 5 6.103E'-06 8.0 300 t p3,.l,- 2
21. 8 34. 7 0.,3 76. 3 6.124E--06 7.0 400 t p3,.l,- 2
14. 5 41. 0 322.,5 77. 4 5.393E--06 2.0 500 t p3,.l,- 2
24. 3 33. 6 10.,3 75. 9 5.654E--06 6.0 550 t p3..1,- 2 H
18. 7 37. 0 346.,2 77. 0 4.616E--06 4.0 600 t p3,.l,- 2 H26. 3 36. 2 14.,5 78. 9 3.698E.-06 7.0 630 y P3..1,- 2 H
20. 8 43. 9 322.,0 82. 9 2.765E'-06 15.0 650 t p3,.l.- 2 H19. 7 27. 7 3.,8 69. 1 1.682E--06 10.0 670 t pA,.!,- 2 H
35. 1 28. 1 43.7 70. 7 1.690E'-06 4.0 680 t p4,.l,- 2
33. 9 31. 6 42.,5 74. 3 1.003E--06 9.0 690 t p4,.l,- 2 H
194. 2 31. 2 196.,3 -10. 5 1.353E'-07 54.0 700 t p4,.l,- 2
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i84mv020901 )
Caz=230.0 Hade= 20.0 Baz=210.0 Dip= 43.0 < O II o o
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
14.2 42.2 317.5 77.8 1.654E-05 5.0 0 t p3,.l,-l
14.2 39.5 327.4 76.3 1.195E-05 7.0 200 t p3, .1,-1
19.0 39.0 341.1 78.7 1.162E-05 3.0 300 t p3,.1,-2
23.4 42.2 343.2 83.3 1.136E-05 3.0 400 t p3,.l,-2 H
20.4 43.5 323.9 82.4 1.034E-05 4.0 470 t p3, .1,-2 H
20.2 43.4 324.1 82.2 8.375E-06 5.0 550 t p3,.l,-2 H21.7 41.2 341.1 81.7 9.867E-06 4.0 550 t p4,.l,-2
26.1 41.0 3.4 83.4 9.954E-06 6.0 600 t p4,.l,-2 H
23.8 36.5 4.2 78.6 5.810E-06 4.0 655 t p4,.l,-2 H
23.3 39.1 356.0 80.7 6.299E-06 6.0 665 t p4,.l,-2 H
24.1 37.8 2.9 79.8 5.137E-06 7.0 675 t p4nl.l-2 H
53.4 -12.1 55.9 27.2 8.396E-07 37.0 688 t p4nl.3-2
113.9 21.6 131.0 19.6 7.335E-07 21.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
^84mv030101 )
Caz= 74.5 Hade= 50.0 Baz= 51.0 Dip= 29.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
322.3 83.6 38.1 60.2 2.578E-05 2.0 0 t p3,.1,-2270.0 76.7 26.4 69.7 1.835E-05 3.0 200 t p3,.1,-2264.6 71.5 13.3 73.2 1.697E-05 4.0 300 t p3, .1,-2
255.7 73.3 24.1 74.6 1.503E-05 7.0 400 t p3,.1,-2 H
255.9 68.6 7.7 77.1 1.254E-05 4.0 470 t p3,.1,-2 H
259.9 69.9 10.2 75.3 1.302E-05 5.0 500 t p3,.l,-2 H
260.3 67.2 359.7 75.9 1.390E-05 3.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 H
260.4 70.9 13.4 74.7 1.262E-05 3.0 570 t p4,.l,-2 H
259.6 65.7 353.6 76.5 l.lOOE-05 6.0 600 t p4,.l,-2 H
256.4 69.0 8.6 76.8 9.826E-06 7.0 630 t p4,.l,-2 H
253.7 69.3 11.8 77.5 6.318E-06 9.0 665 t p4,.l,-2 H
322.6 63.8 6.4 51.1 1.871E-06 20.0 675 t p4nl.l-2 H
106.4 -55.3 155.0 -61.1 3.929E-07 44.0 688 t p4nl.3-2349.3 53.8 11.7 34.7 6.430E-07 42.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
i84mv030201 )
Caz= 97.0 Hade= 48.5 Baz= 51.0 Dip= 29.0 Vo1=l0.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
297.7 79.1 28.0 63.5 1.354E-05 4.0 0 t p3, .1,-2
265.2 65.1 350.6 74.2 9.507E-06 5.0 200 t p3, .1,-2
256.4 57.2 316.1 76.5 8.607E-06 6.0 300 t p3, .1,-2
200.7 52.2 155.6 71.4 5.338E-06 14.0 400 t p3,.1,-2
269.7 55.4 323.0 69.2 7.489E-06 4.0 470 t p3, .1,-2
270.7 58.5 331.6 70.2 7.681E-06 6.0 500 t p3,.l,-2
269.7 58.7 331.3 70.7 8.656E-06 4.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 H
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272.1 56.0 326.1 68.3 8.137E-06 3.0 570 t p4,.l,-2 H
250.3 60.1 324.0 80.5 6.377E-06 14.0 600 t p4,.l,-2 H
259.6 59.4 327.0 75.8 5.626E-06 17.0 630 t p4,.l,-2 H
280.3 61.0 342.9 66.6 4.156E-06 2.0 655 t p4,.l,-2 H
293.1 60.2 347.2 60.6 3.980E-06 6.0 665 t p4nl.l-2 H
351.3 59.4 16.6 38.9 9.138E-07 21.0 675 t p4nl.l-2 H
12.5 63.1 30.2 37.5 1.575E-06 12.0 688 t p4nl.3-2




Caz= 69.5 Hade= 24.5 Baz= 51.0 Dip= 29.0 Vo1=l0.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
262.1 75.9 27.3 71.7 2.884E-05 1.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
254.1 64.9 351.2 78.9 2.112E-05 3.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
249.6 61.0 329.4 81.0 1.963E-05 3.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
255.9 61.6 334.8 78.1 1.837E-05 3.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
255.2 58.8 321.5 77.7 1.716E-05 1.0 470 t p3,.l,-2
256.2 59.5 325.3 77.4 1.668E-05 4.0 500 t p3,.l,-2
259.5 57.1 318.7 75.0 1.815E-05 4.0 550 t p4,.l,-2
256.4 55.3 309.2 75.5 1.700E-05 2.0 570 t p4,.l,-2
254.4 59.6 324.5 78.4 1.589E-05 5.0 600 t p4,.l.-2
262.7 59.1 328.1 74.2 6.821E-06 9.0 630 t p4,.l,-2
271.6 52.1 317.3 66.4 4.440E-06 6.0 655 t p4..1,-2
263.0 43.0 292.3 63.8 3.954E-06 9.0 665 t p4,.l,-2
333.5 5.3 334.4 -1.4 2.003E-06 19.0 675 t p4,.l,-2
283.9 23.9 299.6 38.4 1.262E-06 46.0 688 t p4nl.3-2
306.3 3.0 309.5 9.7 1.962E-06 13.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
^84mv040101 )
Caz= 94.0 Hade= 72.5 Baz=104.0 Dip= 37.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
286.7 24.5 289.1 61.4 2.563E-06 2.0 0 t p3, .1,-2
^84mv040201 )
Caz= 63.0 Hade= 41.5 Baz=104.0 Dip= 37.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
276.1 6.0 273.4 42.5 2.406E-06 16.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
272.3 -7.0 270.7 29.2 2.428E-06 2.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
273.3 -9.3 272.1 27.0 2.852E-06 6.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
258.7 -16.1 258.5 17.5 2.832E-06 9.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
125.2 31.2 122.0 -3.8 1.275E-05 2.0 500 t p3,.l,-2
13.6 -79.2 301.4 -51.6 2.915E-06 6.0 550 t p3,.l,-2
126.0 32.0 122.6 -2.9 1.162E-05 4.0 550 t P3..1.-2
121.7 30.0 119.3 -5.5 9.721E-06 4.0 600 t p4,.l.-2
335.0 -85.4 289.4 -50.0 2.634E-06 5.0 600 t p3,.l,-2
118.1 31.1 116.0 -5.0 6.273E-06 13.0 630 t p3,.l,-2
118.0 30.4 116.1 -5.7 3.857E-06 15.0 650 t p3,.l,-2
115.1 44.2 112.0 7.6 7.600E-07 30.0 670 t p4,.l,-2
178.2 28.0 164.7 13.4 3.520E-07 26.0 680 t p4,.l,-2
54.5 7.4 52.2 -16.5 8.684E-06 17.0 690 t p4,.l,-2
252.2 -38.5 259.5 -5.6 5.199E-06 12.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
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^84mv040301 )
Caz= 71.0 Hade= 44.0 Baz=104 .0 Dip= 37.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec- 9 Inc- 9 Dec- s Inc-■s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
18. 4 -80. 5 299. 7 -52,,6 2.617E--06 5.0 0 t p4,.l, -1
349. 5 -83. 2 293. 5 -49.,7 3.224E--06 4.0 200 t p4,.1, -2298. 7 -79. 3 287. 6 -42.,6 2.676E--06 6.0 300 t p3,.l. -2
337. 8 -85. 9 289. 1 -50.,4 2.956E--06 9.0 400 t p3,.1, -2 H1. 3 -78. 1 301. 7 -48.,9 2.608E--06 7.0 500 t P3,.l, -2 H
339. 4 -76. 4 299. 6 -44,,1 1.662E--06 24.0 600 t p3,.l, -2 H
333. 0 -67. 5 304. 9 -35.,9 1.570E--06 4.0 630 t p3,,l, -2 H
201. 7 -86. 6 278. 5 -52.,4 6.617E--07 10.0 650 t p3,.l, -2 H
290. 6 -69. 3 286. 7 -32.,4 3.559E--07 14.0 670 t p4,.l, -2 H
221. 6 8. 6 211. 5 23.,3 3.303E--07 17.0 680 t p4,.l. -2
317. 6 -59. 7 302. 0 -25..9 2.369E--07 34.0 690 t p4,.l. -2
149. 5 -39. 7 189. 3 -56..6 2.185E--07 57.0 700 t p4,.l, -2
^84mv040401 )
Caz=^ 92.0 Hade=; 156.5 Baz=104 .0 Dip= 37.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-■9 Inc-■9 Dec-■s Inc-•s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
44. 9 75. 1 86. 2 43..8 5.335E'-06 21.0 0 t p4,.l, -2
353. 7 86. 2 97. 9 54..2 3.682E'-06 6.0 200 t p3,.l, -2
68. 5 83. 9 98. 7 47,.9 3.511E--06 11.0 300 t P3,.l, -2
39. 2 78. 5 88. 6 47.,0 3.512E--06 15.0 400 t p3,.1, -2
25. 2 80. 6 89. 5 50,.2 3.713E--06 11.0 470 t p3,.l. -2
11. 1 70. 9 73. 5 49.,9 3.576E--06 9.0 500 t p3,.l. -2
4. 7 76. 8 81. 9 53,.1 4.636E--06 18.0 550 t p4,.l. -2
78. 9 85. 1 100. 8 48,.5 4.024E -06 44.0 570 t p4,.l, .2
2. 3 75. 2 79. 1 53,.4 5.245E -06 16.0 600 t p4,.l, -2
355. 0 75. 2 78. 9 55,.3 6.020E -06 15.0 630 t p4,.l. -2 H
73. 4 60. 5 87. 8 26,.1 3.888E -06 11.0 655 t P4,.l, -2 H
333. 7 67. 0 63. 7 62,.5 2.726E -06 6.0 665 t p4,.1, -2 H
336. 9 67. 4 64. 4 61,.3 2.605E -06 9.0 675 t p4ni.1 -2
50. 3 26. 7 57. 9 2,.3 1.020E -06 31.0 688 t p4nl.3 -2
346. 4 30. 2 12. 8 40,.0 1.422E -06 25.0 700 t p4nl.3 -2
^84mv040501 )
Caz==104.0 Hade=: 160.0 Baz=104 .0 Dip= 37.0 Vol=10.0Dec-■9 Inc-•9 Dec-■s Inc--s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
352. 4 44. 1 31.,4 45 .6 8.957E -06 6.0 0 t p3,.l, -2
346.,5 41. 8 24. 9 47,.7 7.168E-06 6.0 24 c p3,.3. -2
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^84mv040601 )
Caz= 80.0 Hade= 55.0 Baz=104.0 Dip= 37.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
278.4 11.1 275.8 47.9 8.691E-06 3.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
276.3 -.6 274.5 36.0 9.010E-06 5.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
275.9 -2.4 274.2 34.2 8.901E-06 4.0 300 t P3,.1,-2
274.3 -2.0 272.2 34.4 8.771E-06 6.0 400 t p3,.1,-2
278.1 -1.3 276.8 35.4 8.720E-06 6.0 470 t P3,.1,-2
274.5 -3.1 272.7 33.4 6.945E-06 5.0 500 t p3,.1,-2
276.3 3.9 273.9 40.5 8.031E-06 3.0 550 t p4,.l,-2
265.7 -1.2 261.9 33.7 7.729E-06 3.0 570 t p4,.l,-2277.0 3.2 274.9 39.9 7.994E-06 8.0 600 t p4,.l,-2
276.3 2.8 274.1 39.4 7.860E-06 4.0 655 t p4,.l,-2
281.8 10.6 280.8 47.6 3.208E-06 8.0 665 t p4,.l,-2
258.1 11.9 247.6 44.0 4.978E-07 11.0 675 t p4nl.l-2
63.5 -47.7 9.0 -64.0 1.272E-07 27.0 688 t p4nl.3-210.7 13.4 19.5 12.7 7.139E-07 15.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
^84mv050101 )
Caz= 64.0 Hade= 63.5 Baz= 80.0 Dip= 22.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
346.8 62.3 23.6 56.2 1.055E-05 4.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
339.0 57.9 13.2 55.4 9.512E-06 1.0 150 t p3,.1,-2
338.1 57.6 12.2 55.5 8.937E-06 6.0 200 t p3,.3,-2
334.0 58.9 10.8 57.9 9.174E-06 6.0 300 t p3, .3,-2
333.9 57.0 8.4 56.5 9.111E-06 3.0 400 t p3,.3,-2
340.5 57.5 13.9 54.6 8.337E-06 4.0 500 t p3,.3,-2
324.9 55.4 359.4 58.5 7.865E-06 6.0 555 t p3,.3,-2
324.1 57.3 1.2 60.3 6.868E-06 11.0 565 t p3,.3,-2
330.0 66.0 19.1 64.0 7.094E-06 5.0 670 t p3,.3,-2
322.5 59.6 3.3 62.5 6.276E-06 8.0 605 t p3,.3,-2
323.5 61.2 6.7 63.2 7.325E-06 8.0 630 t p4,.3,-2
325.9 60.2 6.8 61.7 6.809E-06 6.0 650 t p4,.3,-2
323.8 60.1 5.2 62.4 6.699E-06 6.0 655 t p4,.3,-2
326.6 59.6 6.4 61.0 6.721E-06 4.0 660 t p4,.3,-2
231.5 -19.5 233.3 . 1.958E-06 16.0 680 t p4nl.3-2
271.3 35.4 276.9 56.8 1.225E-06 10.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
239.4 -23.6 241.2 -2.9 1.382E-05 4.0 720 t p4nl.3-2
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I84mv050201 )
Caz= 59.0 Hade= 67.0 Baz= 80.0 Dip= 22.0 oof ' I IIo>
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
344.9 58.2 17.7 53.6 9.006E-06 5.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
350.3 56.4 19.7 50.4 7.357E-06 3.0 200 t p3,.1,-2
345.8 54.7 14.8 50.5 7.193E-06 4.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
345.0 55.8 15.3 51.7 7.092E-06 5.0 400 t p3,.1,-2
350.6 60.7 24.1 53.7 6.972E-06 5.0 500 t p3, .1,-2 H
348.0 55.9 17.6 50.8 6.466E-06 6.0 550 t p3,.1,-2 H
344.2 61.9 21.5 56.7 5.818E-06 5.0 600 t P3, .1,-2 H
333.3 62.3 15.0 60.5 4.177E-06 7.0 630 t p3,.1,-2 H
322.9 59.8 4.0 62.5 3.153E-06 11.0 650 t p3,.l,-2 H
296.0 -15.5 294.5 2.4 6.012E-07 11.0 670 t p4,.l,-2 h
226.4 18.3 219.5 36.0 6.215E-07 7.0 680 t p4,.l,-2 h
91.9 76.1 84.9 54.3 4.392E-07 37.0 690 t p4,.l,-2
292.8 -15.5 291.5 3.2 1.724E-06 18.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
I84mv050301 )
Caz= 59.0 Hade= 39.5 Baz= 80.0 Dip= 22.0 ooIto>
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
336.8 76.4 44.0 67.1 8.507E-06 7.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
311.9 78.1 46.8 72.7 7.238E-06 6.0 180 t p3,.l,-2
319.5 71.6 27.4 70.0 6.999E-06 7.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
317.9 73.5 32.4 71.0 8.337E-06 4.0 240 t p4,.l,-2
315.1 73.6 32.3 71.8 8.123E-06 4.0 280 t p4,.l,-2
314.4 73.4 31.5 72.0 7.855E-06 4.0 330 t p4,.l,-2
320.7 74.0 34.5 70.4 6.768E-06 8.0 370 t p3,.l,-2
313.0 72.7 28.9 72.2 7.795E-06 4.0 400 t p4,.l,-2
310.3 72.1 26.5 72.9 7.390E-06 4.0 435 t p4,.l,-2
308.9 74.7 35.4 73.6 7.380E-06 4.0 480 t p4,.l,-2
309.5 70.0 19.2 72.6 6.660E-06 4.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 H
312.6 72.4 27.9 72.3 6.459E-06 4.0 560 t p4,.l,-2 H
309.5 72.6 27.8 73.2 5.847E-06 5.0 570 t p4,.l,-2 H
312.0 73.0 29.7 72.6 5.794E-06 3.0 590 t p4,.l,-2 H
317.2 73.2 31.4 71.1 5.369E-06 3.0 640 t p4,.l,-2 H
262.4 84.6 79.2 73.4 3.730E-06 8.0 650 t p4,.l,-2
331.1 68.6 24.7 65.1 3.197E-06 10.0 660 t p4,.l,-2 H
257.2 57.3 252.0 79.3 1.073E-06 12.0 665 t p4,.3,-2 H
300.4 -1.8 302.0 14.8 7.573E-07 39.0 685 t p4,.l,-2
319.8 21.0 329.5 30.5 1.162E-06 26.0 700 t p4,.1,-2
^84mv050401 )
Caz=135.0 Hade= 22.0 Baz= 80.0 Dip= 22.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
338.5 70.0 30.8 63.7 1.139E-05 2.0 0 t p3, .1,-2
340.9 71.8 35.2 64.1 9.570E-06 5.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
336.4 68.9 27.8 63.7 9.813E-06 5.0 300 t p3, .1,--:
341.2 67.0 27.0 61.1 8.660E-06 10.0 400 t p3,.l,-2 'h
345.8 68.5 31.5 60.8 8.981E-06 2.0 470 t p3,.l,-2 H
338.8 67.3 26.2 62.1 8.470E-06 2.0 500 t p3,.l,-2 H
347.8 60.5 22.1 54.5 1.005E-05 15.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 H
339.4 64.1 21.4 59.7 8.978E-06 5.0 570 t p4,.l,-2 H
323.2 71.6 28.5 68.9 8.177E-06 12.0 600 t p4,.l,-2 H
337.5 64.8 21.4 60.8 8.316E-06 5.0 630 t p4,.l,-2 H
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318.4 69.5 21.2 69.6 7.947E-06 10.0 655 t p4,.l,-2 H
341.1 63.9 22.2 59.1 8.168E-06 3.0 665 t p4,.l,-2 H
337.5 49.4 3.7 49.2 1.355E-06 23.0 675 t p4,.l,-2 H16.3 39.8 28.9 27.7 8.310E-07 16.0 688 t p4nl.3-2
335.0 55.7 7.8 55.2 5.278E-07 32.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
i84mv050501 )
Caz= 18.0 Hade= 40.0 Baz= 80.0 Dip= 22.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
342.8 66.7 27.3 60.5 1.210E-05 1.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
342.1 64.4 23.4 59.1 1.092E-05 6.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
340.5 64.6 22.9 59.8 1.050E-05 3.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
335.1 63.6 18.0 60.8 1.015E-05 4.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
338.4 64.9 22.0 60.6 9.517E-06 9.0 470 t p3,.l,-2
336.9 64.2 20.2 60.6 8.981E-06 7.0 500 t p3,.l,-2
332.0 64.9 18.5 62.7 1.026E-05 7.0 550 t p4,.l.-2
331.5 64.7 17.7 62.7 1.018E-05 6.0 570 t p4..1,-2
328.1 64.5 15.4 63.8 9.732E-06 4.0 600 t p4,.l,-2
328.1 64.8 15.9 63.9 9.978E-06 6.0 630 t p4,.l,-2
327.3 64.6 15.0 64.1 9.964E-06 7.0 655 t p4,.l,-2
326.9 64.1 13.9 63.9 1.018E-05 6.0 665 t p4,.l,-2
326.2 24.3 337.4 31.3 2.207E-07 35.0 675 t p4nl.l-2
276.1 71.8 31.8 83.3 7.131E-07 22.0 688 t p4nl.3-2
307.8 57.8 347.8 66.7 3.666E-07 27.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
(84mv050601 )
Caz=270.0 Hade= 17.5 Baz= 80.0 Dip= 22.0
oo
IIo>
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
322.3 68.1 19.6 67.7 1.565E-05 3.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
323.8 71.2 27.5 68.6 1.413E-05 1.0 24 c p3,.3,-2 C
333.9 66.6 22.4 63.1 1.381E-05 3.0 80 c p3,.3,-2 C324.1 68.9 22.2 67.5 1.282E-05 2.0 146 c p3,.3,-2 c321.7 66.4 15.5 67.0 1.253E-05 7.0 216 c p3,.3,-2 c
336.4 68.7 27.5 63.6 1.317E-05 3.0 336 c p4,.3,-2 c
329.4 65.8 18.4 64.1 1.265E-05 4.0 527 c p4,.3,-2 c
339.6 69.0 29.4 62.8 1.215E-05 3.0 578 c p4,.3,-2 c328.3 66.7 19.5 65.0 1.225E-05 4.0 749 c P4, .3,-2 c
344.8 70.3 34.1 62.2 5.655E-06 2.0 855 c p4,.l,-2 c336.3 69.8 29.5 64.3 6.086E-06 4.0 900 c p4,.l,-2 c
335.2 73.0 35.6 66.1 3.923E-06 5.0 1136 c p4,.l,-2 c
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I84mv050701 )
Caz= 24.0 Hade= 58.0 Baz= 80.0 Dip= 22.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
8.0 61.6 35.8 49.5 1.460E-05 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
359.1 65.0 34.0 54.6 1.232E-05 2.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
358.0 65.5 33.9 55.3 1.215E-05 1.0 300 t p3,.1,-2
354.0 65.3 31.4 56.2 1.147E-05 1.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
358.6 63.4 31.9 53.5 9.011E-06 7.0 555 t p3, .3,-2
348.8 66.9 30.7 58.8 8.793E-06 5.0 565 t p3,.3,-2
316.3 65.8 11.0 68.6 6.086E-06 7.0 670 t p3, .3,-2
341.2 63.6 21.9 58.9 9.170E-06 11.0 605 t p4,.3,-2
339.3 63.5 20.6 59.4 8.695E-06 14.0 630 t p4,.3,-2
340.7 63.3 21.1 58.8 8.782E-06 11.0 650 t p4,.3,-2339.8 65.1 23.2 60.3 7.632E-06 13.0 655 t p4,.3,-2
332.1 62.6 14.7 61.2 6.630E-06 14.0 660 t p4,.3,-2
295.1 29.1 306.2 45.9 1.202E-06 21.0 699 t p4, .3,-2
28.2 27.4 34.3 12.8 1.319E-06 17.0 700 t p4,.3,-3
260.2 17.5 260.3 39.5 1.463E-06 15.0 720 t p4,.3,-2
^84mv060101 )
Caz= 37.0 Hade= 45.0 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
354.5 60.1 34.0 54.4 6.529E-06 2.0 0 t P3, .1,-2
1.5 59.0 36.8 51.1 7.626E-06 8.0 0 a P4, .1,-20.5 59.1 36.3 51.6 7.484E-06 8.0 10 a p4. .3,-20.1 59.1 36.1 51.7 7.423E-06 7.0 20 a P4, .3,-2357.5 58.9 34.3 52.5 6.993E-06 7.0 50 a p4. .3,-2356.0 58.4 32.8 52.7 6.712E-06 7.0 75 a P4, .3,-2355.9 58.8 33.2 53.0 6.385E-06 8.0 100 a P4, .3,-2353.8 58.5 31.5 53.5 5.959E-06 8.0 200 a P4, .3,-2352.1 58.5 30.4 54.1 5.881E-06 8.0 300 a P4, .3,-2 H352.9 59.5 32.2 54.5 5.706E-06 9.0 500 a P4, .3,-2 H
352.2 58.3 30.3 53.9 5.580E-06 9.0 750 a P4, .3,-2 H
354.7 60.4 34.3 54.5 5.489E-06 5.0 1000 a P4, .3,-2 H
i84mv060201 )
Caz=205.5 Hade= 6.0 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 OOIIo>
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
3.7 63.6 43.3 53.7 1.063E-05 2.0 180 t p3. .1,-2
1.4 64.4 43.1 55.0 1.037E-05 2.0 200 t p3. .1,-2 H
4.7 62.6 42.6 52.7 1.084E-05 5.0 240 t p3. .1,-2
5.6 62.8 43.4 52.5 l.lOlE-05 5.0 28 t P4, .1,-1
6.6 62.7 43.7 52.1 1.084E-05 5.0 330 t P4, .1,-2
6.3 62.5 43.4 52.1 1.065E-05 5.0 370 t P4, .1,-2
6.8 62.6 43.8 52.0 1.052E-05 5.0 400 t P4, .1,-2 H
3.4 63.1 42.5 53.4 1.092E-05 6.0 435 t P4, .1,-2
5.2 62.6 43.0 52.6 1.055E-05 4.0 480 t P4, .1,-2
4.9 62.9 43.1 52.8 1.081E-05 3.0 550 t P4, .1,-2 H
6.7 63.8 45.1 53.0 1.090E-05 4.0 560 t P4, .1,-2 H
6.1 62.8 43.7 52.4 1.055E-05 4.0 570 t P4, .1,-2
6.5 64.1 45.4 53.2 1.082E-05 4.0 590 t P4, .1,-2
2.9 62.3 41.3 53.0 9.865E-06 3.0 640 t P4, .1,-2 H
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1.1 65.8 44.7 56.0 1.053E-05 3.0 650 t p4,.l,-2 H
0.4 68.5 48.3 57.9 5.329E-06 4.0 660 t p4,.l,-2 H
359.0 61.5 38.2 53.8 5.240E-06 4.0 665 t p4,.3,-2
110.2 54.4 104.1 30.2 1.116E-06 9.0 685 t p4,.l.-2
76.7 21.2 77.7 -3.0 1.359E-06 16.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
i84mv060301 )
Caz= 85.5 Hade= 48.5 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 ooIIo>
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
346.2 70.1 45.7 63.0 6.138E-06 4.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
351.7 73.1 53.4 62.7 5.659E-06 10.0 150 t p3,.l,-2
342.3 64.9 34.4 61.8 4.540E-06 5.0 200 t p3, .3,-2
334.7 65.1 31.1 64.6 4.219E-06 7.0 300 t p3,.3,-2
333.0 66.1 32.5 65.7 4.471E-06 11.0 400 t p3,.3,-2
351.5 69.9 47.2 61.3 5.004E-06 6.0 500 t p3,.3,-2
341.7 70.4 45.0 64.5 4.939E-06 9.0 555 t p3,.3,-2
336.8 60.2 23.3 61.1 4.613E-06 8.0 565 t p3,.3,-2
332.2 66.2 32.5 66.1 4.393E-06 6.0 670 t p3,.3,-2
334.4 67.0 35.1 65.6 5.539E-06 5.0 605 t p4,.3,-2
334.6 67.5 36.3 65.7 5.287E-06 6.0 630 t p4,.3,-2
333.0 68.3 37.5 66.6 5.663E-06 5.0 650 t p4,.3,-2
342.9 67.8 40.0 63.0 5.768E-06 4.0 655 t p4,.3,-2
339.1 68.3 39.7 64.6 5.655E-06 3.0 660 t p4,.3,-2
9.7 86.8 84.7 64.4 8.189E-07 10.0 680 t p4,.3,-2
267.9 14.8 266.9 39.7 9.214E-07 15.0 700 t p4,.3,-2
i84mv060401 )
Caz= 41.0 Hade= 42.0 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
348.3 62.4 33.4 58.1 6.894E-06 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
338.9 57.7 20.9 58.7 5.424E-06 10.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
337.7 64.8 31.9 63.4 5.317E-06 5.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
336.0 63.1 28.0 63.1 4.996E-06 10.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
342.7 60.7 27.6 59.1 5.738E-06 3.0 470 t p3,.l,-2
348.2 61.2 31.7 57.4 5.267E-06 6.0 550 t p3,.l,-2
337.8 67.8 38.1 64.8 5.074E-06 10.0 200 t p3, .3,-2
334.3 62.9 26.6 63.6 5.883E-06 7.0 560 t P3,.3,-2
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342.4 59.7 26.1 58.6 5.676E-06 5.0 600 t p3,.3,-2
339.0 65.1 33.1 63.0 5.405E-06 2.0 630 t p3,.3,-2330.5 62.1 22.8 64.7 4.532E-06 11.0 660 a p3,.3,-2332.5 74.1 52.0 68.2 2.968E-06 17.0 665 a p3,.3,-2283.0 53.4 302.7 77.1 4.364E-07 11.0 670 t p4nl.3,-2
198.3 -36.5 212.6 -26.3 7.856E-07 20.0 685 t p4nl.3,-2
^84mv060501 )
Caz= 13.0 Hade= 23.5 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 < O II 1—» o o
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
346.1 64.4 35.5 60.1 5.802E-06 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
348.1 62.1 33.0 58.0 4.754E-06 4.0 200 t p3,.1,-2
328.7 65.0 28.0 66.8 4.737E-06 2.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
337.8 64.8 32.1 63.3 4.833E-06 8.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
^84mv060601 )
Caz=131.0 Hade= 50.3 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
8.8 66.9 49.8 54.4 1.098E-05 5.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
3.0 63.8 43.2 54.1 9.307E-06 4.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
355.0 64.6 40.2 57.2 7.826E-06 6.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
2.1 65.6 45.0 55.6 7.848E-06 6.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
I84mv070101 )
Caz=276.0 Hade= 20.0 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
332.8 65.2 30.4 65.4 3.187E-06 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
324.2 52.9 2.3 61.5 1.968E-06 11.0 180 t p3,.l,-2
150.9 78.3 110.8 57.5 2.236E-06 4.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
341.0 61.5 28.0 60.3 2.227E-06 5.0 240 t p4,.l,-2
342.0 59.9 26.1 58.9 2.042E-06 7.0 280 t p4,.l,-2
333.2 61.5 23.3 63.3 2.384E-06 6.0 330 t p4,.l,-2
329.7 62.4 22.9 65.1 2.448E-06 11.0 370 t p4,.l,-2
325.9 64.9 26.6 67.8 2.582E-06 15.0 400 t p4,.l,-2
324.0 65.9 28.1 69.0 2.652E-06 16.0 435 t p4,.l,-2
326.8 67.3 32.8 68.4 2.684E-06 13.0 480 t p4,.l,-2
315.6 68.9 34.5 72.9 2.814E-06 22.0 550 t p4,.l,-2
321.9 70.3 39.8 70.9 2.646E-06 27.0 560 t p4,.l,-2
311.0 69.9 37.8 74.6 2.598E-06 27.0 570 t p4,.l,-2
305.2 59.4 357.5 73.8 2.718E-06 8.0 590 t p3,.l,-2
302.7 59.2 354.3 74.7 2.848E-06 7.0 640 t p4,.l.-2
314.5 66.9 27.4 72.9 2.037E-06 17.0 650 t p4,.l,-2
180.1 59.6 145.0 50.8 1.503E-06 18.0 660 t p4,.l,-2
150.0 69.0 120.2 50.0 1.133E-06 22.0 665 t p4,.3,-2
129.0 16.2 127.4 -4.0 2.829E-06 8.0 685 t p4,.l,-2




iade= 14.0 1laz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
324.9 60.4 15.8 66.0 4.004E-06 11.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
286.3 39.1 296.9 62.8 1.953E-06 16.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
133
342.4 59.7 26.1 58.6 5.676E-06 5.0 600 t p3,.3,-2
339.0 65.1 33.1 63.0 5.405E-06 2.0 630 t p3,.3,-2
330.5 62.1 22.8 64.7 4.532E-06 11.0 660 a p3,.3,-2332.5 74.1 52.0 68.2 2.968E-06 17.0 665 a p3,.3,-2283.0 53.4 302.7 77.1 4.364E-07 11.0 670 t p4nl.3,-2
198.3 -36.5 212.6 -26.3 7.856E-07 20.0 685 t p4nl.3,-2
(84mv060501 )
Caz= :L3.0 Hade= 23.5 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
346.1 64.4 35.5 60.1 5.802E-06 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
348.1 62.1 33.0 58.0 4.754E-06 4.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
328.7 65.0 28.0 66.8 4.737E-06 2.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
337.8 64.8 32.1 63.3 4.833E-06 8.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
(84mv060601 )
Caz=131.0 Hade= 50.3 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
8.8 66.9 49.8 54.4 1.098E-05 5.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
3.0 63.8 43.2 54.1 9.307E-06 4.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
355.0 64.6 40.2 57.2 7.826E-06 6.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
2.1 65.6 45.0 55.6 7.848E-06 6.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
I84mv070101 )
Caz=276.0 Hade= 20.0 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Cormients
332.8 65.2 30.4 65.4 3.187E-06 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
324.2 52.9 2.3 61.5 1.968E-06 11.0 180 t p3,.l,-2
150.9 78.3 110.8 57.5 2.236E-06 4.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
341.0 61.5 28.0 60.3 2.227E-06 5.0 240 t p4,.l,-2
342.0 59.9 26.1 58.9 2.042E-06 7.0 280 t p4,.l,-2
333.2 61.5 23.3 63.3 2.384E-06 6.0 330 t p4,.l,-2
329.7 62.4 22.9 65.1 2.448E-06 11.0 370 t p4,.l,-2
325.9 64.9 26.6 67.8 2.582E-06 15.0 400 t p4,.l,-2
324.0 65.9 28.1 69.0 2.652E-06 16.0 435 t p4,.l,-2
326.8 67.3 32.8 68.4 2.684E-06 13.0 480 t p4,.l,-2
315.6 68.9 34.5 72.9 2.814E-06 22.0 550 t p4,.l,-2
321.9 70.3 39.8 70.9 2.646E-06 27.0 560 t p4,.l,-2
311.0 69.9 37.8 74.6 2.598E-06 27.0 570 t p4,.l,-2
305.2 59.4 357.5 73.8 2.718E-06 8.0 590 t p3,.l,-2
302.7 59.2 354.3 74.7 2.848E-06 7.0 640 t p4,.l,-2
314.5 66.9 27.4 72.9 2.037E-06 17.0 650 t p4,.l,-2
180.1 59.6 145.0 50.8 1.503E-06 18.0 660 t p4,.l,-2
150.0 69.0 120.2 50.0 1.133E-06 22.0 665 t p4,.3,-2
129.0 16.2 127.4 -4.0 2.829E-06 8.0 685 t p4,.l,-2
230.9 -5.7 229.8 13.2 1.488E-06 16.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
I84mv070201 )
Caz= 74.0 Hade= 14.0 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
324.9 60.4 15.8 66.0 4.004E-06 11.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
286.3 39.1 296.9 62.8 1.953E-06 16.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
133
290.9 27.8 299.0 51.0 1.578E-06 18.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
300.2 39.2 318.3 59.5 1.396E-06 16.0 400 t p3,.l,-2 H
275.0 30.7 276.6 55.7 7.878E-06 10.0 500 t p3,.l,-2 H
275.3 30.3 277.0 55.2 8.056E-06 3.0 550 t p3..1,-2 H
275.2 31.1 277.0 56.0 9.488E-06 5.0 600 t p3,.l,-2 H
275.8 35.3 278.3 60.2 8.179E-06 4.0 630 t p3,.l,-2 H
278.6 30.2 281.9 55.0 7.647E-06 2.0 650 t p3,.l,-2 H
279.6 31.4 283.7 56.1 9.004E-06 6.0 670 t p4,.l,-2 H
276.3 30.1 278.6 55.0 9.007E-06 6.0 680 t p4,.l,-2 H
269.1 23.9 268.0 48.9 3.930E-06 7.0 690 t p4,.l.-2 H
266.3 70.0 112.6 84.5 6.326E-06 5.0 700 t p4..1,-2
(84mv070301 )
Caz= 0.0 Hade= 28.0 Baz= 92.0 Dip= 25.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
341.0 58.3 23.1 58.3 7.618E-06 7.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
340.6 55.5 19.0 56.5 6.700E-06 6.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
337.7 56.5 18.4 58.4 6.316E-06 7.0 300 t p3,.l,-l
347.1 53.8 21.7 52.7 7.120E-06 3.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
344.6 54.5 20.7 54.2 6.438E-06 5.0 470 t p3,.l,-2
344.4 56.4 22.8 55.6 7.065E-06 10.0 550 t p3,.l,-2
341.2 53.3 16.7 54.7 7.551E-06 7.0 200 t p3,.3,-2
341.2 55.0 18.8 55.9 7.067E-06 3.0 560 t p3,.3,-2
332.8 56.3 14.4 60.2 6.874E-06 1.0 600 t p3,.3,-2
339.5 54.8 17.4 56.5 8.347E-06 6.0 630 t p3,.3,-2
339.2 58.7 22.5 59.3 6.420E-06 1.0 660 t p3nl.3,-3
331.3 61.2 21.7 63.9 5.558E-06 5.0 665 t p3nl.3,-3
53.9 -30.2 39.1 -48.0 2.894E-07 36.0 670 t p3nl.3,-3
72.9 -75.1 295.9 -78.0 4.674E-07 34.0 670 t p4nl.3,-3
161.4 66.6 127.8 50.6 1.041E-06 14.0 685 t p3nl.3,-3
149.4 56.4 128.8 39.0 8.403E-07 22.0 685 t p4nl.3,-2
(84mv080101 )
Caz=278.5 Hade= 51.5 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
4.6 37.1 315.2 72.8 1.414E-05 5.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
6.6 33.9 326.8 72.1 1.432E-05 4.0 180 a p3,.l,-2
5.8 32.5 328.6 70.6 1.376E-05 4.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
10.6 36.9 326.6 76.5 1.356E-05 4.0 240 t p3,.l,-2
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9.9 35.3 329.8 75.0 1.500E-05 8.0 280 t p4,.l.-l
11.4 33.7 337.5 74.7 1.310E-05 6.0 330 t p3,.l,-2
12.0 35.4 334.7 76.2 1.314E-05 5.0 370 t p3,.l,-26.0 35.6 321.5 72.8 1.268E-05 8.0 400 t p3,.l,-2 H
11.4 35.0 334.3 75.6 1.189E-05 6.0 435 t p3,.l,-2 H
6.1 37.3 316.8 73.9 l.lOOE-05 4.0 480 t p3,.l,-2 H
7.9 34.7 327.1 73.4 9.527E-06 6.0 550 t p3,.l,-2 H
4.2 36.0 317.6 71.9 1.148E-05 5.0 560 t p4,.l,-2 H
8.4 37.1 321.5 75.3 1.028E-05 6.0 570 t p4,.l.-2 H
7.2 37.6 318.0 74.8 8.457E-06 2.0 590 t p3,.l,-2 H
5.4 36.4 318.2 72.9 4.900E-06 7.0 640 t p4..1,-2 H
15.2 47.1 274.3 82.9 1.589E-06 11.0 650 t p4,.l,-2 H
331.1 35.8 288.4 48.8 9.500E-07 20.0 660 t P4..1.-2
286.2 10.6 281.3 1.4 6.907E-07 45.0 665 t p4,.3,-3
185.9 54.0 193.7 10.3 1.734E-06 11.0 685 t p4,.l,-2
354.4 10.2 338.5 46.4 1.068E-06 12.0 700 t p4,.l.-2
I84mv080201 )
Caz=287.0 Hade= 45.0 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
157.3 8.8 153.3 -21.3 1.147E-05 2.0 0 t p3,.1,-2
159.7 6.9 154.3 -24.1 1.112E-05 3.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
159.5 5.0 152.9 -25.6 1.072E-05 3.0 300 t p3,.l,-2159.9 8.8 155.7 -22.6 1.082E-05 1.0 400 t p3,.l,-2160.0 5.1 153.5 -25.8 9.713E-06 4.0 500 t p3,.1,-2157.6 5.2 151.4 -24.3 9.852E-06 3.0 550 t p3,.1,-2 h158.0 5.7 152.1 -24.1 9.964E-06 6.0 600 t p3,.1,-2 H150.0 4.9 144.6 -20.1 4.239E-06 8.0 630 t p3,.l,-2 H162.3 12.0 159.6 -21.1 3.114E-06 7.0 650 t p3,.l,-2 H
152.7 3.7 146.1 -22.7 5.924E-07 32.0 670 t p4,.l,-2 H184.5 53.9 192.9 10.4 6.503E-07 21.0 680 t p4,.l,-2 h
268.0 82.0 214.4 41.0 1.738E-06 13.0 690 t P4..1.-2
274.5 51.4 244.6 23.5 1.756E-06 4.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
(84mv080301 )
Caz=273.0 Hade= 36.0 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments17.0 43.5 307.0 84.1 1.280E-05 3.0 0 t p3,.1,-214.4 43.0 305.8 82.1 1.210E-05 3.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
15.5 42.5 311.3 82.7 1.182E-05 6.0 200 t p3,.3,-2
20.1 44.4 303.1 86.5 1.154E-05 4.0 300 t p3nl.3-3
19.3 45.1 291.8 86.0 1.194E-05 4.0 400 t p3,.3,-3 H
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18.2 45.1 291.9 85.2 1.034E-05 7.0 500 t p3,.3,-2 H
17.3 41.7 322.8 83.5 9.675E-06 2.0 550 t p3nl.3-2 H
18.7 45.3 289.3 85.5 9.501E-06 5.0 555 t p3nl.3-2 H
15.1 45.4 288.4 83.0 7.219E-06 4.0 600 t p3nl.3-2 H
14.0 45.0 290.7 82.2 3.421E-06 5.0 630 t p3nl.3-2 H
19.4 47.2 263.0 85.5 4.147E-06 3.0 660 t p3nl.3,-3H
9.5 51.9 255.5 77.7 2.138E-06 17.0 665 t p3nl.3,-312.0 49.1 265.3 80.2 2.087E-06 4.0 665 t p4nl.3,-2H
134.6 27.3 147.6 6.5 1.009E-06 36.0 670 t p4nl.3,-2
80.2 -46.9 60.3 -13.9 1.259E-06 20.0 685 t p4nl.3,-2
I84mv080401 )
Caz=250.0 Hade= 47.0 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
117.6 31.7 140.1 20.1 2.325E-05 1.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
116.5 28.1 136.6 18.4 2.292E-05 2.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
117.1 28.0 136.9 17.9 2.213E-05 2.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
115.4 28.0 135.9 19.1 2.196E-05 1.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
113.8 29.4 136.0 21.1 1.999E-05 1.0 500 t p3,.l,-2 h
115.5 27.3 135.4 18.5 1.958E-05 2.0 550 t p3,.l,-2 h
115.0 25.4 133.6 17.7 1.773E-05 1.0 600 t p3,.l,-2 H
111.3 26.6 132.1 20.9 1.153E-05 4.0 630 t p3,.l,-2 H
116.1 28.2 136.4 18.7 9.133E-06 9.0 650 t p3,.l,-2 H
97.2 22.1 119.2 27.8 4.879E-06 6.0 670 t p3,.l,-2 H
110.5 48.9 152.1 34.6 1.145E-06 10.0 680 t p4,.l,-2 H
69.1 7.9 84.5 36.8 2.587E-06 16.0 690 t p3,.1,-2
217.6 64.9 210.7 20.4 8.620E-07 32.0 700 t P4..1.-2
I84mv080501 )
Caz=261.0 Hade= 37.0 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
10.4 48.1 272.6 79.5 8.942E-06 4.0 0 t p3,.l,2
11.0 40.2 315.0 78.6 9.268E-06 4.0 150 t p3,.l,-2
14.0 43.8 299.6 82.1 8.428E-06 8.0 200 t p3,.3,-2
17.3 46.7 275.0 84.4 7.364E-06 10.0 300 t p3,.23,-2)
10.9 45.6 286.7 80.1 7.894E-06 9.0 400 t p3,.3,-2
8.0 49.7 266.6 77.6 7.097E-06 6.0 500 t p3,.3,-2
11.6 51.4 254.6 79.1 7.161E-06 7.0 555 t P3..3.-2
7.6 47.9 275.0 77.7 7.266E-06 7.0 565 t p3nl.3-3 H
10.3 54.8 243.5 76.4 6.228E-06 9.0 570 t p3,.3,-2 H
8.2 50.6 262.4 77.4 6.865E-06 7.0 605 t p4,.3,-2 H
6.9 49.2 269.7 77.0 4.716E-06 6.0 630 t p4,.3,-2 H
0.6 47.1 279.3 73.0 3.567E-06 7.0 650 t p4,.3,-2 H
1.7 48.0 276.1 73.7 3.389E-06 7.0 655 t p4,.3,-2 H
1.7 46.7 280.5 73.8 3.097E-06 4.0 660 t p4,.3,-2 H
338.7 52.8 263.5 59.2 8.910E-07 18.0 680 t p4,.3,-2
344.7 59.3 249.7 62.1 6.686E-07 15.0 680 t p4nl.3-2
279.6 56.6 242.4 29.2 6.856E-06 6.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
113.8 -19.5 100.1 -12.8 4.593E-07 19.0 720 t p4nl.3-2
I84mv080601 )
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Caz=242.0 Hade= 37.8 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
14.8 42.2 312.3 82.1 1.390E-05 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
5.6 38.5 312.4 74.2 1.242E-05 2.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
15.0 40.9 320.4 81.6 1.263E-05 1.0 200 t p3,.3,-2
16.8 39.6 333.9 81.9 1.280E-05 6.0 300 t p33,.3-3
19.5 39.8 344.9 83.4 1.182E-05 5.0 400 t p3,.3,-214.9 41.4 317.9 81.8 1.112E-05 5.0 500 t p3nl.3-2 H
17.5 42.1 320.9 83.9 1.014E-05 7.0 550 t p3nl.3-2 H
14.4 42.5 309.4 82.0 9.916E-06 5.0 555 t p3nl.3,-2H
15.9 43.6 304.1 83.3 9.779E-06 4.0 560 t p3nl.3-2 H
13.2 42.7 306.2 81.2 9.229E-06 2.0 600 t p3nl.3-2 H
11.6 44.2 294.8 80.4 6.867E-06 8.0 630 t p3nl.3-2 H
13.8 42.8 306.1 81.6 6.441E-06 9.0 660 t p3nl.3,-2H
13.0 41.4 313.0 80.6 4.102E-06 5.0 665 t p4nl.3,-2H
27.5 63.5 201.5 71.4 1.053E-06 13.0 670 t p4nl.3,-2
209.0 47.0 207.7 2.1 6.621E-07 9.0 685 t p4nl.3-2
l84mv090101 )
Caz=335.0 Hade= 30.0 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Voi=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
45.2 42.0 110.4 75.1 1.649E-05 3.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
46.7 34.7 90.7 70.5 1.321E-05 2.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
47.0 34.5 90.5 70.2 1.310E-05 3.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
45.0 33.0 84.0 70.5 1.232E-05 3.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
I84mv090201 )
Caz=273.0 Hade= 11.0 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Voi=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
22.9 41.6 359.7 86.2 7.610E-06 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
19.4 33.6 2.2 77.9 6.797E-06 1.0 200 t p3,.1,^2
22.2 33.6 13.3 78.4 5.900E-06 11.0 300 t p3,.3,-2
22.8 29.5 17.8 74.4 5.319E-06 9.0 400 t p3,.3,-2
84.4 39.6 83.7 32.7 4.756E-06 9.0 500 t p3,.3,-2
23.2 38.4 12.7 83.3 4.713E-06 9.0 555 t p3,.3,-3
19.6 37.3 355.4 81.3 4.097E-06 15.0 565 t p3,.3,-3
29.3 27.9 37.7 72.6 3.325E-06 16.0 570 t p3,.3,-2
10.6 37.7 324.2 77.0 3.575E-06 5.0 605 t p4,.3,-2 H
10.6 39.6 316.7 78.1 3.334E-06 11.0 630 t p4,.3,-2 H
7.3 44.6 290.7 77.4 2.987E-06 10.0 650 t p4,.3,-2 H
8.5 40.6 309.2 77.1 2.614E-06 10.0 655 t p4,.3,-2 H
15.3 36.3 341.6 78.7 1.513E-06 15.0 660 t p4,.3,-2 H
49.1 12.3 49.7 -6.7 4.075E-05 5.0 680 t p4,.3,-2
251.2 77.4 216.2 35.7 1.481E-06 23.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
152.1 2.8 145.0 -23.1 5.952E-07 34.0 720 t p4nl.3-2
i84mv090301 )
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Caz=272.0 Hade= 27.0 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0
Tv\/^ f m T_X.___M<^rN rx aDec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demaq Comments17.8 50.2 245.7 82.9 1.052E-05 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-222.7 44.9 297.0 88.4 9.290E-06 1.0 150 t p3,.l,-220.5 42.6 329.2 86.0 9.474E-06 9.0 200 t p3,.3,-219.1 39.5 344.6 83.0 8.670E-06 8.0 300 t P3,.3,-220.4 39.3 352.2 83.4 8.280E-06 4.0 400 t p3,.3,-225.1 50.0 204.2 85.0 7.421E-06 14.0 500 t p3..3,-215.2 45.7 285.9 83.1 7.086E-06 6.0 555 t p3..3,-2 H16.8 45.0 292.2 84.2 6.730E-06 5.0 565 t p3,.3,-2 H11.2 46.5 280.9 80.3 5.901E-06 3.0 570 t P3,.3,-2 H15.6 47.3 271.9 83.1 5.813E-06 2.0 605 t p3,.3,-2 H5.8 35.7 321.0 72.7 6.521E-06 21.0 630 t p4,.3,-219.8 46.6 268.8 86.0 3.616E-06 6.0 650 t p4,.3,-26.3 41.2 304.1 75.9 3.573E-06 11.0 655 t p4,.3,-2 H14.7 52.1 245.1 80.2 3.049E-06 10.0 660 t p4,.3,-2 H96.1 -69.8 48.7 -35.7 1.149E-05 3.0 680 t p4,.3,-290.1 -66.8 49.9 -32.2 1.116E-05 1.0 680 t p4nl.3-2113.1 -66.3 56.3 -39.6 4.061E-06 7.0 720 t p4,.3,-2
I84mv090401 )
Caz=331.0 1Hade= :14.0 13az=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demaq Comments16.6 37.1 343.5 79.9 1.206E-05 4.0 0 t p3,.l,-222.5 38.3 8.4 83.1 1.055E-05 4.0 200 t p3,.1,-225.4 36.2 26.9 81.2 9.546E-06 6.0 300 t p3,.3,-226.5 36.7 33.5 81.6 9.442E-06 8.0 400 t p3,.3,-231.3 37.5 59.4 81.1 8.179E-06 7.0 500 t p3,.3,-223.8 41.7 9.4 86.6 7.706E-06 8.0 555 t p3,.3,-2 H37.4 41.6 98.9 80.4 6.249E-06 16.0 565 t p3,.3,-2 H33.0 42.1 91.1 83.5 6.756E-06 5.0 570 t p3,.3,-2 H41.5 41.0 102.5 77.3 6.618E-06 7.0 605 t p4,.3,-2 H33.0 40.2 78.9 82.4 5.695E-06 4.0 630 t p4,.3,-228.5 41.0 58.8 85.2 3.211E-06 9.0 650 t p4,.3,-2 H27.5 40.2 46.5 84.9 3.290E-06 12.0 650 t p4,.3,-2 H31.8 39.5 69.8 82.5 3.130E-06 6.0 655 t p4nl.3-2 H29.4 39.7 58.2 83.8 2.684E-06 7.0 660 t p4,.3,-2 H2.9 38.3 309.5 72.3 6.217E-07 17.0 680 t P4, .3,-258.4 -39.1 50.3 .7 1.237E-07 70.0 700 t p4nl.3-3
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192.9 76.7 201.7 32.0 1.088E-06 20.0 720 t p4nl.3-2
(,84mv090501 )
Caz= ;25.0 Hade= 34.5 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
26.4 39.0 35.7 83.9 1.117E-05 3.0 0 t p3,.l,-226.8 34.9 33.5 79.8 8.630E-06 2.0 200 t P3,.1,-226.4 30.1 29.5 75.0 8.305E-06 4.0 300 t P3..1.-227.9 33.7 37.1 78.5 8.609E-06 3.0 400 t p3,.1,-227.3 34.9 35.8 79.8 7.288E-06 6.0 500 t p3,.l,-226.8 32.8 32.1 77.7 7.397E-06 2.0 550 t p3,.l,-2 H21.9 34.4 11.3 79.1 6.679E-06 9.0 600 t p3,.l,-2 H211.6 -68.3 18.8 -66.3 4.359E-06 8.0 630 t p3,.l,-229.1 40.3 59.2 84.4 4.274E-06 11.0 650 t p3,.l,-2 H21.6 35.1 9.0 79.8 3.762E-06 8.0 670 6 p3,.l,-2 H24.4 39.9 19.8 84.9 2.976E-06 8.0 680 t p4,.l,-2282.4 63.2 237.1 34.2 3.545E-06 7.0 690 t p4,.l,-2
298.1 46.2 259.9 32.5 2.529E-06 23.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
I84mv090601 )
Caz=302.0 Hade= 41.3 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments6.1 41.8 301.2 75.9 9.146E-06 5.0 0 t p3,.1,-216.5 35.9 346.9 78.9 7.681E-06 8.0 180 t p3,.l,-213.9 35.5 339.5 77.3 8.048E-06 2.0 200 t p3,.1,-217.3 35.7 350.0 79.0 8.312E-06 6.0 240 t p3,.1.-214.6 36.2 339.4 78.2 8.514E-06 2.0 280 t p4,.l,-l13.6 35.0 339.9 76.7 8.137E-06 4.0 370 t p4,.l,-2
11.4 38.8 321.7 78.2 6.797E-06 6.0 400 t p3,.1,-213.4 36.7 334.4 77.9 7.623E-06 4.0 435 t p4,.l,-2 H13.6 37.0 333.9 78.3 7.129E-06 2.0 480 t p4,.l,-2 H
12.6 38.0 327.6 78.4 6.176E-06 4.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 H13.9 39.1 326.8 79.9 5.969E-06 4.0 560 t p4,.l,-2 H14.2 39.2 327.0 80.2 5.477E-06 3.0 570 t p4,.l,-2 H11.4 43.4 299.6 80.2 5.026E-06 2.0 590 t p4,.l,-2 H7.2 39.1 313.0 75.6 2.634E-06 12.0 640 t p4,.l,-2 H
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11.7 54.9 241.0 77.0 3.147E-06 13.0 650 t p4,.l,-2
110.6 66.9 173.1 42.2 1.584E-06 31.0 660 t p4,.l,-2
191.1 40.5 194.4 -3.6 2.882E-06 22.0 660 t p4,.l,-2
171.8 22.4 173.1 -16.1 3.509E-06 17.0 665 t p4,.3,-2
169.6 38.7 178.1 -.5 5.172E-06 10.0 685 t p4,.l,-2
287.8 62.0 239.9 35.7 2.072E-06 16.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
(84mv100101 )
Caz=257.5 Hade= 71.5 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
356.3 51.2 266.7 70.1 1.313E-05 3.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
11.7 34.5 336.3 75.4 1.039E-05 1.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
13.5 35.6 338.0 77.2 1.078E-05 4.0 300 t p3,.l,-2
13.2 35.9 336.3 77.3 9.999E-06 8.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
16.7 35.6 348.4 78.7 9.138E-06 4.0 470 t p3,.l,-2
8.9 38.6 317.2 76.4 7.792E-06 5.0 550 t p3,.l,-2
8.3 37.3 320.8 75.3 7.717E-06 8.0 555 t p3,.3,-2
14.5 39.3 327.7 80.4 6.920E-06 5.0 565 t p3,.3,-2
16.1 38.3 337.0 80.6 6.575E-06 4.0 570 t p3,.3,-2
15.7 42.7 310.6 82.9 7.221E-06 8.0 605 t p4,.3,-2 H
10.5 39.6 316.5 78.0 5.928E-06 7.0 630 t p4,.3,-2 H
10.7 39.2 318.5 77.9 5.756E-06 7.0 650 t p4.3,.-2 H
9.8 42.7 301.2 78.8 5.267E-06 9.0 655 t p4,.3,-2 H
11.3 39.4 319.1 78.4 5.141E-06 7.0 660 t p4,.3,-2 H
11.5 42.1 306.4 79.8 2.508E-06 6.0 680 t p4,.3,-2 H
42.7 19.0 60.3 60.1 3.122E-06 2.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
274.9 22.1 265.6 2.4 4.859E-07 40.0 720 t p4nl.3-2
i84mvl00201 )
Caz=244.0 Hade= 35.0 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vo1=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
15.8 63.7 217.2 70.6 6.407E-05 3.0 0 t p3,.1,-2
21.6 40.3 355.7 84.7 3.393E-05 2.0 200 t p3,.l,-2 h
19.9 37.5 356.3 81.5 3.084E-05 3.0 300 t p3,.l,-2 h
22.3 33.0 14.2 77.9 2.710E-05 1.0 400 t p3,.l,-2 h
18.3 35.4 354.8 79.1 2.175E-05 3.0 500 t p3,.l,-2 h
15.4 36.8 339.9 79.1 2.334E-05 5.0 550 t p3,.l,-2 h
14.5 38.5 331.0 79.8 2.384E-05 4.0 600 t p3,.l,-2 H
13.7 41.8 312.1 81.2 1.584E-05 7.0 630 t p3,.l,-2 H
16.8 37.6 342.2 80.4 1.434E-05 2.0 650 t p3,.l,-2 H
21.2 43.5 321.9 86.9 8.440E-06 5.0 670 t p3,.l,-2 H
94.7 14.1 110.8 24.2 2.702E-06 10.0 680 t p4,.l,-2 h
114.3 9.5 121.2 7.2 1.491E-06 9.0 690 t p3,.l,-2 h
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83.4 -21.4 77.7 4.9 3.388E-06 23.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
i84mvl00301 )
Caz=271.0 Hade= 24.0 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
11.0 62.8 224.3 70.5 4.187E-05 1.0 0 t p3,.l.-2
16.0 42.8 310.3 83.2 2.180E-05 2.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
20.9 40.0 352.6 84.1 1.728E-05 4.0 300 t P3,.l,-1
18.6 36.8 352.1 80.5 1.504E-05 2.0 400 t p3,.l,-2
20.9 37.4 1.4 81.8 1.305E-05 5.0 470 t p3,.l,-2
24.1 42.0 12.2 86.9 1.094E-05 6.0 550 t p3,.l,-2
21.4 34.9 8.5 79.5 1.065E-05 6.0 555 t p3,.3,-2
26.6 39.1 36.8 84.0 8.458E-06 4.0 565 t p3,.3,-223.4 42.3 1.7 87.0 8.758E-06 6.0 570 t p3,.3,-2
15.5 36.3 342.2 78.7 9.496E-06 7.0 605 t p4,.3,-2 H
15.2 35.3 344.0 77.7 8.118E-06 5.0 630 t p4,.3,-2 H
9.4 38.9 317.1 76.9 7.352E-06 9.0 650 t p4,.3,-2 H
13.8 35.7 338.7 77.4 5.251E-06 6.0 655 t p4,.3,-2 H
19.4 36.4 356.9 80.4 4.670E-06 7.0 660 t p4,.3,-2 H
164.0 72.2 191.5 30.7 1.679E-06 10.0 699 t p3nl.3-2
84.9 4.4 95.9 24.1 4.898E-07 17.0 700 t p3n2.3-2
I84mvl00401 )
Caz=288.0 Hade= 65.5 Baz=205.0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
332.5 36.4 288.4 50.0 2.533E-05 4.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
348.3 28.4 312.2 56.7 1.490E-05 2.0 150 t p3,.l,-2
353.5 28.8 317.4 60.4 1.334E-05 4.0 200 t p3,.3,-2
354.8 25.9 323.1 59.2 1.247E-05 6.0 300 t p3,.3,-2 H
350.9 25.8 318.5 56.6 1.071E-05 4.0 400 t p3,.3,-2 H
354.3 24.7 323.9 58.0 1.047E-05 3.0 500 t p3,.3,-2 H
351.7 25.8 319.4 57.2 8.558E-06 6.0 555 t p3,.3,-2 H
355.1 28.9 319.0 61.5 8.289E-06 8.0 565 t p3,.3,-2 H
351.1 29.0 314.2 58.9 6.143E-06 3.0 570 t p3,.3,-2 H
349.1 32.5 306.8 59.7 5.929E-06 11.0 605 t p4,.3,-2 H
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350.6 21.2 323.7 53.2 5.388E-06 15.0 630 t p4,.3,-2 H
339.3 36.1 293.2 54.7 2.410E-06 8.0 650 t p4nl.3-2 H
9.3 54.4 246.3 76.2 1.935E-06 11.0 655 t p3nl.3-2327.3 25.9 297.3 40.4 2.478E-06 11.0 660 t p4nl.3-2
187.8 19.4 187.2 -23.7 1.553E-06 30.0 699 t p4nl.3-2
106.8 -30.5 87.4 -15.8 3.439E-06 9.0 700 t p4nl.3-2
275.3 52.1 244.4 24.3 1.917E-06 15.0 720 t p4nl.3-2
(84mvl00501 )
Caz=241.0 Hade= 67.0 Baz=205,0 Dip= 45.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
9.3 61.0 229.3 71.5 1.754E-05 2.0 0 t p3,.l,-2
50.3 -16.3 51.8 24.5 4.970E-06 2.0 600 t p3,.l,-2
14.9 45.9 284.1 82.9 1.658E-05 5.0 180 t p3,.l,-2
16.8 45.3 288.8 84.2 1.377E-05 3.0 200 t p3,.l,-2
15.2 44.1 298.8 82.9 1.441E-05 6.0 240 t p3,.l,-2
16.4 40.9 325.0 82.5 1.481E-05 4.0 330 t p4,.l.-2
14.2 42.7 307.3 81.9 1.203E-05 3.0 370 t p3,.l,-2
17.3 42.6 315.8 83.9 1.156E-05 5.0 400 t P3,.1,-2
10.9 37.6 325.2 77.1 1.177E-05 6.0 435 t p3,.l,-2
14.8 41.4 317.0 81.8 1.119E-05 8.0 480 t p3,.l,-218.0 46.9 271.6 84.8 9.717E-06 6.0 550 t p4,.l,-2 H
16.1 45.9 283.7 83.7 9.713E-06 5.0 560 t p4,.2,-2 H
17.0 46.1 280.5 84.3 8.570E-06 4.0 570 t p4,.l,-2 H16.3 47.0 273.4 83.6 7.952E-06 3.0 590 t p4,.l,-2 H
15.6 49.2 258.0 82.3 5.865E-06 7.0 640 t p4,.l,-2 H
19.1 47.9 257.4 85.0 4.847E-06 13.0 650 t p4,.l,-2 H
14.4 49.0 262.1 81.8 4.860E-06 6.0 660 t p4,.l,-2 H
15.6 47.3 272.1 83.1 2.493E-06 25.0 665 t p4,.3,-2 H
154.9 16.3 155.7 -13.7 1.725E-06 12.0 685 t p4,.l,-2
153.6 38.2 166.9 5.2 2.160E-06 16.0 700 t p4,.l,-2
I84mvl00601 )
Caz=160.0 Hade= 23.0 Baz=113.0 Dip= 11.0 Vol=10.0
Dec-g Inc-g Dec-s Inc-s Intensity ASD Demag Comments
0.0 53.2 15.1 56.1 1.004E-06 6.0 0 t p3,.3,-2
355.5 58.5 14.0 62.0 9.761E-07 15.0 0 a354.7 54.2 10.3 58.1 8.147E-07 3.0 50 a p4,.3,-2353.9 48.7 6.5 53.0 6.865E-07 7.0 100 a p4,.3,-2 H
355.7 37.4 4.2 41.8 6.116E-07 9.0 150 a p4,.3,-2 H0.5 33.4 7.9 37.0 5.523E-07 4.0 200 a p4,.3,-2 H349.8 49.2 2.3 54.2 5.579E-07 10.0 300 a p4,.3,-2 H357.8 46.7 9.7 50.4 4.243E-07 18.0 400 a p4,.3,-2 H
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352.1 31.8 358.8 36.9 3.906E-07 17.0 500 a p4,.3,-2359.5 53.7 14.9 56.7 2.894E-07 10.0 600 a p4,.3,-2357.1 51.9 11.4 55.5 3.297E-07 21.0 700 a p4,.3,-20.4 51.3 14.4 54.3 3.690E-07 13.0 850 a p4,.3,-2355.9 46.4 7.5 50.4 3.005E-07 12.0 1000 a p4,.l,-241.9 -35.7 33.8 -38.5 3.906E-07 46.0 720 t p4nl.3-2
#
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